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IjETTER  0F  TRANSMITTAlj.

U.  S.  DEPARTMENT  OF  AGRICULTURE,
WEATHER  BUREAU,

Wa8hibgton, D.  C., Janiun;ny 3,1912.
SIR:  I have the honor to transmit herewith the revised copy of  a

pamphlet  prepared  by  Prof.  C.  F.  Marvin,  contain.ing  information
and instructions to the observers of the Weather Bureau for the care
and use of barometric apparatus, and to request that it be published
as Circular F, Instrument Division, fourth edition.

Very respectfully,
WILLIS  L.  MOORE,

Chief U. S.Wea;then Bureonl,.
Hon. JAMES  WILsoN,

s7aretary of Agricultwe.



NOTE  T0  OBSERVERS.

U.  S.  DEPARTMENT  OF  AGRICULTURE,
WEATHER  BUREAU,

Washimgtorb, D.  C., Ja;",any 3,1912.
The details of information respecting barometers contained in the

accompanying pages  are furnished for the instruction and guidance
of  observers,  who  will  keep  themselves  informed  upon  the  subjects
treated,  and, in particular, will observe the technical duties relating
to  the  care  and  use  of  barometric  apparatus  summarized  for  their
convenience in Section VII.    The provisions of this section,  as more
fully set forth in the body of the pamphlet, will replace instructions
on barometers heretofore issued.

WILLIS  L.  MO0RE,
Ohiof U.  S.  Wea;then BureaM.
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BAROMETERS   AND   THE    MEASUREMENT    0F`   ATMOSPHERIC

PRESSURE.

INTRODUCTORY.

THE   BARO}IETER.

1.  The hydrostatic principle, by virtue of which the pressure of t,he
air is measured by  the ordinary barometer,  was first formulated  at
Florence  in  164'3  by  Torricelli,  whose  famous  experiments  demon-
strated, not only that the air exerted a very great pressure, but that
this pressure changed slightly from da,y to day.

2.   ror7.{cezzd's   ba77'o77tefer.-To   repeat   Torricelli's   experiment,   fill
a clean, dry, preferably warm, glass tube, closed at one end, with pure,
dry mercury,  using  care  to  exclude  all  air.    The length  of  the tube
must,  in general,  exceed 30 inches.    Close  the open  end of  the  tube
firmly wit,h  the finger tip,  and  submerge it in  an open  cup  of mer-
cury.    Upon  removing  the  finger  and  causing  the  tube  to  stand
vertically,  a portion of the mercury will pass from the tube into the
cup,  leaving.  a  vacuous  space,  known  as  Torricelli's  vacuum,  in  the
top of the tube.    The column of mercury remaining in the tube will,
at  sea-level  stations,  be  about  30  inches  high.    The  weight  of  this
mercury is sustained by and exactly balances the downward pressure
of the air upon the surface of the mercury in the cup.    The height of
such a mercurial column, therefore, becomes a measure of the pressure
of the air, and Torricelli seems to have been the first to discover that
the height of such a column varied from day to day.

3.  Sdpho7? Z>cb7.o77tefer.~Instead of constructing the barometer in the
manner  just  described,  where  the  cistern  and  tube  are  in separate
parts, t,he tube may be made longer and turned up at the bottom so
as to resemble the letter J, forming what is commonly called a siphon
barometer,  the long arm of which is closed at the top.

4.  Press",re a/o7}e cJ€77}osphere.-Suppose the area of the inside of the
barometer  tube  to  be just  1  square inch,  then a 30-inch barometric
column will contain just 30  cubic inches of mercury.    N.ow,  1  cubic
inch of mercury weighs 0.4906 pound, which, multiplied by 30, gives
the  ordinary  sea-level  pressure  of  the  air  to  be  14.718  pounds  per
square inch.    This  quantity is frequeritly used  by  engineers,  and is
cii,1led  a pressure of one atmosphere.

9



10       BAROMETERS   AND  MEASUREMENT   OF   ATMOSPHERIC   PRESSURE.

5.  This  pressure  of  14.7  pounds  per  square  inch  is,  in  the  main,
nothing  more  than  the  weight  of  an  air  column having  a  sectional
area of 1 square inch and extending vertically to the upper limits of
the atmosphere.    In addition to  the weight,  pure  and simple,  how-
ever,  such  influences  as  the  wind,  the  rapid  heating  and  cooling
in confined layers of air,  and other causes modify by small amounts
the elastic pressure of the air.

6.  Other /orm8  o/ Ztoro77tefey.8.-Within  the  past  50  or  60  years  A
form of barometer, made entirely of metal, has been devised,  and is
widely used at sea and by tourists and others on account of its con-
venience  and  portability.  ` This  form  is  commonly  designated  the
aneroid,  a word which signifies "containing no liquid."    The instru-
ment is also often called the holosteric barometer, meaning "wliolly
of  solids."    Aneroids,  though  often  highly  sensitive,  are,  at  best,
much less accurate than properly constructed mercurial barometers,-____   i

as will be explained later.
i

I.~MERCURIAL  BAROMETERS.

7.   Foy`£d7b  b¢ro77Le{e7`8,   Weayfber  B"re¢"  pa)#er7t.~In  order  that  the
height  of  the  mercurial  column  may  represent  a7ccurately  the  true
pressure  of  the  air,  and in  order  to  detect  the  comparatively small
changes of pressure from day to day, many refinements are necessary
in the construction of the instrument and great precision of measure-
ment  is  required.    An  excellent  form  of  the  mercurial  berometer,
satisfying the requirements just stated, was devised b.v Fortin, and is
now very widely used the world over.    The particular pattern used
by  the  Wea,ther  Bureau,  sometimes  called  the  Green  barometer,  is

{

figured on page  11.
8.  The  barometer  consists  of  a  glass  tube,  about  i-inch  inside

diameter, closed at the top and inclosed in a thin metal tube, through
which large openings are cut on opposite sides,  exposing to view the
glass  tube  and  mercurial  c,olumn.    The  graduated  scale  is  formed
at  one side  of  this  opening,  and  a short  tube  or sleeve,  also  gradu-
ated  (shown  at  0,  figs.  1  and  2),  encircles  the  barometer  tube  and
slides smoothly within the metal part,  motion  being given  to  it by
means of the milled head, I),  and  a sma,1l rack and pinion inside.

At A, figure 2, is shown what is called the at,tached thermometer.
The bulb of this is  entirely concealed within the metal tube,  and is
between it and the glass barometer tube, so as to show as nearly as
possible the mean temperature of both the brass tube and the mer-
cury.

9.  05sfer7t.-The  special  feature  of  the  barometer  is  a  cistern  so
constructed  that  the  level  of the  mercury  within  may  be  changed
greatly and adjusted to a fixed index point.
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The  topmost  portion  of  the  cistern  consists  of  a  small  boxwood
piece, G, figure 3.    The glass tube ±, passes through the central portion
of this, to which it is secured by a piece of soft kid leather folded in
a peculiar manner and securely wrapped  to  both  the glass tube and
the boxwood cap,  G.    The flexible joint thus formed will not  allow
the mercury  to  escape,  but permits  the passage  of  air to  and from
the cistern.

The remaining portions of the cistern are the short glass cylinder,
F,  figure  3,  the  two  curved  boxwood  pieces,  d  and  f.,  and  the  kid
leather bag,  IV, with adjusting screw,  a, clamps, etc.

It is plainly seen that on turning the screw, a, the leather bag may
be folded up into or withdrawn from the curved boxwood chamber, 7.,
in a manner to cause any desired change in the level of the mercurial
surface.

10.  Juo;y po67LJ.-At fa, figure 3, is shown what is technically called
the ` `ivory point," which projects downward from the top of the cis-
tern and forms a fixed and definite point, to which the level of the mer-
cury in the cistern can be adjusted in taking readings of the barometer,
as will be described hereafter.

The ivory point is, t,here fore, the zero end of the scale, from which
all the measurements of the height of the column are made.

11.  Sccbze o/ bc}rome#er.-The scale of the barometer is seen on the
left of the opening,  at  the  top.    It is most conveniently made  of a
separate  strip  of  metal,  although  sometimes it  is  engraved  directly
on the metal tube itself .    The length varies from about 4 inches, for
use at stations of only moderate elevation above sea level, to from 10
to  15 inches, or more, for barometers intended to be used in balloons
or  on lofty  mountain  summits.    The graduations  on  the  scale  also
vary,  being only  10  spaces to  the inch in many instances  and  20 in
others;  the  latter graduation  is  to  be  preferred  on  account  of  the
greater accuracy attainable in readings.

The  scale  of  the  barometer when engraved on  a separate  strip  is
attached to the metal tube by small screws in such a manner that it
rna,y be ad.iusted slightly up and down, so that the 30-inch mark, for
example,  of the graduations can be placed  at exactly the right  dis-
tance from the ivory point.    This adjustment being made, the scale
should not be moved afterwards.

12.   Ver7}6er.-A vernier is  a device by which one is  able  to  ascer-
tain  accurately much smaller fractional subdivisions of a graduated
scale  than  could  otherwise  be  observed  by  the  eye  without  the  aid
of  a  microscope.    For  example,  with  a  scale having  only  20  subdi-
visions  to  the  inch  a vernier enables us  to  ascertain  accurately  the
one-thousandth part of an inch.    The name of the device is derived
from its inventor,  Pierre Vernier.    This portion of the barometer is
the little graduated scale,  C', figures 1  and 2.
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Mercurial barometer, with Fortin cisti`rn.
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A  vernier  consists,  essentially,  of  a  small  graduated  scale,   the
spaces upon which are just a certain amount smaller or larger than
those on the main scale.    When two such scales are placed together
some  particular  line  of  the  one  will  always  be  coincident,  or  very
nearly so,  with a line  on the  other,  and from  this circumstance  the
position of the  zero  line  of the vernier in reference  to  the scale  can
be very. accurately determined,  as will be readily understood from a
study of the following figures and explanation:

30. 00                         30.15                         30.277                       30.034                     30.177

FIG.  4.                              FIG.  5.                                 FIG.  6.                                 FIG.  7.                              FIG.  8.

Verniers.

Figure 4 exhibits the manner of graduating a vernier so as to sub-
divide the spaces upon the scale into tenths.    In the figure,  a is the
scale and cb is the vernier.    The lower edge of the vernier,  which in
this case is also  the zero line,  is exactly opposite or coincident with
30 on the scale.    The tenth line on the vernier is coincident with the
ninth line  above  30-that  is,  a  space  of  9  divisions  on  the  scale  is
divided into 10 spaces on the vemier, so that each space on the latter
is one-tenth part shorter than a space on the scale.    In the present
case  the  spaces  on the  scale represent inches  and tenths;  hence  the
difference  between  the  length  of a  space  on the  vernier and  one  on
the  scale   is  T]IT  of  Tto-±T+-a  of  an  inch.     This  principle  of  matching
two  scales  having  spaces  of  slightly  different  magnitude  is  always
followed in the construction of verniers, though, of course, the num-
ber of spaces  embraced by the vernier is varied to  suit the  circum-
stances  and  the  degree  of  minuteness  desired.    Moreover,  in  some
instances, the vernier embraces one more space on the scale, inst,ead
of  one  less,  than  the  number  of  its  own  subdivisions-that  is,  10
spaces  on  the  vernier  may  be  made  to  correspond  to  11  spaces  on
the scale.
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If, as we have seen, the spaces on the vernier are one-tenth smaller
than on the scale, then, in the adjustment shown in figure 4, the first
line above the zero on the vernier is one-tenth part of the space, the
next  line  two-tenths,  the  next  three-tenths,  etc.,  distant  from  the
line next above on the scale.   When, therefore, we find the vernier in
such a position as shown in figure 5, where the fifth line on the ver-
nier is coincident with a scale line, it is very clear that the zero line
of the vernier must be just five-tenths above the scale line next below.
Now,  since  we  imagine  these  scales  to  represent  inches  and  tenths,
then figure 5 will read, 30.15 inches.
'    13.   E8£d77b¢£6o7b  a//7.¢cfdo7b.s  o7b  a  ue7`"{er.-In  many  cases  it  will

happen that no single line on the vernier will be exactly coincident
with a  scale line,  but  that  one line  will be  a little  above  while  the
next line on the vernier will be a little below the corresponding scale
lines.

In the case shown in figure 6 the seventh and the eighth lines on
the vernier are each nearly in coincidence, but neither one is exactly
so.    This indicates that the reading is somewhere between 30.27 and
30.28.    Moreover,  we  can  clearly  see  that  the  eighth  line  is  nearer
coincidence than the seventh.   We, therefore, estimate that the true
reading is about 30.277.   We might, probably, with as great accuracy
have selected 30.278.

If  the  scale  and  vernier  are  accurately  graduated,  such  readings
by  a practiced  observer win rarely be  in error by more  than 0.002
inch.    It  is  important  in  estimating  the  fractions  that  the  eye  be
exactly in front of the lines being studied.

14.  In figures 7 and  8  are  shown  verniers  applied  to  a  barometer
scale having 20 parts to the inch.    In this case 24 parts on the scale
are  divided into  25  parts  on the  vernier.    By  the principle  already
explained in paragarph 12,  the value of the subdivisions effected by
such a vernier, or, as it is most frequently expressed, the least count
of  the  vemier,  will  be  ir]5  of  FtIT±T+IT  of  an  inch.     In  reading  the
vemier,  therefore,  each  line  will  represent  0.002  inch,  so  that  the
fifth,  tenth,  fifteenth,  twentieth,  and  twenty-ffth  lines  will  repre-
sent  one,  two,  three,  four,  and five  hundredths  of  an inch,  respec-
tively, and are so numbered.

As  described in paragraph 13, the lines in this kind of vernier also
may not be exactly in coincidence;  but in such a case, owing to the
smallness of the spaces, it is not of any special advantage in making
our estimate to consider whether coincidence is nearer one line than
the  other.    In  ordinary  practice  we  simply  take  midway  between.
Thus in figure 8 the reading is between 30.176 and 30.178;  we there-
fore adopt 30.177 as the proper reading.

15.   Oa)tt±do7} ¢ga)67}8± ey.roy.-When the zero line of this style of ver-
nier is next  above one of the shortest lines on the scale,  as was the
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case in the  example  above,  some  attention is necessary in  order to
take off the coirect reading.    For example, in figure 8 we find that
coincidence  on  the  vernier  is  between  lines  designated  26  and  28,
which corresponds to a reading of 0.026 or 0.028, or, taking midway
between, 0.027.    On the scale itself, however, we see the graduation
next below the first line of the vernier is 30.150.    The completet;#ead-
ing  is  found  by  adding  the  parts  thus:  30.150+0.027=30.177.  `  It
frequently happens with beginners that the 0.050 represented by the
short line  on the scale is  overlooked  and omitted  entirely-that is,
the  above  reading might  be  called  30.127.    Whenever readings  are
made with a scale and vernier of this character,  special pains must
be taken not to  omit  adding 0.050 to the vernier reading when the
first line below the zero of the vernier is a short one.

16.  S{raid7b o7b {fae c68Jey.7L a/ a ba7ro77}efer.-When the mercury is sent
up to the top of the tube of a barometer by screwing up the cistern,
an  internal  hydrostatic  pressure  is  produced  proportional  to  the
amount  by  which  the  length  of  the  column  has  been  increased.
This pressure tends to  force the mercury through the joints of the
cistern or the joints and pores of the leather bag.    This is more par-
ticularly the case with a barometer at an elevated station, where, owing
to the diminished air pressure, the column may need to be raised  10
or 15 inches in filling the tube, greatly endangering the cistern.    For
this reason the  Fortin barometer cistern is not whollysatisfactory,
as it is difficult to make and keep the joints so tight that the mercury
will not  be  able  to  find  its  way through  some  very  small  crevices;
such leakage soon impairs the barometer.

17.  rttch c6sJer".-Many of the barometers of the We;ther Bureau
are fitted with an improved form of cistern,  devised by Mr. Charles
8.  Tuch,  of  the  Instrument  Division.    The  construction  of  this  is
shown in figure  9.

The chamber for the mercury is formed of the iron cylinders, c, fa,
provided with windows at the top, and a small' glass cylinder,/.    The
glass barometer tube is fastened into  a metal piece,  a,  by means  of
several thicknesses of leather washers, held and clamp'ed by a sc,rew,
e,  above.    The  piston,  o,  fits  the  cylinder  very  snugly  and  can  be
moved up and down by means of the milled-head screw,  W, thereby
adjusting the mercury to any desired level.

18.  Fd#ed cds±erm boy'omefer8.-It is very evident that as the column
of mercury rises and falls in a barometer tube there is a corresponding
change in the level of the surface in the cistern,  and  as long as the
quantity  of mercury in  the  whole  barometer  remains  the  same,  it
follows, except for slight temperature effects, that the true height of
the column of mercury may always be found simply from readings at
the top end, a due allowance being made for the slight rise and fall in
the cistern.
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I``iG. 9. -Tuch  barolneter cistern.

inches high,  but when  the
cistern  f alls one-fiftieth of

Adjustable cistern barometers, such a,s
described in paragraphs 9 and 17,  are, in
general,  the  most  accurate,  as  the  col.-
rection  for  capillarity,  para,graph  26,  is
usually   more   constant,   and   the   acci-
dental escape of a little mercury from the
cist,ern  does  not  matter.    Still,  very ac-
curate  results  may  be  obtained by the
use  of  well-made ba,rometers with  fixed
cisterns, and  this  form  is  often adopted
in the const.ruction of barometers for use
on shipboard.

The  relation  between  the  true  le.ngth
o.f  the  column and the observed position
of  its   top   depends  upon   the   relation
between  the  inside  area.s  of  the cistern
and barometer tube.    When this relation
has been once worked out it is then nec-
essaryinreadingthebarometertoobserve
only the position of the top of the column
and  apply  a  "correction for  capacity."
('Saeparagraph24.)

±9 .  Coutpracted barometer scale.~A:s th.e
correction for capacity in barometers with
fixed  cisterns  remains  the  same  so  long
as  the  quantity  of  Inercury  within  the
barometer  and  the  inside  area  of  tube
and cistern a,re unchanged, it will not be
necessary to apply a, capacity  correction
to every reading  made, provided  we use
on  the  barometer  a scale  having  all  its
divisions  shortened  by  just  the  proper
&mount to  compensate for  the  capacity
effect.    To understand this more clearly,
imagine a barometer wit,h the top  of the
column  just  30 inch6s above  the surface
of the mercury  in  the  cistern.    Suppose
the  sectional area of  the barometer tube
at the top is only one-fiftieth as  great as
that  of  the  cistern   (this  is  about  the
usual relation).    Now if we  imagine the,
column to rise a distance of  1 inch in the
tube,   it  will  then  seem  to  become  31
column  r.ises  1  inch, the  mercury in tJ"

an inch,  and, therefore, the real height or
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the column must be 31T]tr inches;  that is, we may say, that each inch
of a scale  represents  lT]tr inches  of  change in  the  real  height  of  the
mercurialcolumn.    If, therefore, a special scale be prepared having the
spaces representing inches, eac,h one fifty-first part of an inch shorter
than  a true incb,  t,hen readings  of our imagina,ry barometer on sue,h
a scale will indicate  the  true height  of  the  column, presupposing  of
course  that  the  sectional areas of t,he  tube  a,nd cistern are uniform,
and that the  scale is adjustedFto a proper distance from  the cistern.

20.  By methods of calibration man-
ufacturers are able to construct scales
and   barometers   of   great   accuracy
in  accordance  with  the  above  prin-
ciples,  and  they  are  very  convenient
to use.

21.  It is obvious that if a barometer
tube in such an instrument is broken
it  will  be  difficult  to  find  another  so
nearly  the same size that it  could  be
used  with  the  old  scflle;  generally  a
new scale is  also required.

22.  In figure 10 is shown a cut of an
excellent  barometer  of  the  fixed-cis-
tern type, devised by Schneider Bros.,
of Jersey city, N.J.    Oneof the special
I eatures of the barometer is the means
provided   for  filling  the  cistern  and
tube with mercury so that the barom-
eter can be shipped safely from place
to place.

To  fill  the  cistern  with  mercury,
the  barometer  is  first  very  carefully
and  gradually  inclined  and  inverted.
When fully inverted the mercury suf-
fices to fill up  the cistern just to the
throat of the contracted portion at G.
By screwing  up  the  milled  head,  A,
the plate, a, closes against the bottom
of   the   cistern   and   completely   im-

I,",",::i#',,i,,i;I:,;.,::::.,,,.:,,,:,;1,i,,i,;,:,,,,,,:,i,,,,,,,:,,,,l]i,,;i',",,,,,ji,;;!'i,!i,ill,i,;i'i:;;!i;;;i;;i':i:,i:i,,::i:!!,::,:i,;I::!i;:::::,;ii,,,:,;;i,i:,:,:;,:i,;i,,:,:;:,i;,:,;,,,:ii'i'ji`,\,,,i,,,,,,;:,I,::,,::I,,,,,,,i:,,,;i,:,,,,,,,i;,,,,i,,"l`,:,I,,`,,I,,,\i,,,:,,,i,,,I:,,I:,:,,,",",::i,,,,,,,i,,,ji,;,::,:.,,::,:;,i:I,,I,1i,;,'1,,,,,:,,:,,,,,,,:,,,,:i,;i,,",,,,,,,,,,:I:,i:,,:i,,:,i!!::;:i';:;i;;;:i',i,i,:i,::i,::,:,,,:::;:I::,,,'i,,:,;,,i,:,:;:i,;i,,:,,;:,i,;l,:,;,,:ii!l;:`,,,i,,,;:,,,:,:,I,,,,,:,ii,:,,,,,i;i,,,I,,",,

FIG.10.-Fixed cistern barometer.

rtrisons the mercury with only a little free spa`ce for expansion.    If the
barometer is now turned erect the mercurial column can not descend
unless the screw, H, is loosened,~whereupon the mercury flows into t,he
previously  unoccupied  space  below  the  plate,  G,  and  permits  the
column to resume its normal level.

23.  The  capacity  correction  required  for  a  barometer  with  fixed
cistern ancl true scale grad.uatecl in standard units, and not contracted,

22937~12~2
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as explained in paragraph  19,  can be determined from careful meas-
urements  of  the  internal  diameters  of  the  tube  and  cistern  made
before  the  barometer  is  filled,  but  the  accuracy  of  this  correction
should  a,lways  be  checked  by  subsequent  comparisons,  as  indicated
below.

24.   Cbpa)c¢£?/ co77ec£6o7}, hottj/o%7}d.-It is evident that by sliding the
scale  of  a fixed-cistern barometer up  or  down it  can be so  ad,iustecl
that a reading at some one point is just right;  for example, we may
place the 30-inch mark so that when the top t)I the column is at this
mark  the  surface  of  the  mercury  in  the  cistern  is  .i.ust  30  inches
below.    If the sectional area of the tube is a),  and that of the a,istern
14,  then, if the mercurial column in the tube rises one scale division,

the fall in the cistern will be only the Z  part of one  clivision.    That

is,  the  correction for a  scale reading .just  one  c]iTision  above the  30-

inch  mark  is:   +a  divisions;  for  a reading t\To diTisions  above  the

correctionis:   +2 fi, etc.     This, expressed in a miithematical formula,

becomes-

(Corl.ection±Cy±(%J?o).¥i,..

in which Z3o is the reacting. at which the correction is zero and b is the
observed reading, uncorrected for temperature.     This may be reduced
to the following simpler form-

C--Tbh-Trb;

in wliich 77L and 7t are two quantities whose Talues are best determinecl
from  a  complete  series  of  readings  of  the  actual  lieig.ht  of  the  mer-
curial column, as compared with the reading of the top of the column
of  the  fixed-cistern  barometer.    As  the  leTel  of  tile  mercury  in  the
cistern is generally not  visible in baro.metei.s  of this  type,  the  direct
measurements of the heights of the colunm can not be made, and the
necessary  actual heights  must,  therefore,,  be  obtained from readings
of some standar(I barometer.

To  cletermine  the  values  of  in  ancl  72  accurately  by  comparisons,
observations  should  be  made  over a greater range of  pressures than
ordinarily  occur  from  day  to  day,  ancl  the  best  results  will  require
observations under pressure artificially changed to suit.

25.  Changes  of  temperature  may  cause  the  sectional  areas  of  the
tube  and  cistern  to  have  a  different  relation  than  that  assumecl  in
the formula above,  and  may  also  change the value  of Z3o,  but  these
effects are slight and are not, considered here.

3_iB
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26.   jl4le7'c"7'¢ciz bciy'o77?e±e7./oy. mcz7'¢7te "Se.-Mercurial barometers con-
sti-ucted upon the Fortin system and other forms such as described in
the preceding paragraphs are almost universally used on land for the
measurement of atmospheric pressure, and no other form of barometer
affords  as great  accuracy in  the  measurement  of  that pressure.    If,
however,  such  an  instrument  were  placed  aboard  ship  at  sea,  t,he
column of mercury-would  surge  up  and  down  the  tube more  or less
violently  with  every  motion  of  the  vessel,  and  readings  would  be
1.endered inaccurate or impossible.

27.  This  difficulty  has  been  overcome  in  a  form  of  instrument,
known  as  the  Kew,  or  marine,  barometer.    Its  disting.uishing  char-
a,cteristic,s   consist   in   substituting   for   the   simple   straight   tube
of  uniform  bore  commonly  employed  in  land  barometers,   a,  tube
having  a  wide  bore  for  6  or  8  inches  of  the  upper  portion  onl}T.
Below this the tube has thick walls wit,h a small capillary bore only a
few hundredths inch in diameter.    Near the bottom end  the bore, ol'
t,he tube is again enlarged t,o form an air trap, all as shown in figure 11.
1±. small qua,ntities of air chance to enter the open end of the tube the}T
ai.e not likely  to   enter  the  small point of t,he inner  tube,  but  lodge
instead  in  the  surrounding  space,  as  indicated,  where  the  air  must`
I.emain and does not affect the barometric reading.s.     It may even be
removed from the  trap  when the  ba,rometer is undergoing repairs.

28.  The flow of mercury through the  capillary bore takes place  so
slowly that the column ca,n not surge up a,nd down the tube seriousl}-
with the relatively quick motions of the ship.    At the same tilne the
height  of  the  column  adjusts  itself  to  the  slow  chang.es  of  at,mos-
pheric  pressure,  and  thus  more  or  less  perfectlT  answers  the  desired
objects.

29.  Figure  12  shows  a high grade  mercurial barometer adapt,ed  to
all the requirements of marine use, together with a special gimbal sup-
poi.ting bracket and small wooden box, into which the barometer ancl
bi.acket  are  folded  and  thoroughly  protected  and  secured  when  not
ln use.

:30.  The glass  tube  and boxwood cistern,  all  as shown in figui.e  11,
€u.e  secured  inside  the  bronze-metal  jacket  provided  at  the top with
t\  long,  slotted  opening  through which  the  top  of tihe  glass  tube  ancl
mercurial column can be seen.    A scale of graduations is fixed beside
the opening and a vernier of a form already described in paragraph  12
is  a.ri.anged  to  slide  up  and  down  so  as  to  enable  accurate  measure-
ments of the height of the mercurial column to  be made.

31.  For  marine  use  it is  necessa,ry  that  the  barometer  be  free  to
hang in  a vertical line  despite  the  rolling  and pitching. of the vessel.
For  this  purpose  the  well-known  arrangement  of  gimbal  rings  is
I.ormed upon t,he outer extremity of a hinged bracket and secured to
tile barometer  at  a point some inches above  t,he middle.
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In  the  position  shown  in  the  picture  the  barometer  is  ready  for
reading,  and  the  tube  will  swing  on  the  gimbals  so  as  to  remain
nearly or quite vertical.    After a reading has been taken the barome-
ter must not be left exposed,  as it is very liable to injury by violent
oscillations  in  heavy  weather.    In  .the  equipment  of  the  standard
Weather  Bureau  design  the  whole  bracket  barometer  and  all  are
arranged to fold up compactly within the small  mahogany case,  the
lid of which closes with a spring clasp, and not only secures the barom-
eter  from  accidental  damage  but  from  undue  exposure  to  atmos-
pheric influences as well.

32.  How barometer twhes ma'y be frHed.-PT:ocesses that rrLay be TOL
lowed  in  filling  barometer  tubes  for  high-grade  instruments  are  so
rarely described and so little known that a short description of some
methods  frequently  employed  at  the  Weather  Bureau  with  highly
satisf act,ory  result,s  will  doubtless   be  of   interest  to  a  number  of
readers.

The  object  of  any filling  process is simply to  introduce  pure mer-
cury  and  totally  exclude  all  air,  moisture,  or  other  foreign  matter,
especially  of  a  gaseous  nature,  that  may  possibly  later  occupy  the
barometric  va,cuum  and  cause  errors by  the  pressure  it  exerts upon
the top of the mercurial column.

33.  Ftt7t7}ez mefbod.-It may seem  that the desired  result could  be
obta,ined   by  carefully  introducing   clean   mercury  through  a  long
slender-stemmed funnel reaching quite to the closed end of the tube.
(See  fig.   13.)    A  suitable  funnel  may  easily  be  made  by  drawing
down  the  end  of  a  short  piece  of rather wide  glass  tubing.    Such  a
method is sometimes used and will, indeed, give approximate results,
but it will be found upon investigation that while the mercury seems
to  drive  out  all  the  air,  yet  a  good  deal  will  still  be  found  in  the
vacuum.    Originally,  this  air  mixed  with  water  vapor  is  strongly
adherent to the walls of the glass tube by reason of a peculiar prop-
e,rty t,his character of glass is found to have.    When t,he barometric
vacuum is formed, some  of the gaseous matter thus  attached to  the
tube is liberated and by its pressure depresses the mercurial column
severa,I hundredt,hs of an inch,  as has been shown by careful experi-
ment,s.

In all cases it is of great importance that the inside walls of barom-
ter  tubes  be  perfectly  clean.    New  tubes  are  thoroughly  cleaned
with whiting or other suitable material while open at both ends, and
while  still  warm  and  dry  the  top  end  is  closed  and  t,he  cistern  end
tapered and finally fused shut.

Small tubes (one-quarter inch and less) that have become soiled by
use,, exposure,  etc.,  can not be easily cleaned properly,  and such are
never used a second time in the Weather Bureau work.    The methods
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given  in  paragraph  35  for  cleaning  larger  t,ubes  rna,y,  however,,  be
used even with these.

One very simple and excellent method of driving. off nearly all the
air  and  moisture  condensed  on  the  gla,ss  walls  is  given  in  the  next
paragra,ph.

34.   rfae   bo6Z67t,g   7yuefbod.-This   is    a   simple   method   commonl}~
employed  with  all  small  tubes,  say,  one-fourth  inch  diameter, more
or  less;  such,  for  example,   as  is  required  in  the  several  t,ypes  of
barometers that have been heretofore described.    Much larger tubes
are  frequently  boiled,  but  these  when  full  of  hot  mercury  are  clifri-
cult  to  handle,  a  strong  heat  is  required,  and  the  danger  of  serious
acciclents is considerable.

It is well at first to warm more or less the whole tube, and the coup
of  clean  filtered  mercury t  from  which  the  supply  is  drawn  shou]cl
also be gently wa,rmecl.

Sufficient mercury to fill the tube 3 or 4 inches is introduced by the
a,id of a funnel such as shown in figure 13, except that the slender stem
need be only 2 or 3 inches long.    In the absence of sue,h a funnel it is
quite  as  well  to  employ  a  small  paper  cone  of  the  kind  commonlv
used in filtering mercury.    The  mercury in  the  tube  is  t,hen  boile-d
carefully over a good Bunsen burner flame.     (See fig.14.)     For this
purpose the tube is held easily in the hands and moved continuousl}T
through the flame and  rotated so as to avoid  undue local he,ating  of
the tube.    As the heating proceeds  the  air and moisture vapor first,
form in minute  silvery-white  bubbles,  giving the  tube  a  frostecl  a|)-
pearance.    These enlarge, and after actually boiling the mercurv for
a while all evidence of formation of bubbles on the wa,lls  disappea,1.s,
and  further  boiling  of  tile  mercury  takes  place  witli  sudden  bursts
ajnd with sha,rp metallic clicks as the portions of the boiling mercurv
strike each other or t,he walls of the tube.    When it is apparent tha-t
the gases on the walls of the, t,ube have been driven off sufficientl}T,  a
fresh  quantity-3  or 4 inches~of warm mercunT is added,  ancl  this
port.ion then heated and boiled.    The line of separation between the
new  and  the  old  mercury  is  rendered  plainly  conspicuous  b}T  t,he
frosted appearance previously mentioned.

These  operations  are  repeated  until  the  mercu-ry  reaches  3  or  4
inches from the tip of the tube, the latter portion being filled b.T the
careful  use  of  the  funnel  without  boiling.    If  the  walls  of  the  tube
are  clean  and  dry  the  boiling  method  is  easy  to  employ  and  g.iTes
very high vacua.

35.   Cyzear}67}g  Zclrge  €„be8.-Tubes  that  have  contained  mercurT  of
wliich  oxidized  and  impure  portions  may  still  adhere  more  or.less
closely  to  the  wall  should  first  be  treated  with  dilute  nitric  ac.id  (1
part   in   20),   and   then   thoroughly   rinsed   with   plenty   of   \i+ater.

1 For notes and remarks on testing and filtering mercury, see pars.  137 and 138.
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Llmmonia or some other alkali may be added, if desired,  after which
the operations described below should be followed.

Introduce  several inches  of  soapy water and  whiting w.lth  tissue-
paper  pulp.    It  is  often  easiest  to  put  into  the  tube  several  small
sheets of cheap straw or manila tissue paper,  and add the water and
whiting afterwards.

Funnel tube and boiling method of filling barometer tubes®

This  creamy  mass  can  be  strongly  shaken  about  inside  the  tube
tind serves to scour and clean the walls in a very satisfactory manner.
It  is  then .removed  by  copious  rinsing  with  clean  water  and  after-
`Ta,rds  with  distilled  wat,er.    After  draining  some  minutes,  strong
iilcohol  in  moderate  quantities  is  several  times  introduced  and  suc-
i='essive,ly  drained out and the tube given a final draining for half an
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hour  or  so,  if  convenient,  after  which  it  is  ready  for  drying  and
filling.

36.  j46r-pw77®p method o/fizz67tg.-This method, with numerous modi-
fications, has been einployed by the writer in a large number of cases
with  very  satisfactory  results.    The  method  requires  a  good  air
pump,  drying tubes,  beakers,  burners,  stands,  etc.,  such as  are gen-
erally available in any physical labora,tory.

FIG. 15.-Air-pump method of filling.

The apparatus is arranged as shown in figure 15.    The exhaustion
and funnel tube F/will probably require to be made up to suit require-
ments by some one a little familiar with simple glass-blowing opera-
tions.    For  most  purposes  this  may  be  attached  to` the  baromet,er
tube by a short piece of soft pure rubber tubing.    The outside end
of the funnel is drawn down into a long capillary extension which is
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and           bent several times, as shown, so as to dip into the cup of mercury,  LFT4.
Too fine a capillary should be avoided,  and it is generally necessary

odi-          iind easy to weaken the capillary, as at a, by heating it a little, so that
ases          litter the  tube  will  break off  at  this  point when  a  torsinal  strain is

®alr          1)ut upon it by twisting the bent extremity, a a c.    The point at c is
closed  by  fusion,  to  begin  with.    A  stopcock  may  be  employed,  as
fl,t d, and in this case the breaking of the tube is not required, but if
the stopcock leaks  even a little,  the result may be defective and the
a,rrangement first described is often best.

37.   I)rgrd7tg aJ7bdLf,ZZ¢7Lg the ±ttbe.-In order to dry the tube it is alter-
nately  nearly  exhausted  and  dry  air  admitted  while  the  walls  are
more or less continuously heated by playing over the tube with the
flame from a Bunsen burner.    These operations must be repeated  10
or more times and the tube kept hot.    Throughout these operations
the mercury is excluded and the funnel tube partakes at least partly
in  the  drying  influences.    While  the  tube  is  kept  quite  warm  and
the  v&cuum  maintained  at  a  high  point  the  capillary is  broken  at
t.~f,  and  the  mercury  in Ln4,  which  has  been  heated  in  the  meantime,
is  permitted  to  flow.     J14 need  not  be  large  enough  to  contain  all
the  mercury  required,  but  additions  may  be  frequently  made  and
the  whole  kept  quite  warm.    The filling will take place  slowly,  de-
pending  upon  the size  of  the  boi.e  of  the  inlet  tube.    The  vacuum
must be maintained at a high point until the mercury fills the barome-
ter tube, when the flow may be stopped by a,dmitting air to the pump.
The vessel  J14 must  also  be removed if there is  any tendency of the
mercury to flow one.way or the other by gravitation.

For  the  very finest  effects  the  barometer tube  can  be  exhausted
bit a Sprengel or other high vacuum pump, but i`n this case the rubber
ttibe connections must be repla.ced by glass and fused joints.

38.  It may be remarked here that the very high vacua with which
`i-e are familiar nowadays, in X ray and other such tubes, are by no
means essential, except in the highest grade of ` `normal" barometers
('see  paragraph  45),  where  results  depend  upon  the  absolute  height
of the mercurial column.    In the case of instruments in which a cor-
I.ection is found by comparison with a normal, and especially in baro-
graphs where the results depend entirely upon differences in the posi-
tion of the mercuria,I column,  simple methods of filling give entirely
satisfactory  results.    In  these   cases   t,he   gaseous   pressure  in   the
Tacuum is so nearly constant that no serious error is involved.

t.ion               Suppose,  for  example,  that  the  residual  air in  a  barograph  tube
lire-    `      exerts  a  pressure  of  0.1  inch,  which  would  be  inexcusably  bad  fill-
era-           ing.    Now, since we set the pen of the barograph to agree, from time
etJer           to time, with a standard barometer, the only effect the air can have
end           is such as  results  from  changes  in  pressure  due  either  to  changes
h is           in temperature  or changes in the  volume  of  the  vacuum  chamber.
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A  20°  change   of  temperature  between  sett,ings  of  the  pen  is  no
usual but  would  introduce  an  error in  this  case  of  only about  0.003
inch,  whence, with reasonably good filling, t,he  errors  from  imperfect
vacua are entirely insignific,ant.

39.   E7y'o78  a/  ba}y.o77}e{e7.8.-No  matter  how  carefully  a  barometer
rna)J  be  made,  certain  errors  due  to  various  causes  can  hardly  be
eliminated.    In  the  first  place,  if  any  residual  air  or  vapor  or  any
kind  of  gaseous  matter  remains  in  the  top  of  the  ba,rometer  tube,
the column of mercury will not rise as high as it should.    We know,
likewise, from physical laws, that the capillary forces acting between
the  free  surface  of  mercury  and  the  glass  walls  at  the  top  of  the
column  also  operate  to  prevent  the  mercury from rising  as  hig.h  as
it  should  in  the  i,ube.    Still  other  errors  arise  from  faults  in  the
graduation  of  the  scale  and  from  failure  to  place it  ancl  the  vernier
at exactly the positions they should occupy.

It  is  not  practicable,,  or  necessary,  as  a  rule,,  to  determine  these
errors  separately.    When  an  instrument  is  completed,  its  reacting.s
aLre  carefully  compared  with  those  of  a  standard  baromet`er.     The
differences found in this way represent  the outstanding effec,t  of the
several  sources  of  error  mentioned  above  and  are  commonly  callecl
the ` `correction for instrumental error and capillarity."

40.  There  is  still  another  source  of  considerable  variat,ion  in  the
readings  of  mercurial  barometers,  namely,  the  influence  of  temper-
ature,  a rise of temperature expa,nding both the metal sea,1e  ancl  the
mercurial column.    If both mercury and scale  expanded  equallv no
correction would be necessary, but the mercury expands much inore
than the sc,ale, so that a la,rge correction is required for temperature.

41.  The  following  detailed  discussion  of  the  several  errors  men-
tioned above will make the matter more clear.

(1)    C}oy'7.ecJ¢o7},8 /o7  c¢2';`£Zza)76Jy.-In  all barometers iiaving compal.a-
tively small tubes, that is, of less diameter than from 0.7 to 1 inch, tli.e
top of the mercurial column, or the meniscus, as the rounded surface
is generally called, will nearly always be quite convex on account  of
the  capillary  action between  the  mercury  and  the  glass.    In  conse-
quence  of  this  the  mercury  column  is  actually  depressed  a  sligiit
a,mount and never indicates tile true barometric height.    This source
of error is one of the most troublesome to which barometers are sub-
.iect, as the capillarity is  never  quite  constant  and  there  is  no  pr.le-

t     ticable method by which its c-hanging value can be a,c,curately det-er-
mined in the  daily use  of  an instrument.

The  error due  to  capillarity is  nearly  alwa,ys  eliminated  as  fat.  as
possible from the scale reading by adjusting the scale so that  allow-
a,nce  will be made  for the  average  capillary  depression.     If  an  ordi-
na,ry barometer be  ca,refully  examined it  will be found  that  the  30-
inch  mark  on  the  scale  is  appreciably  less  than  30  inches  from  tile
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is  no        iT.)r}-  point.    In  general,  the  clifference  represents  the  amount  the
0.003       :-:ierc.uria] column is depressed by capillarity.     A portion of a barom-
erfect      r=]ter scale is shown enlarged at u, figure 2 (at the top and at the right).

Tile index line a,t u is made accurately 30 inches from the ivory point,,
meter      ltut  the 30-inch line on the scale is shown set slightly below to of`set
ly  be      I:ie capillary depression.
r  any           (2)   Clo"ec±¢o`7} /o".,77}pe7/'ec¢ ¢'cic%"7y}.-It is  generally  assumed  that
tubf`,      the space in a barometer tube above t,he mercurial column is a perfect
know,      Tacuum,  and that there is no downward pressure upon the top of the
t,ween      c.olumn  of  mercury.    This,  however,  is  not  strictly  the  case  in  any
>f  the      iiistance,  and o±.ten  an  appreciable  quantity of  air or water vapor is
g.h  as      I)resent.    Any  vapor  that  the  mercury  may  give  off  is,  of  course,
n  {,he      iilways  present.    This  latter,  however,  is  very  small  and  is  never
ernier      f=.onsidered  except  in  the  most  refinecl  investigations.     If,  therefore,

any  such  pressures  exist  upon  the  top  ol.  the  co]umn  it  will  be  de-
these      pressed,  and  a  correction,  which  may  be  properly  called  correction

I(Tings      ±'or imperfect vacuum or reduction  to perfect vacuum,  should be  ap-
The      plied.    Such  a,  correction  will  vary  with  both  the  temperature  ancl

)f  the      the  volume  c;-f  the  space.     If  the  trace  of  air  pres.ent  is  slight,  ajs  is
called      iiearly  always  the  case  in  any  good  barometer,  the  correction  for

Tiicuum will be nearly constant,  provided the volume is not changecl
n  the      inuch by great  changes of pressure,  as  the  changes  corresponding to
[nper-      {`ti.dinary  changes  in  temperature  are  comparatively  small.     There-
Lcl  the      lJore,  in ordinary observatory barometers  this correction,  like  the  one
[ly no      I'i)r  capillarity,  is  included  in  the  correction  for  instrumental  error.
Inore      lThen, however,  a barometer is used at both high and low pressures,

flture.      the volume of the va,c,uum space may change many fold,  ancl in such
men-      i`t  ca,se  any error due to imperfect vacuum is I.ar from being constant.

(3)   Correciton for .bn,8trunental  oJr  Scale  error.-EITors  8uris3ing frorn.
ipai.a-several independent sources  are  embraced  under this  design&tion, as,
h, the      I`or  example:   (cl)  The  graduated  scale  may  not  be  adjusted  so  per-
_ii.face      I.ectly  that  its  divisions  are  at  exactly  the  right  clistance  from  the
.Tnt  of      iTory point;   (ZJ)   the  sighting  edge  o±.  the  ve`rnier may not be  true  or
?onse-      ill   proper   correspondence   with   its   zero   graduation   line,;    (c)   the
sligiit      unavoidable errors and irregularities in the graducltions of the barom-
;ource      eter  scale  itself  also  introduce,  different  errors  from  point  to  point
e sub-      iilong  the  scale.     Nevertheless,  sufficient  precision  in  scale  gradua-
prae,-      tion is  easily  attainable  even in  a scale  that is  only fairly good,  and

ilet.er-      `uch  errors  are  generally  so  sma,11  as  to  be  unimportant  in  ordinary
1:Iiirometric  observations  and  are  seldom consiclered.

far  as          +ls  stated  in  a  previous  paragraph,,  the  Combined  effect  of  such
ELllo\T-      sources o±. errorasthose  just mentionecl gives rise  to what.Ls generally
ordi-(:`alled  the correction for instrumental or scale e,rror.

ie  30-          Tlie  manufacturer,  in  a(1justing  a  goocl  barometer,  endeavors  to
Ln  tile      +=|liminate  as  completely  a,s  possible,  or  a,t  least  to  reduc,e  to  a  very
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small  quantity,  the  several  corrections  mentioned  above,  viz,  cor-
rection  for  capillarity,  for  imperfect  vacuum,  and  for  instrumental
error.    This he can do by sliding the scale up  or down a small frac-
tion  of  an  inch  u\ntil  he  finds  by  repeated  trials  and  comparative
readings with a standard instrument tha,t the new barometer,  when
corrected  for  temperature,   as  described  below,  gives  the  same  or
nearly  the  same  readings  as  the  standard.    Any  slight  outstanding
difference  that rna,y finally remain then becomes  the  " correction for
instrumental error,  including. ca.pillarity,"  or briefly,  " correction for
scale errors and capillarity."

By comparing a barometer in a partial vacuum, so as to  ascertain
the " correction for scale errors and capillarity"  at several pressures,
such,  for  example,   as  at  each  inch  between  20  and  30  inches  of
pressure,  it  has  been  learned  in  a  few  interesting  cases  that  very
great  differences  in  the  correction may  be found  at  different points
of the scale.    These differences amounted in one case to eight,y-three
thousandths  of an inch between 25  and 30 inches,  and could not be
explained by any error of the scale or by any.influence other than that
of the irregular capillary action at different points of the tube.    These
investigations demonstrated the necessity of ascertaining the correc-
tion for scale  errors  and  capillarity of each instrument for the  par-
ticular pressure at which that instrument is to be used.

(4)   Oo".ec±¢07t /oar  ±e77}pe7¢{"y.e.-The  temperature  of  a  barometer
affects  the  accuracy  of  its  readings  in  two  ways.    First,  the  metal
sca,1e  expands  and  contracts  with  changing  temperatures,   and  is,
therefore,   continually  changing  its  length.    Second,   the  mercury
itself  expands  and  contracts  much  more  than -the  scale.    The  30
cubic inches of warm mercury in a barometer tube at, sa}T, a tempera-
ture of 80° F., will be more than 1 ounce lighter than the same volume
of mercury' at the freezing temperature.

The true pressure of the air, therefore, is not shown b}+ the observed
height of the mercurial column until we  ta,ke into  account  both the
temperature of the scale and the density of the mercur.T.

For this reason barometric readings require to be reduced to a read-
ing which would have been obta,ined had the mercur.T and scale been
at certain standard temperatures.

The standard temperature adopted for the mercur.T is  a,lways that
of melting ice-that is, 0° C., or 32° F.

When  the. readings  of  the  scale  are  taken  in inches,  the  standard
temperature for the scale reduction is  then 62°  F.    If, however,  the
metric unit o-f length is used, the standard temperature is  then 0° C.
In  the  latter  case  the  sa,me  temperature  serves  for  both  the  scale
and the mercury.

There is thus a disparity between the temperatures at which Eng-
1ish and metric scales are of standard length;  moreover, tables of baro-
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metric  corrections  for  temperature  usually  give  the  reduction  for
both the scale  and  the mercury in one  correction,  whence it followst`from these two  circumstances that the corrections in English and in

metric  tables  are  not  mutually  convertable.    An  error is  therefore
introduced  if   the   uncorrected   reading   of   a  mercurial   barometer
expressed  in  metric  units  is  converted  into  English  units,  or  vice
versa,  and a temperature correction afterwards applied to  the result.
The conversion of barometer readings from English to metric or from
metric to English units  can only be made correctly after each read-
ing has been fully corrected for temperature.    A further discussion of
this  point  will  be  found  in  t,he  Monthly  Weather  Review  for July,
1898,  page  302.

42.  Boy.ome{er  correc±do7}  ca)7.d8.-Each  barometer  of  the  Weather
Bureau,  when sent  out,  is  accompanied by  a  correction card  (Form
No.  1059-Met'l)  showing  the  correction  for  instrumental  error,  ¢ind
also the cottechon8 Of the a;Ita,ched, thermomcter.    It these ±a;hier oorreo-
tions are as large as half a degree, which is, however, rarely the case,
they should be  applied to  the reading of the  attached thermometer
bofore tcking the correchorb for tempera;the from the tcbbke.

43.   ra)bzes o/ ±e„xpe7.a}±"re correcfdo7L8.-Tables of correction for tem-

perature  are  computed  by  simple  formulae  taking  into  account  the
known coefficients  of expansion of the mercury- and of the metal or
material of which the scale is made.    The scale in this sense includes
all the metal parts between the ivory point and the top of the column
of  mercury.    It  is  generally  assumed  that  the  temperatures  of  the
scale  and mercury are  the  same,  and that  the  temperature  is given
by the indications of the attached thermometer.

For barometers with brass scales the following formula is used for
computing corrections :

!-28.630Correction:=C'±-bii-I-2-5|--+-I-a-,-978

in which A is  the  observed reading of the  barometer d7L d7tches,  and  f
is the temperature of the mercury and scale in degl.ees Fahrenheit.

The numerical factors in this equation  are  obtained by using the
following values for the expansion of mercury and brass, viz:

Cubical expansion of mercury., 0.0001010 per degree Fahrenheit.
Linear expansion of brass,` 0.0000102 per degree Fahrenheit,.
In  Section VIII  are  given  full  tables  of  corrections  computed  by

the above formula.
44.   Clo#.ec{do7t/or de7t8dfgr o/ 77Lercttrgr.-If the density of the mercury

is not the same in two barometers that are exactly alike in every. other
respect,  the  heights  of  the  mercurial  columns  will  not  be  the  same
for the  same pressure.    In such a  case  a reduction to  mercury of  a
standard density will be required.    The presence of 1 per cent of lead
\i-ith mercury causes a change in density that would require a correc-
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tion of about 0.051 of an inch.     On the other hand, mercury contain-
ing even so  little  as  one  one-hundredt,h  of  1  per cent  of lead is ren-
dered  so  exceedingly  foul  that,  it  could  not  be  used  I-or  barometric,
purposes.    It  is  therefore  easily  seen  that  a  correction for  standard
density is  a refinement which need not ordinarily be considered.

NORMAlj   BAROMETER-STANDARD   BAROMETER.

45.  It is  easily understood,  after what  has been said  above  about
errors of graduation,  errors  due  to  capillarity,  to  imperfect vacuum,,
to  instrumental  imperfection,  etc.,  that,  even  the  best  of  ordinary
barometers  is  liable  t,o  be  quite  incorrect,  until  corrections  for  these
errors  have  been  determined.    IIoreover,  from  the  nature  of  things
\ve can not determine these corrections except by comparison with a
standard barometer, and the question might properly be asked, How
do  we  know  the  standard barometer  is right?    We  will  answer  this
by saying that the standard barometer ought to be a normal baron-
eter.     So few understand clearly the distinction bet,ween these words
"standard"   and   "normal"   in  tile   present  connection  that   some,

explanation is necessary.     In the first, place,  the expression "normal
barometer" is used a great deal by the Weather Bureau and met,eorol-
ogists  in  general  when,  st,rictly  speaking,  the  expression  should  be
normal  barometric  pressure;   by  which  is  meant,  the  average  of  a
great many years'  observations  of  atmospheric  pressure at  a  single
station.     In  the  present   case  the  word  "normal"  has  an  entirel}T
different meaning.

A standard barometer need not necessarily be  anything more  thali
an  instrument  which  has  been  pronounced  to  be  correct  by  some
specia,1  authority.     For  instance,  the  Congress  of  the  United  States
might,  say  that   tile   indications  of  such  and  such  an  instrument
represent   the   true   atmospheric  pressure   and   tha,t   the  particular
barometer in question is the standard of the nation.    Such an instru-
ment, although forma,lly pronounced to be a standard, might, never-
theless, possess little more  than the average accuracy and its indica-
tions  still  be  more  or  less  erroneous.     Since  the  several  errors  to
which  barometers  are  subject  can  not,  in  the  majority  of  cases,  be
determined  except  by  comparison  with  an  instrument  whose  errors
are all known, a standard based only on the dictum of some authorit}-
can not necessarily be regarded as giving true indications.    A normal
barometer, however., is one the construction of which is such that the
instrument, fundamentally and independent of all other similar instru-
ments,  g.ives  a t,rue  measure  of the pressure  of the  air.

Standard  baroineters  shoulcl  therefore  generally  be  also  normal
barometers.    It must not be understood  tha,t a, normal barometer is
absolutely  without  any  error.    The  construction,  however,  is  such
that  those  errors  which  can  not  be  wholly  eliminated  can  yet  be
ascertained from the indications of the instrument itself .    The  error
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for  capillary action,  for example,  is wholly eliminated by employing
a, t,ube of ver.y large diameter.     On the other hand, if the vacuum is
not  sufficiently  per±'ect,  the  error  from  this  cause  can  still  be  ascer-
tained, for the barometer will be constructed so that readings can be
made when the vacuum chamber is large,  and again when it is many
times smaller and  the pressure of  the remnant of  air therein propor-
tionately  increased;  from  such  readings  the  desired  corrections  can
be  computed.    So,   also,   other  errors  are  either  eliminated  or  are
ascertained by special investigations, ancl the reading of the barometer
a,±'ter  all  known  corrections  are  made  is  I.ega,rded  as  fundamentallT
correct.

Barometers  of  t,his  type  are  ge,Ilera,1ly  elaborate  of  construction
ancl  will  not  be  described  here.     Several  of  the  European  normals
are fully describe(1  by Prof.  Abbe in  the Annual Report o±.  the Chie±'
Signal  Officer,  1887,  Part 11.

II.~ANEROID   BAROMETERS.

46.  Figures  16  and  17  represent  two  of  the  more  important  types
of aneroid or holosteric barometers, showing, principally, the interna`1
inechanisms.     The  fir.st  is   a  more  common  form,   but  the  secontl
is,  in  general,  somewhat,  better.    The  essentia]  feature  is  the  same
in  both  instruments  ancl  consists  of  the  sma,ll  metallic  box  or  cell,,
+i/,  the upper and lower walls of which are made of very thin circular .
sheets   of   corrugat,ed   German   silver.,   which   are   soldered   t,ogether
on   their  outer  edges,  forming  a  very  short  cylinder`.    The   air  is
thoroughly  exhaustecl  from   this  cell  through  a  tube   at  one  sicle,,
which,,  when  the  vacuum  is  as  perfect  a,s  desired,  is  pinchecl  tight,hT
together,  cut  off,  and  hermetically sealecl with solder,  produc,ing  th-e
projection seen at c.     The flexible corrugated surfaces,  which tend to
be Collapsed by the pressure of the outside ail.,  are forcibly helcl apart
by  the  action of  a strong steel spring,,  I?.    As  the pressure  of  tlie  a,ir
increases  the  spring  is  compressed  and  the  corrugated  surfaces  tip-
proa,ch each other slightly,  returning again or separating still farther
wit,h tliminution of pressure.     To measure the changes in atmospherit`
pressure,  it  is  only  necessary  to  measure  the  minute  movements  o±'
t,his flexible cell.

Tlie  two forms  of aneroid figured herein  differ simply in  the man-
ner  by  which  the  minute  alterations  in  the  elastic  yielcling  of  t,lie
spring are magnifiecl  and rendered mea,surable.

47.  In the common aneroitl a lever, 7, attached directly to the spring
connects  by  a link,  7rt,  with  a very short  arm  of  a sort of bell-crank
lever,  7',  £,  having a, horizontal  axis on pivots  at each end.

The longer arm,  £,  of this bell-crank lever is connected by means o±.
a v+ire, S, with a very fine chain,  the other end of which winds arouncl
a small wheel or clrum on the axis, ci, upon which is mounted the hantl
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as  seen.    At  a  is  shown  a  small  spiral  steel  spring,  like  the  hair-
spring of a watch, which serves to take up the slack in the loose con-
nections of the numerous joints, levers,  and links.

At  r  is  shown,  also,  a  small  counterpoise  weight  attached  to  the
bell-crank lever to aid in securing a more stable position of the index
when the barometer is placed in different positions;  that is, whether
the dia.I is horizontal, or vertical, or turned to one side or the other.

The point of  attachment of  the link,  „n  to  the bell-crank lever is
sometimes adjustable so that, the movements of the hand can be made
to correspond to the valug of the scale graduations.

The steel spring, Z3, is also slightly adjustable by preans of a screw
from the underside threaded into the part, IV.    This permits adjusting
the hand to any particular point of the scale to give correct readings.

FIG.16.-Aneroid barometer.

48.   E#ec£8 oJ ±e7ylpe7¢}%/e.-The st,eel spring  and  t,he I.eebler elastic
reaction of the composition metal of the vacuum c,hamber are appre-
ciably  weakened  by  increase  of  temperature,  so -that  in  some  cases
a rise  of  the  pressure  may  seem  to  occur which is really  caused  by
the weakening of the spring.    In some cases efforts are made to com-
pensate for  this  by lea,ving  a  small  quantity  of  air  in  the  vacuum
chamber, which when heated increases its p.ressure upward and tends
to offset the weakening effect upon the springs.    A better plan is to
make the lever, I, of two different metals, viz, brass and iron, fimily
brazed together.    The differential expan.sion of these two metals with
temperature  changes  produces  flexure  in  the  lever.    By  filing  and
a,djusting  the bimetallic bar,  the flexure  due  to  temperature can be
made very nearly to balance the effect of temperature on the spring.
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The aneroid is then said to be " compensated"  and this word is often
found on  the dial.     In many cases  this wor(`l is  there when the com-
pensation is very imperfect.

49.  I)e/ec£8.-The  friction  and  looseness  in  the  joints  of  the  links
and the lack of perfect. balance in the various parts give rise to con-
tinually  changing  errors  in  the  reacting  of  the  aneroids.    This  will
be shown by tapping the  aneroicl from  tlifferent sicles  a,nd holding it
in  a  variet,y  of  positions;  a  clifferent  re,ading  will  be  given  for  each
condition.

50.   Gozd8ch7}t6d±'8  cz,7t,ero{d.-The  numerous  levers  ancl  links  in  t,he
common  aneroid  are  dispensed  with  in  this  form,  and  t,he  minute
move,ment,s of the cell and
spring  a`re    measurecl    cli-
rectly  by  means  of  a  mi-
c,rometer screw.

This is  accomplished  in
several  cliff erent  ways  by
manuf acturers,  a common
f orm  of  instrument  being
shown in figure  17,  where
the parts have been sepa-
rated  for   a  better  view.
The plate,  8,  with its  at-
tached mechanisms,  is  se-
cured in the bottom of the
box,  4.    The micrometer
screw,   S,   works  through
the coverof thebox.   The
corrugated    aneroid vacu-
um   chamber,    +FT4,   is   helcl
distended    in    the    usual
manner     by     the     steel
spring, I?.    A sharp knife-
edge   project,ion,   cL,   of   a
double-formed     lever,     Z,
rests  upon  a  smooth  pol-
ished  spot  near  the  outer  end  of  the  spring.    This  spot  is  some-
times  a  bit  of  glass  or  agate.     The  lever,  Z,  is  pivoted   delicately
upon  an  axis  at  r  and  is formed  of  two  parts joined  near  the  axis.
The  upper  piece  of  this lever is  a very  delicate  steel  spring,  with  a
flat polished surf ace at o, which by the springiness of the arm presses
against  the  point  of  the  micrometer  screw,  S'.    At  the  ends  the
spring  and lever  are formed  with litt,le  flat  surf aces,  each  having  a
fine   line   engraved   across   the   midclle.    This   construction   is   not
clearly seen in the drawing.    To observe the air pressure the aneroic+
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must be " set " by bringing the above-mentioned lines into coincidence.
For  this  purpose,  and  at  the  same  time  to  measure  the  movement
necessary  to bring  about such  a  coincidence, the  finely cut microm-
eter  screw,  S',  is  provided.    The  large  head,  S,  having  a  scale  of
graduations  engraved  upon  its  outer  rim,  being  turned,  the  point
of  the  screw  presses  against  the  spring  at  o,  deflects  it  so  that  the
lines upon the  ends of the spring  and lever may be placed in exact
coincidence.    To  facilitate  making   this   adjustment   accurately,   a
small magnifying glass, I, is generally provided.    The small scale, P,
is opposite the ends of the lever, Z, when the mechanisms are in their
normal  position  and indicates  the  whole  number  of  turns  made  by
the  screw,  or,  what  is  the  same  thing  and  more  convenient,  shows
the  pressure  corresponding  to  the  successive  positions  of  the  screw.
The fractions of  a  turn  are indicated accurately by  the graduations
on the head of trie screw.

51.   Te7xper¢±"re e#ccf8.-The Goldschmidt aneroid is not compen-
sated  for  temperature,  but  is  generally  accompanied  by  a  table  of
corrections  therefor,   the  temperature  being  indicated  by  a  small
thermometer,  the  scale  of  which,  in  the  aneroid  shown,  is  visible
through an opening at  I.

52.  Z3ea)dd7Lg,  how 77?cbde.~Aneroids of this pattern  are read by first
turning  the  micrometer  screw  until  the  lines  upon  the  spring  and
lever  come  into  ex&ct  coincidence.    The  reading  on  the  scale,  P,  is
noted,  and  to  this is  added the part taken from the graduations  oh
the head.

53.  Consult  paragraphs  104  to  106 for information respecting  the
use of the aneroid in determining elevations.

54.  How adi'wsted to 8tamdard pressures.-rFho anero±d banorrLeter, flo
matter  how perfectly constructed,  does not indicate  any particular
pressure  until by careful  comparison with  a standard barometer its
index is  adjusted  to  give  as nearly  as  possible  the  same  reading  as
the standard.    This adjustment is made by means of the screw, which
in nearly all aneroids is seen just within a small hole in the back of
the case.    The graduations of the  dial must of course be such  as  to
show  changes  of  pressure  on  a  scale  of  millimeters  or inches.

The Goldschmidt aneroid is similarly adjusted in a variety of ways,
of which a common one is to shift the zero or index line at which the
rea,ding of the micrometer screw is made.

55.  Errors  a;nd  dofect8  Of  cuneroi,d,8  in  general.-Alber  be;ing  orroe
adjusted to give accurate pressures, as already described, the aneroid
should  be  handled  with  great  care.    Violent  knocks  and  shaking
will,  especially  with  the  common  aneroid,  almost  certainly  change
or shift the various links and levers in their joints and change, more
or  less  permanently,  the  position  of  the  index.    For  such  reasons
aneroids  are  very liable  to  acquire  unknown  and  often  large  acci-
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dental errors, and can not, therefore, be regarded as very satisfactory
instruments.

56.  Errors  due  to  very   stow  chonge8,  "creeping."~IT  im  erne,roid
adjusted  to  read  correctly  under  ordinary  air  pressures  is  place,d
within the  receiver of  an air pump, the  index will  quickly fall  to  a
lower pressure  when  a partial va,cuum is formed.    If,  however,  the
vacuum  be  maintained  constantly  at  the  same  pressure  for  many
days  in  succession,  the  reading  of  the  aneriod  will  be  found  grad-
ua,1ly  to  become  lower  and  lower,  but  after  three  or  four  weeks
further  changes  cease  or  are very  small.    The  amount  of this slow
change differs greatly and may be from one-half inch or less to over
an inch,  according  to  the  diminution of pressure  and' other circum-
stances.    Again, when the barometer is removed from the air pump
it does not immediately return to its original correct reading, but its
indications  will  be  found  to  be  t,oo  low,  several  weeks  being  again
c,onsumed in a slow return to approximately its form6r correct reading.

This  "creeping"  action  depends,  no  doubt,  upon some  molecular
changes,  as  yet  not  clearly understood,  that take place within  the
materials of the aneroid box and steel springs.    In any case the read-
ings  are liable to be very seriously in error,  and tourists  and others
who c&rry with them aneroids for the purpose of ascert,aiming eleva-
tions should have means to determine and eliminate the very serious
errors  referred  to  above.    A  furt,her  discussion  of  these  errors  will
be  found  in  the  Monthly  Weather  Review  for  September,   1898,
page  410.

57.  The aneroid barometer is a convenient instrument for showing
rrrore  or Less  auoouratdy  the  chora,cter  cnd,  the  a;mourul  Of barometric
changes going on from day to day, but the mercurial barometer is the
only  instrument  that  gives  atmospheric  pre,ssures  with  that .degree
of  precision required in simultaneous meteorological observations.

58.  rcs±  o/  co77d£±€o7z,  a/  cr,7Lc,7.ojd.-Aneroids,  seemingly  good,   are,
often  defective,  because  some  of the joints  of the levers  and  pivots
are too tight, causing the hand to stick and not move with the perfect
freedom it should.    The condition of an aneroid can be quickly tested
in this respect by tapping the instrument, on the side or bottom with
the fingers  or knuckles,  or perhaps  bet,ter by lifting the instrument
a,bout  one-fourth  of  an  inch from  a  table  or  cane-seated  chair  and
placing it  back  again  somewhat  sharply.    Under  this  treatment,  if
the joints and levers are perfectly free, the hand will jump away and
then return quickly with a vibratory movement to its original position.
If the instrument is defective, the hand in some cases will not respond
to the slight knocks,  or will do so without exhibiting any vibratory
move,ment, or upon being disturbed it may move a lit,tie, but will not
return to its original position.
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III.~MISCHLLANF.OUS   BAROMETERS.

59.  Manv  curious  a,nd  interesting  forms  of  barometers  have  been
rB

devised for  the  purpose  of  showing  the  change,s  of  air pressure  in  a
much more magnified manner than is possible with ordina,ry barome-
ters,  especially  of  the  mercurial  pattern.    A  few  of  these  will  be
brieflv mentioned.    Many others equally curious and meritorious  are
nee,essarily  omitte(1.

60.    Wayfcpr  I)¢7o7rtcfey'.--This  mav  be  constructed  in  pi.act,ical].T  the
same manner  as  the, mercui.ial ba,rometer,  except  that water is  use,cl
instead of mercury.    Now,. as mercury is 13.6 times as heavy as water,
it will result that t,he water column will be 13.6 times higher than the
mercurial  column,  or  about  34  feet  high;  also  a  cha,nge  of  1  inch  in
pressure, by the mercurial barometer will  appear  as  a change  of  13.6
inches in the water bclrometer.

The great  (1efec,t  of the water barometer,  aside from its  inconTen-
ient proportions, is the shortening of the column, due to the pressure
of water vftpor in the vacuum.    This shortening amounts to about 10
inches at a, temperature of 70° F., and if the temperature were to rise
loo  the  pressure,  would  seem  to  fall  nearly  4  inches,  when  rea,ll.?t  no
cha,nge of pressure had occurred.

61.  GZvcc,7.d7t   bG,7.o77tefer.-Glycerin,   sulphuric   acid,   or   nonvolatile
oils may also be used in place of mercury, each affording a magnifiecl
indicat,ion of pressure changes,  as in the case of the water baromet.ei.,
and  with  the  adva,ntage  that  the  errors  due  to  vapor  pressures  are
much less,  or are  quite inapprer,iable.

62.  I)6¢go7ta)Z   ba)ro77}e}e7s.-It   is   easily   se,en  that   if   the   top   |joi.-
tion  of  a  barometer  tube  be  bent  off  ajt  a  small  inclination  upii-ill.t+
from a horizontal position,  the movement of the mercury  along. this
cliagonal  portion  will  exhibit,  in  a  magnified  manner,  the  ordimry
fluctuations of atmospheric pressure.    The same result is securecl by
forming the top portion of a barometer tube into a helical coil haring
suitable g.raduations.

63.  I)da)Z  ba)y.o77oefe7.s.~Probably  the  most  practical  expe,client   I.oi`
mag.nifying the indications of an orclinary siphon mercurial ba,romet.er
is the form known as the "dia,1 barometer," shown in figure 18.

The  action of the instrument will be  readily understood from the
diagram without further explanation.

64.  S?/mpdeso77Lefer.-This  is  another  form of sensitive barometer,
in which  the  pressure  of  the  air,  acting  through  a  short  c,olumn  of
liquid  of  low  specific  gravity,  is  made  to  compress  a  portion  of  ail.
confined within the instrument.    In this case it is necessary to make
allowance for the expansion and contraction of t,he confined air with
changes of temperature.    This is convenient,1y  cftccomplished  by pro-
viding the instrument with two  scales,,  one  of which,  cont,,aining the
readings of pressure, is set to a certain line on the other scale accord-
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ilig to the temperftt,ure indicate{`1 by the atta,a,hed  t,hermometer of the
a|]pai.atus.

65.   ilo?oso7t's Z)a)7'omefer.-This ingenious anc]  novel device is shown
in section in figure 20.    The barometer tube is large in diamete,r ancl
longer than usual.    The cistern is recurved and extends as a long core
up inside the bal.omete,r tube, reaching within 3 or 4 inches of the top
o.f tile  column of mercur}T.     The proportiolls  are  arrangecl t,o be such
that t,he upward pressure of the air on the under side of the, cistern is
sufficient to sustain I,he cistern an(I contents suspende(1 from the end
of the barometer tube.

When  a  change  of  pressure  occurs  t,he  cistern
is   ca,usecl   either   to   ascend   upon   a   barometer
tube  or to move  down to a new position of equi-
t.\Lbtinm,  einc\ ,  bit  sdectin8 suitjable  ptopott]ious
between  the  int-6rlia`1  diameter  of  the  barometer.
tube  an(1  tile  tliickness of its walls in relation to
tile,  diameters  o±. the  core  and ciste,rn,  the  move-
ment  of  the  latter  up  and  down  the  tube  with
changes  of  atmospheric pressure  can be made to
re])resent pressures upon a greatly magnified scale.

66.   MagTrf ykrbg   8k`phon 1]aromcter.--I.igule,  `21
illustrates  still  another  expedient  by  which  t,he
indications  of  a  pla,in  mercurial  barometer  malt
be gi.eatly magnified.     The short leg of a siphon
bat.ometer  is  extendecl  upward,  in  the  manner
shown.     Tlie  small-bore  tube,  a},  is  enlarged  at
tile top to have the same diamet,er as tile cistern
|iortion.    .The  portions,  cL,  a,  c,  of  the  short  leg
ai.e,  filletl  up  to  a  point,  at  about  b  with  colored
\iTatei., and then above this with kerosene or some
other liquid  of nearly the  same  density as water
antl  with  which  it   does  not  mix.    It  is  plain
thflt when the level of the mercury in the short leg
c]ianges, the meniscus separating the oil from the
water in  the  small-bore  tube  will  be  seen  to  change  its  position  by
an  amount  enlarged in proportion to  the  relation between the  areas
of the cistern and the small tube.

67 .  General commends orb magrvrfying baromcter8 .~rrhejspecialbEITorrL-
eters  describecl  above  are  interesting  and  in  nlany  respects  curious,
but  they  can  not  be  regardecl  as  anything  more  than  philosophical
tovs  and  curiosities.    It  is  impracticable  in  any  of  the  magnifying
in;t,ruments to determine the,  absolute pressure with great precision,
for t,he ex|)edient,s of magnification introcluce sources of both constant
an(1 accident,al errors that affect the results to a magnified extent, so
that  even less  precision generally results  than  is  attained  with well-
mat]e mercurial barometers of t,he silnple pattern.
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FIG. 20.-Howson's
barometer.

FIG.2E;TOTmherteeer-.liquid
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IV.   BAROGRAPHS,  OR   CONTINUOUSLY  RECORDING  BAROMETERS.

68.  The  barograph  is  a  form  of  barometer  with  the  addition of
parts by which  a continuous record  of the barometric  oscillatio|ls is
traced  upon  a  sheet  of  moving paper  or  obtained  by  photographic
processes upon sensitized plates.    Many different forms of apparatus
have been devised, nearly all of which are more or less  elaborate, in
general, but not correspondingly accurate.    In most cases the chang-
ing temperature  to  which  the  instruments  are subjected  introduces
small  errors,  and  the  mechanisms  effecting  continuous  registration
either  obstruct  the  free  action  of  the  barometer  proper  or  do  not
transmit to the record sheet a trace representing exactly the original
fluctuations  of  pressure.    The  absolute  value  of  the  pressure  indi-
cated by the position of the tracing point is also subject to uncertain-
ties,  and  while  cba77tges  of  pressure  are  shown  with  greater  or  less
accuracy, it is impossible,  even with the best instruments,  to record
the a)Z],9oZ"fe pressure with a precision equal to that of an eye reading
of  a  standard  barometer.    In  general,  therefore,  the  indications  of
automatic instruments are checked and corrected by reference to occa-
sional eye readings of a standard barometer.

69.  It  hardly requires  to  be said that  the mercurial  barograph is
more  reliable  and  gives  more  accurate  results  than  those  of  the
aneroid  type.    Many  ingenious  mechanisms  are  employed  to  effect
the continuous registration, thus :

(1)  In some  cases  this is  accomplished by directly photographing
on a moving sheet of sensitized paper or a moving plate the changing
positions of the summit of a barometric column, notably the case at
the Kew Observatory, England.

(2)  In other forms, a float resting upon the mercury in the open leg
of  a siphon barometer communicates the motion  directly to  a lever
which carries the recording pen at its end and produces the record on
a magnified scale.    It is difficult to overoome the friction of the pen
and magnifying levers sufficiently to obtain correct records;  the con-
struction in some forms is therefore modified and clock movements or
electromagnets are caused to perform the real labor of producing the
record.    Under this category we have such cases as follow.

(3)  The motion of the float is  communicated to  a very  delicately
poised lever, the slightest movement of which sends a current of elec-
tricity through properly disposed magnets, which either alone or act-
ing in conjunction with clockwork perform the real labor of moving
the pen mechanisms and preserving a proper condition in the equilib-
rium of the float.

(4)  A  distinct  class  of  barographs  is  obtained  by  constructing
mechanisms which measure and record the barometric oscillations by
wedgh47}g the changing quantities of mercury within a poised barome-
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tei.   tube  or  cistern.    The  weighing  is  effected  by  suspending  the
bar.ometer tube or its c,istern from the beam of a balance which is con-
tinuously  preserved  in  a  condition  of  equilibrium  by  the  automatic
movement of a counterpoise traveling along the beam of the balance.
The  movement  of  the  c.ounterpoise  is  effected  either  bv  clockwork,

L'

or bv electromagnets, or by both.       ,
(4Uo)  A  modification  of   the  weighing  principle  consist  in  substi-

tuting for the balance mechanisms,  coiled steel springs by the deflec-
tion  of which the  changing weights  are measured and recorded.

The following descriptions,  given in some  detail,  of representative
t,ypes  of  mercurial  barographs  that  have  been  maintained  in  opera-
tion  by  the  Weather  Bureau  will  enable  the  student  interested  to
understand more fully how such mechanisms operate:

70.   Fo7'e77}a)7t'S  ba}7.og7.cr,7)h,.-This  is  shown  in  figure  22.     It  belongs
to the class mentionecl above under (3).     Prof. G. W. Hough, director
of  Dudley  Observatory,  Albany,  N-.  Y.,  about  1862,  perfected  baro-
graphs recording on this principle, the form here figured being designecl
bv Mr.  H. L. Foreman, who was at one time Prof. Hough's assistant,
T.he  glass  siphon  tube  of the  baragraph is  at  the  back  at,  8,  and is
only partly visible, the bend being hidden behind the record c,ylinder,
A.     The open end of the siphon tube is seen at  Cy,. an iron float rests
lightly  upon  the  surface  of  the  mercury  within,  being sustainecl  by
means of a fine wire, f, from the short end of the lever, Z, which is- deli-
cat,ely poised upon steel knife edges  at 7'.     The long end of this lever.
at  A  is  tipped  with  platinum  and  placed  between  two  platinum-
pointed screws, both of which nearly, but not quite, touch the tip of
the lever when the latter is poised in proper equilibrium.    The upper
screw is connected by the wire,  W, with an electromagnet at the back
of the instrument;  a corresponding electromagnet, partly seen  at  J14-,
is  connected by the wire,   W',  with the screw just berleath the tip of
the lever.    P is  a strong  clockwork  driven by  the  cord,  I,  and per-
mitted to run intermittently whenever released by  the action of the
electromagnets at  lf.

The  clock  movement,  I),  regulated  by  the  pendulum,   F,  gives
motion to the recording cylinders, 4, 4'.    The cylinder, 4, makes  1
revolution in 24 hours,  whereas 4'  revolves  fl,t  the much slower rate
of about  1  revolution in  16  davs.

The  lever, Z, together with  the  platinum-pointed  screws  and  elec-
trical connections,  W,  W', are all mounted upon a carrier,  A, which is
moved by the fine-threaded screw, S, and guided by the columns a}, a}.
The coarse-threaded screw, S', is provided with the double-pen carrier,
Z3',  the  screws, S{  and  S, being  geared with  each  other by means  of
suitable  wheels.    We  will  suppose  that  the  mechanisms  have  been
properly  set  so  that  t,he  iron  float  is  normally  sustained  upon  the
surface of the mercury €md the lever, Z, poised in equilibrium, in which
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case  the platinum tip,  A, will stand  about midway between the plat-
inum-pointed screws above and below it, respectively.    The pen car-
rier, Z3', must also then occupy such a position on the screw that the
tracing  pens  will  indicate  the  true  barometric  pressure  upon  the
rulings   on   the   record   sheet.    Appropriate   connections   wit,h   an
electric batt`ery being made,  t,he action of the mechanisms will be as
follows :

Any minute change in the level of the mercury will alter the posi-
tion of the iron float, in consequence of which the platinum tip of the
lever, Z, will move into contact with one or the other of the platinum-
tipped screws, causing a current of electricity to be directed through
the electromagnet connected therewith.    The action of either electro-
magnet releases the  clockwork, P.    In  doing this, however,  the  one
magnet shifts the lever, I,laterally toward the back of the instrument,,
while this lateral movement will be toward the front if brought about
by the action of the other magnet.    The movement of the clockwork
causes the lever, I, to advance or recede so that a pawl upon the end,
engaging  a  tooth  of  a  ratchet wheel upon the  end of  the  screw, S',
revolves the latter a fraction of a turn.    This fractional turn will be
in one direction if the lever, I, is drawn backward or in the opposite
direction if I is pushed  forward, according as the lever, Z, has  made
contact with the upper or under screw.    This movement of the screw,
S', shifts the pen carrier, Z3', and the pens upon the record sheet, and,
being communicated  to  the  screw, S, causes a proportionate  change
to  take  place  in  the float-carrier, A.    The  clockwork  automatically
stops after one such cycle of actions.    If after these movements the
lever, Z, is again poised in equilibrium no further action ensues until
the contact of h with one or the  other of the screws is  again made,
whereupon the cycle of actions will again be set up and, if necessary,
repeated in quick succession until the equilibrium of the poised lever, Z,
is re;tored.    The movement of the pen carrier, Z3', corresponding to a
change in the position of the float is four times as great as the change
in the height of the mercurial column.    A change of 1 inchin pressure,
therefore, is represented as a change of 4 inches on the sheet.    Each
closure of the circuit producing Tg]g revolution  of  the  screw,  S',  or T5-]IT
revolution  of S  represents  a  change  in  the  height  of  the  mercurial
column of 0.001 inch, which is the nominal sensitiveness of the instru-
ment.    Owing,   however,   to   unavoidable   imperfections   in   screw
threads and electric contacts and to the capillary action of the mer-
cury in the barometer tube,  the probable error of the instrument is
much greater than this, no doubt amounting to at least 0.01 inch.

By  selecting  proper  proportions  for  the  long  and  short  legs  of  a
siphon baromet6r,  the effects of temperature ca,n be almost perfectly
eliminated.    This,  however,   appears  not  to  have  been  considered
when Foreman's barograph was designed, and the records are subject
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to small periodic errors due to temperature changes.    For the further
elucidation of the  automatic compensation of siphon barographs for
temperature  se,e paragraph 80.                                      .

Owing  to  the  presence  of  the float on  the  surface  of the mercury
in  the  short leg,  and  to  other  causes,  it is  practica,1ly impossible  to
make  a  direct  measurement of  the  actual  height  of  the  column  of
mercury.    When,  therefore, it is desired to set the recording pens or
check their positions in relation to  the true  air pressure,  it is neces-
sary to make a reading of the standard baroineter.    In the barograph
next  described  the  effect  of  temperature  is  inappreciable,  and  the
actual height of the mercurial column rna,y be  directly measured  at
any  time,  thus  dispensing  with.the  extra  ba,rometer  required  with
Foreman's barograph.

71.   jl4la)7.u67b'8   7}or77"Z   bamgra)ph.-This   instrument   is   shown   in
figures  23  and  24.   .It  belongs  to  the  class  mentioned  above  under
(4) , wherein the mercurial column is directly weighed upon a balance.

The glass tube which, with the top portion of the mercurial column
may be seen at 8, is freely suspended by the hook, b, from the balance,
14.    The  point  of  the  tube  dips  into  the  mercury  contained  in  the
cistern,  C', which is suspended by a gimbal joint from the columns, d,
d, by means of the metal tube, 8', which forms a sheath and protec-
tion for the glass barometer tube proper.    The weight of the barome-
ter tube on the short arm of the beam, j4, is balanced by the rolling
carriage,   Wt,  and  a fixed weight (not shown)  on the end of the long.
arm of 4.    Whenever a change occurs in the height of the mercurial
column, the weight changes, and the carriage,  W, must be moved to fl
new position if equilibrium is to be preserved.    In order to make the
motions  of  the  carriage,   W,  automatic~,  a  platinum-tipped  contact
spring is attached to the balance beam at the extreme end, r,  of the
long arm.    The slightest displacement of the beam from its position
of equilibrium causes the spring to move into contact with one or thei
other of two platinum-pointed screws, shown enlarged in figure 24 at
77?, 77}'.    These are electrically connected, respectively, with the mag-
nets,  " and  ilf', so that when the spring, r, makes contact with in or
77t', an electric battery being in proper connection, a current is caused
to flow through the corresponding electromagnet, the action of which
causes the pin,  IV or IV', to engage the teeth of the notched wheel,  I),
in such  a manner  as  to  revolve it tooth by  tooth.    The long screw,
S, figure 23, car.ries the wheel, I), fixed at its end so as to be revolved
thereby.    The threaded ca,I.rier,  W', fitted to the screw, S, is connected
by a double universal linkage to the rolling carriage,  W.    The electro-
magnets thus act very directly through the wheel, I), and the screw, S,
to  automatically move  the  carriage,   W,  into  such positions  as  rna.y
be  required  to  maintain  the  equilibrium  of  the  balance;  that  is,  to
prevent the contact spring on the beam from rema,ining continuously
in  contact  with  either  screw  77?  or  77?'.
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The  motoi.  mechanisms  act,  in  such  a  manner  that,  whenever  the
equilibrium is  disturbed  and  the electric circuit, closed,  the  armature
of  whichever  electromagnet  is  affected  makes  stroke  after  stroke,
revolving the wheel,  I),  until the  equilibrium is restored.    Generally
one  or  t,wo  strokes  onhT  are  necessary,  representing  a  change  in  the

FIG. 24.-Electric-motor mechanisms.

calTiage cori.esponding to only the ten-thousandth part of an irich of
pressure,  as explained below.

The continuous recoi.d of the pi.essure,  as indicated by the succes-
sive positions of the rolling carriage, is obtained in a, very direct ancl
simple manner.  A suitable spring, adjustably attached to the threaded
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carrier,  W', is fitted wit,h a pen, p, figure 23,  and traces the pressure
curve  upon  a large  cylinder,  not shown in the figure,  but  mounted
with its axis in the bearings a, a}'.    The cylinder is revolved regularly
by the clock movement,  Cr'.

If the height  of the mercurial column  changes  1  inch,  the rolling
carriage and recording pen will move 5 inches, thus giving a sufficient
magnification to render estimations of the pressure to the one-thou-
sandth part of an inch practicable.

The  portion  of  the  long  arm  of the  beam  over  which  the  rolling
carriage moves is provided with a scale of 20 subdivisions to the inch,
which  represent  hundredths  of  an  inch  of  pressure.    Sbill  further
subdivision is effected by reference to the graduations on the face of
the notched wheel, I).    These represent the ten-thousandth part of an
inc,h in pressure.    Thus a mere inspection of the position of the car-
riage on the beam, together with the reading on the notched  wheel,
gives the air pressure to four decimal places.    Owing to the  frictional
1-esistances and other influences unavoidable in all such  mechanisms,
the  fourth  figure  of  decimals  can  not  be  regarded  as  having  a  real
pressure significance.

The readings are as accurate, probably, as the best eye readings  of
a good mercurial barometer, that, is, to about one-thousandth part of
an inch .

The  record is not  appreciably  affected  by changes  of temperature
that affect the whole instrument uniformly.

72.  Compensated   8bphoTb barogra,ph,  Ma;rvin  systen.-rrhis  .T"strTi-
ment is illustrated in figures  25  and  26  and  belongs to that  class in
which the record is made mechanically without interposition of any
clockwork or electric mechanisms to overcome friction, etc.    To secure
satisfactory records on a highly magnified scale by this method it is
indispensable  that  the  friction  involved  in  writing  the  magnified
record be removed to the last degree.    F]xperience has demonstrated
that  this has  been  accomplished in the  arrangement  described,  and
this  instrument  proves  to  be  exceedingly  accurate  and  far  more
reliable than a,ny  of the types heretofore.employed.    The  clock  and
electrical  mechanisms  required  in  the  older  instruments  act,  in  a
certain  sense  indirectly  and   are  the  cause   of  some  errors.    The
weakening of batteries or failure of electric mechanisms from time to
time also results in  interruptions in the  record  that  do  not  occur in
the system  of  direct  mechanical registration now  to  be  describe,d.

73.   Oo77Lpe7Lsa)fecz  86pho7b.-The  barometer  of  this  instrument  is  a
special form of siphon clearly shown in figure 25 and with dimensions
marked  in figure  26.    The  long  and  short  branches  consist  of  sim-
ple,  straight  tubes.    These  are  narrowed  down  at  the  lower  ends
wnere t,hey  are fitted into the upturned brainches of  the bend,  or  U.
The tubes,  in fact,  form hollow stoppers carefully fitted and ground
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FIG  26.-Siphon tube.
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in.     The  tops  of  the  U   above  tlle  groun(1  joints  are  provide(I  witli
bells,  or cups,  of ample size,  which have  a lip formation on one side.
This  three-piece  construction enables the  barometer to  be fillecl  in  a
most satisfactorv manner, but more especially t,he siphon after being
once filled  can be  assembled  or clisma,ntled  and transported without
loss  of  the  va,cuum.    The  mercurv  in  tl]e  open  leg  o±.  tbe  siphon  in
t,he  course  of  time  becomes  moreuor  less  fouled  with  oxidation,  the
a,ccumulation  of  tlust,  etc.     The  construction  described  perm.it,s  oil
removing the short branch of the siphon at any time with ver.v little
trouble.    The  tube  and  excess  of  mercury  can  tJlen  be  thoroughl.T
cleaned and replaced.

74.   F6ZZ67tfl  cl7td  {7t8{a}ZZ¢7tg  fbe  8{pho7}.-The   ordinary   siphon   tube
made in one piece of any considerable size is very clifficult to fill antl
secure a good vacuum, ancl it can not then  be easily cleaned or  t,rans-
ported.    The  three-piece  construction  already  described  overc,omes
these  difficulties  a,nd requires  only  that  the  long  straiLght  bra,nch  be
carefully  filled.    This  may  be  done  by  almost  any  of  the  methotls
already  describecl in paragra,phs  33  to  38,  but  the  air-pump method
is undoubtedly the best.

When  the  siphon  is  to  be  installed  it  will  be  well  to  prepare  the
ground .i.oints by the application of a little lubricant, such as vaseline,
tallow,  or,  if  available,  special  stopcock  lubricant,  very  sparingly
rubbed over the external surfaces of the tubes.     A little pure merc.ul`}T
is next filtered into the bend, or u-shaped section.     Small air bubblas,
i±. any appear, should be excluded by tilting. the tube and causing the
mercury  to  flow  about in  a manner that will  accomplish`this result.
When  the  mercury  covers  the  ground  surfaces  the  short  branch  o±`
t]ie siphon shoulcl be carefully inserted 1. and the whole secured to the
instrument  in  the  manner  provided.    More  pure  mercury  is  now
a,dded to the open cup unt,il it is filled nearly to the brim.    As some
mercury is likely to be spillecl in the course of subsequent operations,
it  is  a  good  plan  to  have  cn  clean  porcelain  or  glass  photograplier's
tray close underneath t,he plate supporting the bend.    This will serve
to catch any mercury that may escape.

75.  The  long  branch  of  tile  siphon,  completely  fillecl  witli  clean
mercury,  is now lifted,  and,  while the open encl is temporarily c,lose,d
firmly with the finger tip,  t,he tube is carefully inclined in a manner
that  will  permit  the  finger  and  point  to  be  dipped  below  the  free
surface  of  mercury  in  the  cup.    Still  supporting  the  weight  of  the
heavy  tube  so  that  the  submerged  end  does  not  bea,r  with  unclue
pressure upon the parts of the cup,, the whole is carefully and slowly
brought  into  a  vertical  position.    W-hen  the  eleva,tion  of  the  tube
has reached the point  at which the mercury begins to leave the t,op
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of the tube,  an assistant should be readv to cat,c,h in a suitable iTessel
(a  dry,  clean,  drinking  glass  will  ansjTer  very  well),  the  excess  of
mercury that overflows from the open cup.

The heavy  tube must  be  fully  supportecl  until  quite  vertical,  and
the end only then inserted into  the ground .i.oint  and rotated  a little
as it is faced to the front.

76.  Certain  precautions  must  be  observed  throughout  the  opera-
tions we have just described.     (1)  The tip end of the tube must not,
under any circumstances, be lifted out of the mercury after the finger
is removed.     (2)  After the flow of mercury has started the elevation
of the tube  must  be  made  gradually;  otherwise  the column  of  mer-
cury  will  tend  to  oscillate  or surge  up  and  down  and  may  uncover
the point of the tube in the cup.     (3) Anylowering of the tube causes
the mercury to recede into the vacuum, and will empty the cup unless
the supply is  kept  up  by  pouring back some  of the  excess  that  has
already overflowed.

77.  Having finally  seated  the  long  branch,  some  of  the  excess  of
mercury must be restored to the siphon and the level brought up to the
proper point in the open leg.    At the completion of these operations
one of the cups of the bend is full to overflowing with mercury,  and
the other is nearly or quite empty.    Some of the mercury in the full
cup  can  easily  be  removed  by  splashing  it  out  into  a  cup  held  to
receive it, using a piece of card or ivory paper folder for the purpose.
A little mercury may be added to the empty cup.

78.   ro  czeay7t  the  mey'c"7'y.-When  the  glass  and  mercury  in  the
open leg  become  soiled through  prolonged  use,  all  that  is  necessary
ofter removing the float is to loosen carefully the short branch of the
siphon  and  permit  the  excess  of  mercury  to  overflow into  a  clean
glass.    When thus  emptied the  open branch may be removed,  thor-
oughly cleaned, and  replaced.    Most of  the dirt will come away with
the glass tube,  but  the mercury may  easily  be filtered  and replaced
clean and bright.

79.   To  dds77}cL7tzze  the  sdpft,o7t.-If  it  is   desired  to  take   down  the
siphon, it is first necessary to remove the short branch, carefully col-
lecting the excess  of mercury,  and then, after sepa,rating the ground
joint  of the long arm, the latter is slowly inclined, while an assistant
steadily pours mercury into the open cups t,o replace what flows into
the  vacuum.    When  the  tube  is  entirely  filled, the  finger  may  be
slipped  over the  open  end  while submerged in the mercury  and the
whole tube removed.

80.   re7xpe7.a)£"7.e   co7xpe7tscl£6o7b   o/  86pho7t.~It   has   already   been
mentioned  that  by  giving  the  siphon  barometer  proper  dimensions
the influence  of temperature  can be  eliminated for all practical pur-
poses.    The   compensation   operates   so   that   changes   of  tempera-
ture  affecting  the  whole  instrument  uniformly  produce  no  sensible

22937-12--4
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Change in the level of the mercury in the short or open branch of the
siphon.    The actual difference of level of mercury in the two branches
will, of course, be  affected by temperature in the usual way, but not
the absolute position of the surface in the open leg.     Since all meas-
urements  are made  only  on this surface in many forms  of mercurial
barograph, it is very desirable to realize in the design of such instru-
ments  this  condition  of  automatic  compensation for temperature.

The  physical  princ,iple  utilized  for  this  purpose  is  found  in  the
different rates of expansion of mercury and glass  or whatever mate-
rial is used for the tube or envelope for the mercury.    If the coefficient,
of expansion of the envelope were zero, the mercury would rise slightl}T
in  the  open  leg  with  rise  of  temperature,  and  vice  versa.    As  the
theory  of  this  temperature  compensation  is  not  stated  in  the  ordi-
nary  textbooks  of  physics  and  meteorology,  and,  in  fact,  does  not
appear to be widely known, it  seems worth while  to present it here
briefly.     The theory was  developed by Prof.  G. W.  Hough t in  1862,
and later by Goulier: 2         ,,

Let 77?  =Cubical  expansion  of  mercury  I)er  unit temperature.
Let  g  ±Cubical expansion of glass per unit temperature.
Let  T7o ±Volume of mercury in instrument at temperature *o.
Let  d   ±Diameter of tube at top of column in vacuum.
Let Ho ± Height of column, at temperature ±o.
Let H  =Height of column, at temperature ±.

d£, d2 ±Diameter of the two branches of the siphon at the level o.I
the top of the column i,n the open branch.

We  assume  that  the  pressure  remains  constant.    Therefore  the
barometric  column  for  a  c,hange  of  temperature  must  change  its
length by  an amount represented by the  expression

in(t-to)Ho;

otherwise its hydrostatic pressure  will be altered;  that is,

H-Ho--in(i-to)Ho.

Neglecting small quantities  of a second order of magnitude,  the vol
umetric increase in the barometric column will be the expression

±4fid;2m(t-to)Ho,

which  is  the  change  necessary  to  preserve  hydrostatic  equilibrium.
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+\Tow,  the  apparent  change  in  the  volume  of mercury in  the  tube
will  depen.d  upon  t,lie  differentia,I  expansion  of  mercury  and  glass,
and is given by the expression

Vo(rm-g,   (t-to).

When t,his increa,se is just equal to that necessa,ry to preserve liydro-
st,atic  equilibrium,  all  the  expansion  will  seem  to  take  place  in  the
vacuum cha.mber and no change will occur in tile level of the mercurv
in the open leg..     To realize this condition we have

Vo(rm - g)  (t -to) --L~47tdim (t -to)  H o ,

01.

Tlie expression

7tdiHovo--IT±T|f|--o-_=n4m-g
7tdiHo

4

is tile volume of the barometric column, supposing. tile diameter to be
the same throughout as a,t the top.

The cubical c,oefficient of expansion of mercury, in,, is a very definite
quantity  and  for  barometric  work  may  be  taken  to  be  0.0001010
per degree Fahrenheit.    The expansion of glass is much smaller and
varies considerably,  ranging,  according to Regnault's measurement,s,
from  0.0000145  for  common  white  tubing to  0.0000118 for  the ha,rd
French and crystal tubes.    That is to say, the whole volume of mer-
cur.v in a, siphon to be compensated must be about

v.--i.±6g"¥
if iiia,cle of common tube,

Vo--1.13.2FT#

if made of French crystal.
.\To great exactness is necessary in the volume of  Vo.    It will suffice

to assume Ho ±  the mean barometric pressure at the place of observa-
tion,  and  the  total  volume  of  mercury should  be  about  17  per  cent
more than requisite to fill a column of height Ho and diameter d.

If  the bend of  the siphon is  of  wide bore,  the open leg and  bend
must  be  very  short,  (for  example:  30XO.17±5.1  inches);  otherwise
TTo  will  be  too  large.     For  this  reason,  as  well  as  for  convenience  of
construction, the bend is best made of slnaller diameter than the main
tube,  as shown in the illustration.

81    The theory given above takes account only of the influence of
temperature on the mercury and glass tube.    The effects that result
from changes in the mec,hanisms described later for transmitting and
inscribing the record,  and for holding the glass barometer tube itself,
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all  require  consideration,  but  fortunately  these  a,re  in  the  main  so
small,  especially when considered in rela,tion to the highly magnified
sea,le on which the record is inscribed, that they may be neglected.    In
any case they can be incorporated with t,he mercury effect so that bT
adding  or  removing.  small  amounts  a  certain  total  volume,   Vo,  o-f
mercury  at  temperature  Jo  may  be  employed,  and  thus  all  uniform
effects  of temperature  on the whole  apparatus will be  a,utomatic,ally
compensated.

If  the siphon is not  compensa,ted,  then the volume of mercury  at
temperature  to± V„  which  in  general  will  be  greater  than   Vo,  but
rna,y  be less,  and  a small correction will be required,  the  amount  of
which will be simply the apparent expansion of the excess of mercur.T
occupying  the  bend  and  short  leg  of  the  siphon.    This  expansion
may be imagined simply to lift the whole column of mercury a small
amount, 4h.

The volumetric expansion will be

(i/TL-T7o)    (77L-9)    (t-±o);

and the 1.ise of mercur}T,  4b,  is given b.v the ekpression

:(d3+d3)4h±(V[-Vo)(7m-.9)(¢--±o).

In  g.eneral,  df  and  d2  will  be  made  sensibly  equal,  ajnd,  in  fact,,   =d.
Hence:

4h ± 2 ( VL - Vo)
(in - g) (t - to)

7Ick2

Let  y±   the  amount  by  which  the  mercury  in  the  open  leg of  tile
siphon  stands  higher  t,ham  required  for  compensation®    Then,  since
an  equal  excess  of  mercury  occupies  the  opposite  branch  of  the  U,
we have:

vl-Vo-2¥2{/.

Hence,
Ah-,y  (in-g)   (i-i,o),

or, for ordinary glass:

4h--.0000865'y(t-to).

That  is,  the  temperature  correction required is  simply  the  appa.rent
expansion  of  the  sliort  c,olumn  y  of  excess  of  mercury.    Now,  the
temperature  variations  affecting  a barograph throughout  the period
ol  a  single  record  sheet,  or rather  during intervals  when  the  record
may  be  checked  by  eye  observations  of  a  standard  barometer,  will
rarelv exceed  loo  or  20° F.    If  y±1 inch, for  example,  then 4h  for
20°= .00173,  a  quantity which,  in general,  may be neglected.
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82.   114¢g7t¢/y¢'7}g cb7?d 7.ecoy'd¢7t,g 77?ecba}7}¢877?s.-In  the  barograph illus-
trated, the barometric changes are magnified five times and recorded
on a vertical drum adapted to embrace  a change of 2 inches of pres-
sure  and revolving  once in three  days,  moving`  at  the  rate  of nearly
a quarter of an inch per hour.    A long experience with  a variety of
scales indicates t,hat records on time and pressure scales of about the
above  proportions  give,  on  the  whole,  t,he  most  satisfactory  and
graphic picture  of  ordinary  barometric  oscilla,tions.    Even  the  sud-
den changes that sometimes occur with thunderstorms are very well
brought  out;  but  for  the  most  detailed  effects  of  this  charac,ter  a
more rapid time scale is necessary.    The mag.nification is sufficientl}T
great to show clea,fly the small fluctuations of from a few thousandths
to  some hundredths  of  an inch  that  sometimes  occur for hours  at  a
time.

In the  siphon form of barometer the change of level of the mercur}+
in either leg is  only half of the whole  change,  assuming both legs  to
have the same diameter, and, since we measure effects in the open leg
only and desire a fivefold magnification, it follows that an actual ten-
fold magnification of the movements of the float is necessary.    This
is  accomplished by a large  and  a small wheel operating. on the  prin-
ciple of the wheel and axle, as may be clearly seen in figures 25 and 27 .
This construction provides a perfectly balanced system which is itself
neutral in all positions a,nd, at the same time, admits of a wide range
of  movement,  results  impossible  to  secure  with  lever  systems  com-
monly employed in cases of this kind.

In  order  to  secure  strength of  construction  and  at  the  same  time
reduce  friction  to  a  minimum,  the  multiplying  wheel  and  axle  are
mounted  on  carefully  designed  and  constructed  ball  bearings,  each
cell  conta,ining  only  six  balls,  eac,h  one-sixteenth  inch  in  diameter.
The ends of the  axis entering the ba,11 cups are 70° cones.

A  conical  steel float,  with  the  base  somewhat hollowed  out  so  as
to conform I airly well with the shape of the surface of mercury rests
lightly upon the top of the column and is suspended from the small
drum of the  wheel-and-axle  sys`tem by means  of  a narrow platinum
ribbon  about  0.001  inch  thick.    The  pen  carrier  is  suspended  by  a
very  fine  copper  wire  running  in  a  groove  in  the  rim  of  the  large
wheel,  the  diameter  of which  is  approximately  5  inc,hes,  while  that
of the drum is one-tenth as great.    Theexactratio  of thesewheelsis
made  so  as  to  realize  a  fivefold  magnification  of  pressure  changes;
due  account  being  taken  of  any  slight  dfferences  in  the  diameters
of the open and closed chambers of the barometric column.

To realize a, condition of minimum friction great attention is neces-
sary  in  the  design  a,nd  arrangement  of  the  pen  carrier.    First,  the
weight must be the least practicable, since the mass of the float must
be  somewhat  in excess  of  10  times  that of  the  pen  carrier,  and  any
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unnecessary weight in these parts introduces avoidable pressure  and
friction  on  the  axle.    Second,  while  the  pen  carrier  is  guided  and
conslrained  to  move  without  sensible looseness  in  a  definite  vertical
line  by  sliding  along  a  fine,  stretched  wire,  nevertheless  the  whole
a.rrangement is so poised a,nd balanced that if not disturbed by exte-
rlor influences  the  carrier will rise  and fall in exa,ctly  the  same  ver-
tical line, as nearly as may be, even when the wire is removed.    This
adjustment  serves  to  eliminate  any  sliding  friction  experienced  by
the  pen  carrier  not  absolutely  essentia,I  to  constraing  the  pen  to
the desired vertical line.    Finally,  the contact pressure of the pen on
the record sheet is no greater than essential, and results from a slnall
residual gravitational tendency of the carrier to rotate the pen point
against  the  record  sheet  with  a,  very  gentle  pressure.    The  siphon
tubes  are  about  1±  inches  in  diameter  and  the  float  is  only  slightly
smaller.    This gives  a moving force  capable  of overcoming the una-
voidable friction in a highly satisfactory manner,  and the  absence of
any  complic,ated  mechanisms  renders  false  and  interrupted  records
almost an impossibility.

83.   Z7j77te  cfaeczs  o7}  7.eco7.d  SbeeL~As  thus  far  described  the  bill.o-

graph  is  complete,  and  with  trie  aid  of  the  driving  clock  and  di.urn,
which   require   no   further   description,   gives   highly   accurate   and
continuous   records.    The   detailed   analysis   of   barometric   recoi.ds
generally requires hourly readings.    When record sheets are employed
with ruled scales for pressure and time, there is always a difficulty in
setting  the  1.ecord  so  that  the  ruled hour lines  on  the  sheet indicate
the  true  time.    A  similar  difficulty  arises  in  setting  the  pen  to  the
correct point  on  the pressure  scale.    This,  however,  is  of slight  con-
sequence if sheets are properly printed and cut wit,h uniform margins
and carefully placed on the cylinder.

To secure easily an equally satisfac,tory result with the time recorcl,
the driving clock is providedwith a dial and hands in the usual fashion.
These moving continuously day after day enable the clock to be 1.eg-
ulated  to  keep  correct,  time,  a  result  very  hard  to  secure  when  the
rating is  done  on record  sheets  that  are  frequently  changed.    IIore
especially,  however,  the~  barograph  is  equipped  with  a  special  tiine-
marking device which  automatically operates once  each hour a,t the
instant the minute hand of the  clock reacher XII,  or the zero point
of the hour.    Nearly all the  time lines  are omitted from the printed
rulings of the record sheet,  and  the marker operates so  as  to lift the
float  a few hundredths  of  an inc,h  and immediately release it.    This
causes  the  recording pen  to  oscillate  a few  times  up  and  down  and
to inscribe  a short transverse line  across the pressure record.    These
transverse  strokes  are,  in  fact,  the  hour  lines  for  the  entire  record
and are inscribed with  all the  ac,curacy required.
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84.  There  is  a  further  advantage  from  the  action  of  the  time
rna,rker.    The  float  is  raised  from  the  mercury  momentarily  and
subsequently  oscillates  slightly.    This  causes  a  general  renewal  of
the  forces  of  buoyancy  and  capillarity  which  determine  the  exact
position of the float, and any failure of the pen at the end of the oscil-
lations  to  return  exactly  to  its  original  position  is  an  index  of  the
magnitude  of errors  that  arise  partly froln friction  and pa,rtly  from
variation in the capillary and buoyant forces.

Discontinuities  of  several  thousandths  of  an  inch,  due  to  these
causes,  are  sometimes found in the  records,  rende,ring  apparent the
existence of small. errors which would otherwise be only conjecture,d.

FIG. 27.-Time rna,rker.

85.  The time marker is shown in figure 27,  and consists of an elec-
tromagne.t,  the  circuit  of  which  is  momentarily  closed  by  a  spring
contact  operated  by  the  minute  hand  of  the  clock  as  it  passes  the
XII point of the dial.

The  armature  of  the  magnet  is  L-shaped,  as  seen  in the  picture.
+i long,  light,  horizontal  rod is  pivoted  at  the  depressed end  of the
L-formed  armature,  and  is  also  partly lifted by the pull of  a, spring
carried  wholly  on the  armature.    The  outer end  of the long  arm is
tipped with a bit of soft rubber,  and is further loaded with a small
oounterweight,  which rests lightly  on  a small post  or stop  provided
for that purpose.
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86.  The action of the marker is  as follows:  When the  armature is
suddenly  pulled  down  upon  the  magnet  the  rubber-tipped  rod  is
thrust  forward  against  the  rim  of  the  large  wheel.    The  inertia  of
the  counterweight  suffices  to  overcome  for  an  instant,  but  only  for
an  instant,  the  pull  of  the  spring  previously  mentioned.    In  this
instant,,  however,  the rubber-tipped end of the rod has engaged the
rim  of the wheel  and  the  slower-a,cting pull  of the  spring then lifts
the rod  and thus turns the wheel a small distance (one to two tenths
of an inch).    As soon as the armature, is released by the breaking of
the  contact in the  clock;  the wheel  and float  are released  and oscil-
late   freely   for   a   moment,   producing   the   results   already   fully
explained.

FIG. 28.-Richard's aneroid barograph.

87.  The  ref,ording  drum  makes  a  complete  rotation  in  74  hours,
i. e.., 3  days and 2 hours.    Sheets ordinarily are changed at a,ny time
between  11   a.  in.   and  12  noon,  preferably  shortly  after  11   a.  in.
The  new  record  is  therefore  fully  started  before  noon,  and  a  check
reading of  the  standard  barometer is  made  as  nearly  as  possible  at
noon.    This furnishe.s a a,heck observation for determining the start-
ing  error  of  the  ba,rograph.    Further  checks  mav  be  obtained  sub-
sequently from the regular observations  at 8  a. in.  and 8 p.  in.

88.  47te7ofcz   ba)7og7apfa8.--Extremely   simple   and   portable   baro-
graphs  a,re constructed upon  the  aneroid principle,  of which  that  of
Richard,  being widel.y used,  is fully  described.     (See fig.  28.)

It  consists  of  a  cylinder,  4,   on  which  the  recording  paper  is
wound,  revolving  once  a  week  bv  means  of  a  clockwork  contained
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inside.   A series of corrugated metallic, shells, B, eightin number, joined
one  above the  other and  exhausted  of  air, forms  a,n aneroid system
eight tim`es  as  sensitive as a single chamber.    The  movement of `the
shells is still further greatly magnified and is transmitted to the record-
ing pen,  a, by a series of connecting levers.    The pen may be released
from contact with the paper by pushing the lever,  I), to t,he right.

The corrugated shells are the, same as used in ordinary aneroids, as
described in paragraph 46,  the steel springs for distending the shells
being placed inside.    The shells are made Into  a vertical column by
screwing the one on the other.    The lower base of the column being
fixed, the upper end rises and falls with every variation in the atmos-
pheric pressure, by a quantity which is the sum of the displacement,s
of the elementary shells.

The  compensation  for  temperature  is  accomplished  by  leaving  a
sufficient quantity of air in one of the shells,  ascertained by experi-
ment when the instrument is made, so that with a rise of temperature
the tendency of the barometer to register too low on account of the
weakening of the springs,  ancl the expansion of the levers  and other
parts is counteracted by t,he increased pressure of the air in the shell.
IIowever,  the instrument  should  be kept  at  a uniform temperature
as far as possible.

V.-GENERAL  INSTRUCTIONS.

(A)   FOR  CARE   AND   USE   OF   BAROMETERS.

89.  Expo8tt,7e  o/ baJy'omeJey'S.~The  two important  considerations  in
se.1ecting  a proper location for  a  barometer  are  (1)  that  the  cistern
and top of the mercurial column may be in a good light and (2) that
the temperature may be as constant as possible.    The best conditions
for light are obt,aimed when the baronet,er can be placed between the
observer and a window, preferably a north one,  covered either with
tissue paper or fitted with ground glass.    Very nearly as good results
are  obtained  by  a  light  from  one  side  reflected  from  clean  white
paper or white  glass immediately  back of the  barometer.    The  top
of the column should be about the height of the observer's eye.     The
barometer should not be exposed either to the direct rays of the sun
or to the air currents that are always found in the vicinity of cracks
and crevices in windows.

In  establishing  st,at,ions,  officials  will  use  special  care in  selecting
the exposure of the barometers and satisfy the conditions stated above
as nearly  as possible.    In general, it will be necessary to avoid expo-
sures  near  windows,  as  proper  temperature  conditions  can  not  be
found in such locations.

As houses, no matter how tightly built, always perlnit the. free flow
of  air  in  and  out  through  crevices,  ventilators,  chimneys,  etc.,  it
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results  that  the  air pressure  withi.n is  exactly the  same  as  without,
except possibly for very slight differences of very short duration.    If
such were  not  the  case it  would  be  necessary  to  expose  barometers
out of doors to obtain the real air pressure.

89a.  P"#Lpdtt,g   a/  b¢ro77Le±er8.-Notwithstanding   what   has   just
been said about the pressure indoors and out being the same during
very  windy,  gusty  weather  barometers  within  doors  are  often  sub-
jected to very rapid and irregular oscillations of pressure,  caused by
gusts  of  wind  blowing  into  doorway.s,  windows,  or  chimneys,  and
momentarily increasing the pressure,  or by blowing  across  chimney
tops  and otherwise,  so  as to produce  a sort  of suction that momen-
tarily   diminishes   the   general  pressure.    In   consequence   of  these
effects  the  mercurial  column  of  a  barometer  may  be  observed  on
such  occasions  to  rise  and fall irregularly within narrow limits,  the
motion in many cases being little more than changes in the curvatul.e
of the meniscus.    This action is called the "pumping" of barometers,
and, of course, interferes with accurate pressure observations.

The t,erin  "pumping"  is  also  applied to  much more violent  oscil-
1ations  of  t,he  Inercurial  column,  such,  for  instance,  as  will  occur
when  an ordinary barometer is exposed on  a vessel  at sea,  or when
carried in an upright position in the hand.    In barometers for use on
shipboard  this  action is  prevented  by  making  t,he  lower  portion  of
the glass  tube  of very fine  bore,  so  that the movement  of the  mer-
cury is nece,ssarily too slow to follow sudden and irregular oscillations
of pressure.

90.   T7ey.{dca!,Zdfy  o/ ba)ro7y}efers.-For  accurate  results  it  is  necessary
t,hat barometers should be exactly vertical when the adjustments for
reading are made.    For this purpose the better forms of barometers
are arranged to be suspended from rings at the top, so that the inst,ru-
ment  ibself  acts  as  a plumb  line  and  takes  a  vertical position with
sufficient  accuracy.    It is desirable, however, for convenience in ®set-
ting the  barometer,  as  well  as  to  insure  the  permanent  verticality
of the instrument,  to steady it in suppoi.ts which  are first  adjusted,
once for all, so that the barometer is ac,curately vertical, as determined
by a plumb line applied alternately at the front and one side.

91.   Jowpro'Lied  baro7y}efey.  bog.-The  standard  patt,ern  of  barometer
box now in use by the Weather Bureau is shown in figure 29.

This box must be securelv attached to the wall in a location afforri-
U

ing  good  light  and  not  subject  to  sudden  changes  of  temperature.
In many  cases it  will first  be  necessary to  fasten to  the  wall hard-
wood strips,  t)o which the top  and bot.tom of the barometer box can
be secured by screws passing through metal plates provided for this
purpose.    Place  t,he  screw  I.or  holding  the  top  of  the,  box  in  the

.center  of  t,he  top  strip  and  suspend  t]ie  box  thereon.    When  t].1e
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box is  set  about  vertical  (as  determinecl  by  a plumb  line)  secure it
firmly at the bottom by a screw passing t,hrough the metal plate into
the wooden strip.

The hooks in the top of the barome,ter box will, upon examination,
be  found  to  be  adjustable  in  their  positions.    Place  them  in  their
central positions and hang thereon t,he ` `station " and ` `extra " barom-
eters.    Next, find the positions at the bottom for attaching the ring-
shaped  guides,  one  of  which  is  shown  in  figure  30.    These  rings
should  be  slipped  over the  lower  end  of the  barometer,  and  placed
about  the  mid  height  of  the  cylindrical  part  o±.  the  cistern.    Mark
the  screw  holes  and  fasten  the  rings  to  the  back  of  the  box.    The
barometer when at rest should hang freely within this ring, and may

be  adjusted  to  do  so  by  the  hook  at  the
top.    When the rings  are fitted with cen-
tering   screws   these   should  be   carefully
screwed  up  until  the,  bar.ometer cistern  is
very  gently  clamped  and  held  steadily,
but  not  in  the  least   deflected  -from  its
vertical position when free.

Barometers   that   swing   slightly   free
within the ring support should, in setting,
be  steadiecl  against  one  side  of  t,he  ring,
as   shown   in   figure   30.    The   following
caution must, however, be observed.         .

92.  Oa)"f4o7b ¢gcb67t8± ery'or.-In adjusting
the  barometer  for  reading  it  is  very  im-
portant  i,hat  it  be  steadied  against  the
ring  in  the  proper  rna,nne.r,  otherwise  an
appreciable error is introduced, because of
imperfect verticality.

FIG. 30.-:I:rg°:ueptfro:tL.Stern and        ±vj:yJ;oLqn8;?:iei°;t:Sadtyh:hep:isst:::= a°gfaihs:

the  ring  at .4  or  at A, but never at  C' or I), or at ot,her  points.    A
a;nd 8 chouu cbhaay8 be in a tine ettacdy at, righi owgke8 to a tine thaough
the ivory poirut amd the center Of the cistern,.

A little  thought will show the necessity  for this.    If,  for illustra-
tion, we imagine the ivory point, at one side and just in contact with
the mercurial surface and the barometer vertical, it is very clear that
if we swing the  barometer out  of vertical  a little  eit,her to  one  side
or the other, the ivory point will either dip into the mercury a little
or rise above the surface, whereas, if the barometer be deflected back-
wa,rd or forward, there will be, little or no perceptible change in the,
level of the mercury at the ivor.y point.
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93.   Ozd-s±yze  ba)y.o77Lefer  ZJo#es.-The  simplest  form  of  box  used  by
this bureau is shown in an improved form in figure 31.    The top end
of the box is made of thick material, which is recessed to receive the
top portion of the barometer when suspended upon the long hook, A,
screwed into the top.    For reading, the barometer is drawn out upon
the hook,  as shown in the figure,  and returned to the box af ter the
observation.    The  lid  of  the  box  is  fitted  to  close
under  the  hook  so   that   the  whole  barometer  is
thoroughly encased and well.protected.    Except that
the  barometer must be  shifted  out  of  and into  the
box every time  readings  are  made,  and  the further
disadvantage that the cistern necessarily swings free,
this style of box answers the purpose in a very satis-
factory manner.

94. The barometer should be carefully lifted along
the hook and not made to slide roughly or permitted
to knock against the guides in the box.

95.  When boxes  such  a,s  described  in  the preced-
ing paragraphs are not furnished the barometer may
be suspended from almost any suitable hook securely
fastened to the wall in such location as will satisfy, as
far as possible,  the conditions of paragraph 89.

96.   nfa7r67be ba7ro77be}er  bo#.-This  has  already been
describedin previous paragraphs 26 to 31.    We need
only add that in attaching  this  box to  the wall the
height must be regulated so  that the scale comes at
the  level  of  the  eye  when  the  hinged  bracket  is
lowered with the barometer in the  reading position.
The  barometer  will  be  several  inches  too  high  to
read conveniently when folded into the box.

97 .  How to 8ct  cnd, ob8errue the barometer.-:Flaving
in mind the various sources of error affecting barome-
ters, and other peculiarities of the instrument, we may
next consider how best  to  secure  accurate  readings.
The presence of the observer's body near the barome-
ter ends to increase its temperature.    The  scale  and
outer parts  are  aft ected first, then the thermometer,
and  much  more slowly the mercurial column.     Gen-FIG. 31.-Barometer
Orally,  however,  this  effect  is  slight,  as  only  a  few             box.
minutes  are  required  in  making  a  reading.    It  is  best  to  read the
attached  thermometer  first.    Next,  if  the  barometer  is  freely  sus-
pended, jostle the cistern & little, so that the mercurial surfaces may
be  detached if they  tend  to  cling  to  the glass walls.    To  "set"  the
cistern 6f the barometer,  the level of the mercury should be lowered
a little by turning the milled head, a, figure 3, and raised again until
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it is just in contact with the ivory point.    To make tliis adjustment
of the mercury to the ivory point accurately requires care and sharp
scrutiny.

.4d7."s{77be7Lf o/ cd8{er7L,¢7.s£ 7yLeffaod.-One way is to sight between the

point and the mercury and watch for the slightest thread of light that
can  be  detected.    The  screw  should  be  turned  very  carefully  until
this thread of light just disappears.    This method is believed to  be
best  and is  uniformly practiced  at  the  central office.    It is  equally
a,pplicable to new barometers with bright mercurial surfaces and  to
older ones the mercury of which is more or less oxidized.    The light
should  be  strong  from  behind  the  barometer  and  the  front  of  the
cistern should be in shadow.

Seco7Ld 7yLeJhod.-The adju;tment of the mercury to the.ivory point
may also be determined by watching the formation and disappearance
of  the  small,  dimplelike  depression  made in  the  mercury when  the
ivory point is pressed into the mercury a little and again withdrawn.
When the dimple just disappears the surface may be supposed in con-
tact  with  the  ivory  point.    The .mercury  often  clings  to  the  ivory
point, especially when the ivory is newly cut.    This method, however,
is not so reliable and alccurate,  and, in general, can be followed only
with clean mercury.    Moreover, it is not good practice to lower the
mercury any slight amount after it is once raised to the ivory point.
The eff ect of this generally is to change simply the convexity of the
meniscus  at the top  of the. column,  and  this® gives rise to  a new and
unknown  correction  for  capillarity.    The  most  uniform  results  are
obtained  by  gradually  raising  the  mercury  until  precise  contact  is
secured.    If  it  is  imagined  the  mercury  has  been  raised  too  much,
lower it until entirely free from the point and adjust again.

rfa4rd  7ne{bod.-Another  method  that  is  often  given  is  to  watch
closely until the reflected image of the ivory point coincides with the
point itself.    This  also requires  clean,  bright mercury  and is  there-
fore not a general method.    Great precision in the adjustment of the
contact of the ivory point with the mercury may be attained with a
little care  and practice,  and observers may scarcely be conscious  of
precisely the manner of making the adjustment.

98.  4d7."s£7yLe7b{  a/  the  uer7bder.-The  level  of  the  mercury  being
adjusted to the ivory point, the vernier must next be brought to the
top of the column.    Greater uniformity and accuracy are insured if
the  fingers  be  now  tapped  smartly  against  the  side  of  the  metal
barometer tube.    This aids the mercury in detaching itself from the
glass and forming into a normal meniscus.    The proper setting of the
vernier is made when the light is just cut off from across the extreme
summit of  the  meniscus.    The figures  on  page  13  indicate how  the
vernier should be set to the mercurial meniscus.    The lower edge of
the verriier must be brought just to the level of the`e#£y.eme s"7yL77L6f of
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the meniscus.     The eye must be held so that bo±b/y.o7t{ ¢7bd ba}c# edges
Of the verruker  aft e brn the bbme  Of vi,8boTb.

99.  It is needless to say that throughout the setting of the barome-
ter,  as  described  above,  the  column  must  be  maintained  vertical,
either by means of the fixed support; or by the skillful handling of the
freely  suspended  barometer,  so  that  at  the  critical  moments  when
contacts are judged to be made the instrument is truly vertical.

100.  After  the  cistern  and  vernier  are  adjusted  in  the  manner
described  above  it  remains  only  to  read  the  scale  and  vernier  in
accordance  with  the  instructions  in  paragraphs  13,  14,  and  15.

101.  This reading may next be corrected for temperature by apply-
ing the proper correction taken from Table I,  corresponding to `the
temperature  shown by the  attached  thermometer,  and further  cor-
rec,ted, if necessary, by the addition or subtraction, as the case may be,
of all other corrections known for the instrument, such as correction
for  capillarity,  instrumental  error,  imperfect  vacuum,  gravity,  etc.

102.  Bed"c{do7b  ±o  8f¢7bda7rd  growd±y.-The  following  will  elucidate
the nature of the gravity correction ins applied to barometric observa-
tions-an important matter that is often but indifferently considered
in the ordinary textbooks of meteorology :

By the  well-known principle  of hydrostatics  on which  the  action
of the mercurial barometer is based the pressure of the atmosphere
is equal to the pressure of the column of mercury that it will support.
But this latter pressure is only another name for the weight of the
mercury,  and  for  columns  of  equal  section  the  weight  varies  both
with the height of the column and with the force of gravity.

The force of gravity varies with latitude and altitude; therefor.e the
height  of the  barometer,  even  when  corrected  for  temperature  and
instrumental error, does not give us a true measure of the atmospheric
pressure unless we first eliminate the small variations that are due to
gravity; that is, observations taken over a widely extended region to
be strictly comparable must be reduced to a standard force of gravity.

The standard gravity adopted by physicists is that at the level of
the sea in latitude 45°.

Tables of corrections for gravity are given in Section VIII.1
103.  Z3ed"cfdo7b ±o 8ecb Zeuez.-It was mentioned in paragraph 5  that

the  atmospheric  pressure  was  in  the  main  nothing  more  than  the
weight of a vertical column of air extending to the limits of the at-

I According to the formula for the force of gravity adopted by the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures we have for the variations in gravity due to the latitude

G=g45 (1-0.00259 cos 2 6)
The variation in the force o.f gravity for different altitudes is small, and is given by the formula

Gh=gro (1 -0.0000000597 Ja)
7} being the elevation in feet.

Neglecting this latter factor, the application of the gravity correction is equivalent to multiplying the
height of the barometer by the factor

`                             (1-0.00259 cos 2 ®)
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mosphere.    It naturally follows that as we go above the general sur-
face  of  the  earth,  whether in  balloons  or  by  ascending mountains,
the atmospheric pressure becomes less and less as we leave more and
more of the air beneath us.    When it is  desired to  chart  and com-
pare simultaneous observations of atmospheric pressure over extended
areas,  and  at  various  elevations  above  sea  level,  no  inference  can
easily be drawn from the actual pressures themselves, but each must
be reduced to some standard level.    The sea level plane is most gen-
erally adopted, but the selection of a plane 2,000 to 5,000 feet above
the  sea  offers  more  rational  conditions  in  certain  respects  and  is
sometimes  advocated.    For  comparative  purposes,  therefore,  baro-
metric observations from different stations  require  a  "reduction  for
elevation."

We can form a clea,r idea of what is wanted by confining our atten-
tion  to  the  case  of  a  barometer in  a  balloon  at  an  elevated  point
above the sea.    The reduction for elevation is simply a measure, ex-
pressed in inches of the mercurial column, of the weight of the column
of  air between the balloon-that is, the barometer cistern-and sea
level.    This  weight  evidently  depends  not  only upon  the  elevation
above sea, but also upon the mean temperature of the air below the
balloon and the amount of moisture it contains.

The temperature and moisture  conditions  are  easily conceived  of
in  the  case  of  a  barometer  in  a  balloon  with  a  great  ocean  of air
directly beneath, but when we consider the reduction for elevation of
barometric observations taken over extended plateaus  and at great
distances from sea level, such, for example; as the reduction of obser-
vations at Denver, Colo., no clear  meaning attaches to the tempera-
ture and density of the air column; in fact,  the  air column can not
have any real existence, and this constitutes a considerable difficulty
in  computing  satisfactory  values  for  the  reductions  for  elevations.
Approximate  values  only,  therefore,   are  possible.    Considerations
such as these lead us to s-ee the advantage of making all reductions to a
plane,  say,  5,000  feet  above  sea level,  in  which  case  an  air  column
actually exists, and has a definite mean temperature, humidity, etc.

NOTE.-The diminution of gravity as we go from latitude 45° to the Equator causes the mercury in the
barometer to weigh less, and hence for a given pressure in the atmosphere the mercury in the barometer
stands higher than it would if the force of gravity preserved the uniform standard value.   Therefore, the
farther a barometer is removed from latitude 45° the greater its correction becomes, so that at the Equator
a pressure that appears to be 30 inches (at sea level) is really about 29.92 inches.

It should be noticed that when the barometer is thus corrected for its peculiar error due to the influence
on it of variations of gravity the pressure that it then gives is the actual pressure of the air at each latitude
expressed in terms of an absolute and not a variable standard.

It is important to remember that the barometric pressure is due not only to the weight of the air, but
also to the prevailing winds, the rapid heating or cooling and consequent expansion  or  contraction of low
layers of air, and to other causes.

In the mercurial barometer we balance this elastic pressure by weight of quiescent mercury; a change of
the force of gravity will change the weight of the column of mercury without necessarily changing the
atmospheric pressure.

tL`Lt
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Various more or less arbitrary computations of the temperature to
be used in finding the reduction for elevation have been tried from
time to time.    At present the temperature selected for the reduction
of the observations of the Weather Bureau is the mean of the current
air temperature and that of the preceding 8  a. in.  or 8 p. in.  obser-
vation.

±04.  Daterrmina;ti,on  Of hchghi by barometric Tea,clings.-rThLe  oeha;ular
tion of elevation above sea level by barometric readings involves all
the principles and encounters all the difficulties of the "reduction to
sea  level"  described  above.    This  method,  therefore,  of  measuring
heights is to be used only when others are not possible, and numerous
observations  should be made to  eliminate  the very 1`arge  accidental'errors to which the method is subject.

As the android barometer is used by tourists and others so largely
in connection with determination of elevation, some further discussion
of the subject is here given.,

±05 .  D cterwima;vion Of hchghi8 by the aneroi,d.-ALreauding of iL T]arorrue-
tor at a single station, without reference to the air temperature and
corresponding pressure at some adjacent points whose elevations are
known.,  gives  only  the crudest  possible idea  of  the elevation of the
station, and the neatly constructed little pocket aneroids in morocco
cases on  sale  in  the  shops, having  their  dials  graduated  to  feet  of
elevation above sea level, are to be regarded as extremely inaccurate,
especially if the scale of altitudes is graduated upon the same metal
plate  as  the  scale  of inches.    In many  aneroids  the  scale  of feet is
adjustable,  and  on  this  account  may  serve  to  some  advantage  for
showing small differences of elevation, but at the best all direct indi-
cations of elevation from readings on the dial of the aneroid are only
roughly approximate.

±06.  Adiu8tabze Scale Of elevations, how used.-" the scale o£ feet is
adjustable onct an aneroid for moderate changes of elevation, it may
be conveniently used as follows:  If a tourist is about to set out on a
short expedition to an elevated point, starting at a station of which
the elevation is known, let him set the movable scale of the aneroid
so that the proper graduation, marking the known elevation, stands
opposite the index hand.    On reaching the elevated point the position
6f the hand on the scale of  feet will  now indicate  approximately the
new elevation, provided, of course, the scale has not been shifted, and
provided further that the real air pressure was uniform throughout
the vicinity and did not change at all during the time occupied in the
expedition.    If this time was several hours or the distance consider-
able, the result may be very greatly in error.    Suppose we know our
elevation to be 500 feet and we set the scale to this point.    To-morrow
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the aneroid  may indicate only 200  or even 800  feet,  the  new value
being a direct result simply of the changes in air pressure.

A  variation  of  one-tenth  of  an  inch  in  the  barometric  pressure
affects  an observation of altitudef by from nearly  100  to nearly  150
feet, according  (1) to the elevation  itself and  (2) the  temperature at
the time.    On this account and because of the large accidental errors
to which aneroids are subject, as described above, they are unreliable
in the determination of elevations.

107.  To determine heights as well as can be done by pressure meas-
urements, it is necessary that simultaneous observations, not only of
the barometer but of the temperature and humidity of the air, be made
at one or more adjacent stations of which the elevations are known.
These observations, by means of suitable tables, will give the differ-
ence in elevation of the stations,  and the mean result from  a large
number  of  such  simultaneous  readings  will  give  a  fairly  accurate
value for the desired elevation, especially if the differerices of elevation
and the distances between the stations are not very great.

±08.  The care and pre8erva;vion Of baromcter8.~A.banorrLcher is EL very
delicate instrument, and in general must be handled with great care ;
therefore observers in handling a barometer should first inform them-
selves as to the best methods to follow and the various precautions to
observe,  as embodied in the instruc,tions given below.

109.  When a new barometer is received, in unpacking it should be
lifted cistern uppermost from the box and all wrappings removed after
placing the barometer in a horizontal position.    When moved about,
the cistern end should be carried uppermost.

110.  To turn the barometer tube end up, bring it first gradually to
a  horizontal  position,  watching  for  a  small  bubble  at  the  cistern.
This should never be very large, nor should it be absent, in which case
there may be serious pressure from within, tending to force the mer-
cury out through.joints of the cistern, etc.    If necessary, the adjusting
screw should be turned so that the bubble is not .larger than a space
within which a 10-cent coin could be placed.    The tube may then be
gradually  elevated  to  an  upright  position.    The  mercurial  column
should not be lowered until the instrument is safely suspended from
a hook.

111.  Never remove  a good barometer from its supports while  the
mercurial column is at or near its normal height.    Always screw up
the cistern until the top of the column is .1.ust visible at the top o/ the
apering  6yL  the  br¢88  c¢8e.    Do  not  sub.iect  the  barometer  to  quick
movements or sudden changes in its position;  always move it about
slowly  and  regularly  and  change  its  position  gradually.    Do  not
handle  or  carry  the  barometer  in  an  upright  position.    Handle  it
horizontally, or upside down as far as possible, preferably the latter.
The proper procedure to invert a barometer is as follows:
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Examine th.e cistern to see if there is any special air vent as at d,
figure 9, in the Tuch cistern.    Screw up the mercury until it reaches
the  top  of  the  cistern.     rbe7}  cZo8e  ftyfa}Zgr  the  ¢6r uerL*,  and continue
screwing up the cistern until the top of the mercurial column reaches
the summit of the opening in the metal tube.    Always avoid screwing
up  the  cistern until the tube is  entirely filled with mercury.    It is
impossible to tell exactly when the tube is full, and a turn too much
of the screw.is almost sure to force the mercury through the joints
of the cistern or even the pores of the leather bag and lead to very
serious injury of the barometer.    Do not sti.ain the screw if it goes
hard..  a Mercury may have leaked from the cistern, and what remains
be insufficient to fill the tube.    A barometer can be safely inverted
even if there is quite a deficient supply of mercury in the cistern.

When the mercury is near the top of the tube, remove the barome-
ter from its supports and incline slowly, Hstening, meanwhile, for any
slight  sound  or  "click"  that  may be  emitted  from  the  top  of the
barometer.    When  the  tube  is   nearly  horizontal,  watch  for  the
appearance of an air bubble at the cistern end, showing there is still
a small free space within.    From the horizontal position the instru-
ment may be turned cistern end up without any special precautions
and may then be handled  and  carried with ease  and safety.    It  is
even  advisable now to Zoo8e7} {be c68Jer7b 8creow cb £"y.7b or 8o,  that there
may be plenty of free space in the cistern.

L±2 .  Special in8truch,one for hand;hibg rna;rime baromcters .~It `wTII T]e
readily understood from the description of the marine barometer and
its  cistern  that  special  care  must  be  employed  in inverting  such  a
barometer.    In this case the cistern is not and can not be filled with
mercury.    Moreover, the constriction of the tube prevents the vac-
uum from filling quickly, so that to invert a barometer of this kind
the tube must be inclined 30° or 40° from the vertical and held in such
a position, and farther inclined, if necessary, until the vacuum cham-
ber is completely filled with mercury, whereupon the _instrument may
be fully inverted and handled without danger, cistern uppermost.

Since the cistern is only partly full ordinarily, the marine barometer
is more liable to injury in shipment than other barolheters  arid,  in
fact, is best transported by hand.

113.   rfae  "oneJ¢ZZ6c  cZ6cfa."-The  so-called "metallic  Click" is  best
produced  while the barometer is inclined  at  about  45°,  or possibly
still more nearly horizontal at high-level stations.    The cistern must
not be screwed up too much.    The "click"  occurs just  as the mer-
cury moving up the tube reaches the_top and completely fills it.    If
the barometer is quickly inclined, the violent shock of the mercury
against the top of the tube is sometimes sufficient to crack the tube.
Hence,  sudden  movements  of  this  sort  are  always  attended  with
danger to the barometer.
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Many think they can judge  of the excellence of the vacuum in  a
barometer by the character of the "metallic click."  It is exceedingly
deceptive, however, and even experts are able to draw only approxi-
mately correct conclusions from its cha,racter.    The greatest caution
should be exercised in producing the click, as, if the vacuum is first
class, it tends to.injure the barometer.    Agood plan is to incline the
barometer, as described above, until the mercury almost reaches the
top of the tube;  then, holding it in this position, moveSit somewhat
quickly, but very slightly and regularly, back and forth three or four
times exactly in the direction of its length, and, if necessary, changing
the angle of inclination and increasing, very cautiously, the intensity
of the shaking motion until two or three gentle clicks may be heard.
Too great care can not be exercised in this, respect, and only the most
gentle  clicks  should  be  produced.    Even  then,  with  very  perfect
vacua,  the internal  stress  is  very  great,  and  ba,rometer tubes  that
have been subjected to  boiling in the process of filling  and  are not
thoroughly annealed are sometimes in such a state of internal stress
as t6 be very easily cracked and injured.

if4.  Handing iaroinater8  at devated 8t_choTb8.+n tFp. othipe of nst`ar
tions from 3,000 to 10,000 feet or more above sea level the top of the
mercurial column, in extreme cases, is a long distance from the top
off the tube.    It is not advisable, therefore, when it is desired to invert
such a barometer, to screw up the cistern immediately until the col-
umn reaches nearly the top of the tube.    A better plan is to raise the
column only 2 or 3 inches, then, while gradually .inclining the instru-
ment, continue to screw up the cistern until the column is ajbout to
disappear from view at the top.    The object of this is to avoid sub-
.iecting the cistern to the considerable hydrostatic pressure that occ.urs
if the column is raised several inches above that which the air pressure
itself is capable of supporting.

At an elevated station the barometer must be in a muc,h more nearly
horizontal position to produce the " metallic click" than at sea level.

115.  The best possible care  a barometer can receive is to  be pro-
tected from accumulations of dust, etc., and left quite alone.    When
readings must be taken, and the barometer is suspended from a hook
upon which tit is drawn out to a position convenient for reading, the
rough  sliding  of  the  barometer  along  the  hook,  together  with  the
springing movement up and down, and finally the knocks the cistern
is apt to receive when the instrument is returned to the box, are all
very injurious to the condition of the barometer and are to be avoided
by gentle and ca.reful handling.

116.  The  results  of  comparative  barometer  readings  conclusively
show that in spite of every care a difference of several thousindths of
an irich in the indications of two or more instruments can not ordi-
narily be avoided.    Any change of instruments at a station therefore
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is  apt`to make  a more or I,ess objectionable break.in the strict con-
tinuity of the pressure reports from that station and obviously such
changes should be made only when absolutely necessary.

117.  After continued use the mercury in the cistern of a barometer
loses  its  brilliant  surface  and  becomes  coated  with 'a  slight film  of
oxide.    This  does  not impair  the  barometer  to  any  serious  extent,
and very  accurate  readings  can yet be  made.    It is  a bad practice
to  clean  the  mercury  in  barometers  as  soon  as  it  becomes  slightly
dull and tarnished.    Lea,ks are apt to be started in the joints of the
cistern,  arid  slight  changes  in  the  position  of  the  ivory  point  give
rise  to  new  and  unknown  corrections  for  instrumental  error.    The
mercury  itself  is  apt  to  become  contaminated  with  impurities  and
afterwards  will remain bright  only  a very short.  time.

118.   Clo7xpa77.cL€d¢te  b¢rome€er  rea7dings.-Each  regular  Weather  Bu-
reau station is supplied with two good barometers to lessen the chances
of  a break in the record and to guard against erroneous reports from
the use of imperfect instruments.    Monthly therefore,  and on other
special  occasions,  as  further  specified  in  paragraph  122,  five  com-
parative  readings  of  all  barometers  on  station  should.  be  made  at
uniform intervals of hours,  half hours,  or quarter hours,  as may be
most convenient  to  the  observer.

119.  As  the  object  of  the  comparative  readings  is  to  ascertain
accurately  the  amount  of  discordance  between  the  barometers  and
enable the main office to  replace defective instruments, it  is  impor-
tant that the observer use more than ordinary care to read the barome-
ters  exactly  as  they  are.    He should not feel biased or disposed,  in
the  slightest  degree,  to  make  the readings  come  out one way more
than  another.    His whole  endeavor should be  to  make  the settings
and  readings  as  accurately  as  possible,  without  any  regard  as  to
ho.w  the  readings  may  differ  in  the  end.    When  the  pressure  is
found to vary rapidly, make the readings of the two or more instru-
ments  ays quickly as possible,  and throughout the series endeavor to
keep  the  temperature stationary.

120.  Before  each reading  the  cistern  of  the  barometer should  be
unscrewed so as to lower the mercury one-sixteenth to one-eighth of
an inch below the ivory point  and the setting then carefully made.

121.  An  interval  of  two  or  three  hours  should  intervene  after
barometers  are  unpacked,  cleaned,  or  moved  to  a  new  office  and
hung  in  position  before  comparative  readings  are  commenced.

122.  Comparative   readings   should   always   be   made   with   new
barometers  whenever  received  at  a  station,  and  also  both  before
and after instruments  are removed from one location to  another or
cleaned.

±23.  Suggechon8 cnd, in8trru,chon8 for aleowing baromcter8.~In au fow
cases  observers  are  authorized  to  clean  cisterns  of  barometers  that
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are very dirty and  can not  easily b6  replaced.     (See  paragraph® 187.)
<`

The following instructibns will then guide in the proper performance
of the work:

124.  Take  a series of five comparative readings before the work is
begun.

125.  Provide  one  or more  very  clean,  dry porcelain  or glass  cups
or  saucers.    Avbid   the   use   of   damp,   unclean,   or  metal   vessels.
Cleanse  the  vessels  by  thorough  washing  in  soap  and  water  and
wipe  dry with  a cle;n  towel,  finally polishing the vessel with  tissue
or  similar  soft  paper.    Pr6vide,   also,   some  pieces  of  clean  cloth
and sheets of tissue paper for clearising the glass parts of the cistern,
also  a  few  small  sheets  of  clean  white  pqper  about  4  by  6  inches
for  use  in  filtering  the  mercury.    Calendered  letter  paper  is  not
so  good  as  th,e  ordinary  so-called  book  paper.    A  most  convenient
position for  cleaning  a barometer is  to  be  sea,ted in front  of  a  desk
with  a  drawer  at  the  top  and  side  partly  opened.    This  affords
convenient corners in which the barometer can be rested in upright
positions  during  the  process.

126.  The  barometer  will  be  removed  from  its  box  or  support
and  inverted,  as  described  in  paragraph  111.

Unscrew  with  one  hand ,the  p.ortion  of  the  cistern  marked  S,
figure  3,  grasping  with  the  other  hand  o7}Zy  *he  7}a}77'ow jza}7Lge  Z3.1

127.  Next separate thek two wooden portions of the cistern marked.
d  and  ?.  by  loosening  the  four  screws  uniting  the  split-ring  clamp
in.arked  Z  and  fl41,  in  figure  3.    It  is  important  that  each  screw  be
loosened a little in turn,  otherwise an uneven strain may be thrown
upon some portion of the fragile wooden flange and chip out a piece.
After` loosening  each  of  the  screws  one  may  be  taken  out  entirely,
and  the  whole  system  of  split rings  still  interlocked by  the  screws
will  generally  unfold from  around  the  cistern.    Sometimes  another
screw must be taken out.

If the rings are separated, they should afterwards be united again
precisely in the original relation.    When removing the wt oden piece
?.,  to wh`ich the leather bag is attached, lift it cautiously directly up
from  the  part  d  so  as  not to  spill the  mercury, which  is  thereby
exposed and should just about fill d.    Hold a clean,  dry vessel close
under  the  flange  of  d  and  pour  out  steadily from  the cistern all or
nearly all, the mercury it contains.    The mercury will not leave the
open end  of  the  barometer  tube  so  long  as  the latter is  not  raised

I If mercury has leaked out of the cistern this will generally be indicated by the presence of minute
globules of mercury adhering to the threads of the screw 0.    In such a case the cap at the extreme bottom
of the cistern should be unscrewed, instead of the portion marked S, thereby preventing the escape of
the mercury which has leaked out.    As this mercury, by reason of its contact with the metal parts of
the cistern, is impure, it must be emptied separately, and "7}der "o c8.rcwms}¢"cc8 afterwards used in the
barometer oi mixed with good mercury, as the whole will be rendered impure.      .

To empty this impure mercury from the cistern the finger must be used to force the kid-skin bag up
into the cistern while the barometer is inclined and the impure mercury poured out.
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much above a horizontal position, and generally not then unless the
opening is large and the tube shaken or jerked a little.    Care must
be taken to prevent the mercury from passing out of the 'tube.    The
barometer is then returned to its inverted position and the remaining
parts of the cistern removed by loosening the screws P and P,. here
again each screw must be loosened a little in turn to avoid chipping or
cracking the glass cylinder.    If a small globule of mercury remains
in the glass cistern,  allow the latter to rest in its position, while the
boxwood piece, d, the metal flange, Z3, and the screws, P, are removed.
Then holding  the  glass cylin.der in position with the fingers,  empty
what remains  of the mercury in the cistern.    In handling the little
leather washers  taken from the parts of the cistern, avoid wrinklirig
or creasing them or otherwise changing their form,  as any injury of
this  kind  will  probably  result  in  leaks  that  can  not  be  prevented
except by new washers.

128.  The barometer tube and attached wooden piece G, figure 3,thay
be next withdrawn from the metal sheath and all the parts thoroughly
cleaned.    Before removing the tube notice exactly the position of the
ivory  point  in  reference  to  the  outside  sheath  so  that  it  may  be
returned to  this position,  otherwise ; change may be introduced in
the correction for instl;umental error.    In all probability small quan-
tities of mercury will be spilled into or remain in various little cracks
and crevices while the cistern is being emptied.    These, by all means,
should be thoroughly dislodged, especially ff om about the metal parts.
With the glass tube removed, the sheath should be tapped and shaken
smartly  to  remove  all small globules  of mercury.    It mchy  then  be
wiped   and   cleaned  thoroughly   with  cloths  or  chamois  skin.    In
case the scale is somewhat dull and tarnished it `may be brightened
by suitable  polishing, but this is  a delicate operation and should be
avoided rather than otherwise.    The danger lies in shifting the posi-
tion of the scale,  and if polishing is  absolutely necessary, it shotlld,
therefore, be done with very great care.

The _upper portion of the glass tube sho`uld also be tcleansed on the
outside with the aid of a damp cloth if necessary.

129.  4dr  in  b¢rome*er  ±"be8.-How  air  can  gain  entrance  to  the
vacuum  of  a  barometer  otherwise iri good  condition„ which  is  sup-
posed to have been hanging  quietly  and undisturbed upon its sup-
ports, is a matter that is very difficult both to imagine and to explain.
No  case  of    this  sort  has  ever  occurred  among  thehundreds  of
barometers handled at this office, so that when such a defect is dis-
covered in an instrument in use at a station the observer in investi-
gating  the  cause  and  reporting  the  matter  should  make  sure  that
the  barometer has  not been  tampered with  or roughly handled  by
unauthorized persons,  as, if uninjured in other respects, misusage is
the most probable explanation of the defect.
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130.  If an appreciable quantity of air is in the tube &t the time of
cleaning, it can be seen more or less conspicuously in the shape of a
small bubble  or bubbles  adhering  closely  to  the  walls  of  the  tube.
If  these  bubbles  appear  no  larger  than  good-sized  pinheads,  and
especially if they are not more than halfway up the tube, then it is
certain that the condition of the vacuum is more likely to be greatly
impaired than improved by attempts to remova them.

131.  Sometimes the barometers that observers may be called upon
by private parties or friends to inspect or repair, seem to have numer-
ous rather flat-shaped air bubbles firmly lodged against the sides of
the tube.    Generally these are not air bubbles at all,  but are parti-
cles of moisture,  the presence of which is  due to carelessness in the
original  preparation  and  filling  of  the  tube.    The  edges  of  an  air
bubble  are  sharp  and  the  mercury  generally  remains  bright  and
makes well-defined contact at a steep angle with the glass.    If some
moisture is present,  either  alone  or with  the  air,  the  edges  are less
clearly defined,  the mercury is oxidized,  and the angle of contact is
less steep,  the bubble itself being vel.y flat.

It is impossible, wit,hout entire cleansing,  drying,  and refilling,  to
do anything with a barometer that contains moisture.

132.  If  a  bubble  or  so  of  air is  present in  a  tube,  the plan  that
should first be tried to remove it is as follows:

Fdy`8{ one€bod.-Incline the tube 45° or thereabouts, with the open
end up, and tap it gently in the vicinity of the bubble, revolving the
tube a little at the same time so as to encourage the bubble to creep
along the  inclined  surface  of  the  glass.    If  the  inclination  is  too
great the bubble will be greatly compressed by the weight of mercury
above it; if too small the bubble will not tend to move.

If the tre&tment is successful and the bubble is removed, the result
will probably be beneficial; but at best the operation is generally very
tedious,  and often the bubble seems to grow smaller and finally dis-
appears,  being  separated  into  almost  imperceptible  portions  which
remain distributed along the walls of the tube.

Seco7td  77beffaod.~The  following  plan  is  more  frequently  applied,
especially when the quantity of air already in the tube is considerable,
is lodged at the top, and must be partially removed at 1.east:

Empty  an  inch  or  two  of  mercury  from  the  tube.    Close  the
open end tightly with the gloved finger and cause a large bubble of
air to glide slowly and regularly along the tube until it unites with
an the portions  of  air it is  desired to remove.    The large  bubble is
then  as  slowly  and  gradually  worked  to  the  open  end  of  the  tube
again,  using every possible precaution to  prevent  small portions  of
the  bubble from separating  and remaining  behind.    Such  a  bubble
of air may sometimes be successfully passed once into and out of the
tube, but even at the best the vacuum in a barometer that has been
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treated in this manner is very apt to be greatly impaired and can not
be restored.    The  reason of this is that the glass walls of the tube
have very strong hygroscopic properties, and while the air bubble is
passing along the tube considerable portions of both moisture and air
are invisibly retained upon the walls of the tube.    While, therefore,
a bubble of air may be successfully passed once into and out of the
tube,  a  repetition  will be  attended  with less  good  effect,  as in  the
meantime the moisture and gases of the bubble will have acted upon
the mercury to produce oxidized films that will probably adhere to
the walls of the tube, so that when bubbles are again passed there will
presently  be  a  marked  tendency  tof cling  to  the  tube  and  leave
small detached bubbles imprisoned against the walls.    When,  after-
wards,  the  barometer is  set  up  the  walls  in  the  upper portion  and
near the vacuum, being no longer subjected to the full air pressure as
they were while the bubble was passing along the tube, now readily
give  off  both  air  and  moisture,  and in many  cases  numerous  little
bubbles form against the walls even below the top of the column and
probably later work their way into the vacuum.

133.  The removal of air from a barometer tube, therefore, can not
be perfectly effected in any such way, and should not be undertaken
unless the defect is a very serious one.    If the comparative readings
taken before cleaning a barometer do not show serious errors, any air
the tube may be thought to contain had best be allowed to remain.

134.  One of the most difficult and delicate parts of the process of
cleaning is that.about the wooden piece, a, and ivory point.    The d6ep
and narrow annular space between the glass tube and the boxwood is
generally covered with oxide of mercury, which should be thoroughly
removed  by  repeated  wiping  with  clean  cloths  applied  upon  the
ends  of  slender  sticks  or  by  similar  means.    Tufts  of  raw  cotton
will  adhere firmly to,  and  are readily wrapped  about;  rough  sticks
and  may  serve  with  advantage  in  wiping  out  the  narrow  spaces.
Sometimes, however, the space is so small that it can not be properly
cleaned.    Care  must  be  observed  not  only  here.but  in  subsequent
operations, to blow away or otherwise remove every vestige of lint,
dust, shreds of cotton, etc.,  as, if allowed to remain about the. pa,r.ts
of the cistern, they will quickly find their way to the surf ace of the
mercury, upon which they will float about to the detriment of accu-
I.ate adjustments.

It is obvious that the delicate ivory point should be handled with
great c.are.

135.  The  glass  cylinder  of  the  cistern  should  be  washed  in  soap
and  wa.ter  and  thoroughly  rinsed  in  copious  applications  of  fresh
wEthen.    A:fter  this  hi  chouRE  not be  .touched,  wwh  unprctected  ha;nd8i
espec6¢Zzy %po7} £be 67}8¢de.    Wipe it thoroughly dry with a clean,  dry
towel  or  handkerchief,,   and  polish  with  clean  tissue  paper.    The
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remaining  wooden  Portions  of  the  cistern  should   also   be  wiped
thoroughly clean and dry without touching the inside with the bare
fingefs'.    Shake out of the bag as far as possible every little particle
of  mercury  that  tends  to  remain  in  hidden  corners  and  crevices.
These little particles are very apt to be dirty and impure, and should,
therefore, be removed.

136:  The several parts of the barometer should be replaced in the
following order :

First,  return  the  glass  tube  to  its  sheath,  bedng  ca)7.e/"Z  *o  pza)ce
the ivory  pobnd in the  po8choTb in Tehavion to  the  Scale,  dr frond  Of the
ba)y.ome±er, /oy.77Le7.Zy  occapded;.  also  to  avoid handling  the  end  portion
of the barometer tube where it  dips into  the cistern with the  bare
fingers, `as a slight film of oil may be communicated to the mercury
of the cistern by this means.

The  glass  cylinder,  with its  leather  washers,  one  at  each  end,  is
next  placed  in  position,  followed  by  the  .wooden  piece,  6,  and  the
metal  flange  ring,  Z3.    The  three  long  screws,  P,  are  next  to  be
inserted  and  partially  screwed  up.    While\ these  various  pieces  are
still loosely held  by the  screws,  it  is well  to  jostle  the  parts  about
a little and twist the ring and boxwood pieces upon each other and`
the glass cylinder.    In other words, try to bring the surfaces in the
several joints nicely and uniformly into contact with each other, and
adjust  the  ring,  A,  so  that  the  screws  are  not  even imperceptibly
askew,  but,  when  properly  drawn  up,  produce  a  direct,  uniformly
distributed pressure.    When the parts are thus adjusted the screws,
P, are to be tightened Zd#Ze by Zd#Ze, each one a little in turn after the
others, until all are drawn down together equally tight.    The observer
must  judge  of  this  partly  by  the  amount  he  has  turned  each
screw  and  partly by the resistance it  offers  to further turning.    It
is not necessary that the screws be very tight.    A judicious regard
for these ideas constitutes in part the skill of the expert  and is the
secret  of  perfect  joints.    To  disregard  them  produces  leaky joints
and  unequal  pressures  that  are  apt  to  break  the  fragile  boxwood
flanges or crack the glass.

Before describing the filling of the cistern, some tests  and experi-
ments  showing  the  purity  cnd  prop.erties  of  mercury  will  be  men-
tioned.

137.  P"rify  a/ mey`r,"r",  hoco  fe8fed.~Pure  mercury  is  beautifully
briniant and mobile,  And  does not exhibit  the slightest adhesion to
clean,  dry glass  or porcelain surfaces, whereas the  amalgamation of
the mercury with the slightest perceptible traces of foreign substances,
such as lead, tin,  zinc, etc., changes completely the character of this
peculiar  substance.    Each  observer  should  try  for  himself  the  fol-
lowing instructive and simple experiment :  `
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Prepare a small, shallow, flat-bottomed porcelain cup or white piece
of china,ware, or glass vessel if the others  are not,  t,a be had.    Wash
and dry thoroughly without touching the inside with the bare fingers.
The vessel may be .just a little warm with a,dvantage.    Filter into the
vessel,  through  a paper funnel,  such  as  described below, rather less
than a teaspoonful of pure mercury.    If the mercury has been prop-
erly filtered  and  is  of  extreme  purity,  the  brilliant  globule  will  roll
about  the  cup  with  the  greatest  activity,  as  the  latter is  moved  a
little,  and  will  draw  out  momentarily  into  slender  cylindrical, ,por-
tions  which,  if  broken  asunder,  will  quickly  separate  into  sina|ler
portions,  which  draw  themselves  up  into  beautiful little spheres  or
larger rounded buttons, none of which clings in the slightest degree
to  the clean -surface  of the vessel.    Under favorable  conditions  and
during the  rapid movements  of  the mercury  a scarcel}  audible  bult
still  a very characteristic  crackling sound can be heard,  due  to  the
developmerit  of  small  sparks  of  electricity.    Such  is  the  character-
istic behavior of clean, pure mercury in a clean porcelain dish.    If ,
however,  the  mercury  coritains  the  most minute  trace  of lead,  tin,
zinc., etc., this fact WEL be shown by a more or less marked tendency of
the little, slender portions  of the mercury to  draw out into sharply
point.ed,  tapering  "tails,"  the  tip  ends  of which  cling  to  the vessel
and remain.    If the observer is not in possession of the small quan-
tity of extremely pure mercury needed in the above experiment, the
most  striking part  of it  will  be lost.    After watching the  beautiful
manner in which the pure mercury rolls about the dish,  add to it a
small  flake  of  lead  or  solder.    The  flake  should  be  a  very  small
shaving  cut  off  with  a  penknifg,  and  should  c`ontain  not  nearly  so
much material as in the head of the smallest pin.    Place this upon
the mercury and allow it to remain a moment.    It will presently be
wholly  dissolved.    Now repeat  the  rolling  about  of  the mercury in
the cup and observe the wonderful change.

The former brilliant globule has now a dull surface, with its edges
clinging at many points to the surface of the dish.    The clean white
surface  of the dish will now be soiled and discolored when the mer-
cury is macle to flow over it a few times.    The presence of one part
of lead in one hundred  thousand  parts  of mercury is readily shown
by this test.

Only one who has performed this experiment is ,prepared to appre-
ciate  I ully  the  importance  of  absolut,e  cleanliness  in barometer cis-
terns  and  the  necessity  for  the  avoidance  of  the  slightest  metallic
contamination of ` the mercury.

138.  Of course, the mercury used in the above experiment can not
be. again used until purified.    This can be done quite well by washing
with dilute nitric  acid,  about one volume of acid in fifteen volumes
of wiat6r.    The mercury and acid may be placed in a bottle and vio-
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Iently  shaken,  or  the  acid  may  be  poured  over  the  mercury  and
allowed  to  remain  several  hours.    When  the  acid  has  thoroughly
cleansed  the  mercury,  the  latter,  upon  the  contents  of  the  bottle
being violently shaken,  will bre&k up into very fine globules which,•for  a  moment,  do  not  coalesce.    This  formation  of  the  mercury

into  minute  globules  in  the  presence  of .dilute  acid  will  take  place
only with quite pure mercury.

139.  Returning now  to  the  processes  of  restoring  the  barometer,
the next step is to filter the mercury and.fill up the cistern.    Roll up
a small sheet of clean paper into a sharp cone, looking through it to
the light to see that the opening is very smau.    Holding the cone over
a clean vessel, partly fill it with mercury.    By twisting at the folds of.
the cone` in a manner that the observer must learn by trial, the open-
ing.at the point may be regulated to any size desired, even while the
Cone contains mercury.    Keep the cone well filled with mercury until
all has been  added,  and  do not  allow the very last portion to  pass
through the filter.    If the observer has onlyithe supply of pure mer-
cury taken from the barometer, ec,onomy must be exercised, but`there
is no difficulty whatever in being able to filter and ut,ilize the entire
quantity  of  mercury  originally  in  t,he  barometer,  and  this  is  suffi-
cient.    The purity of some of .the filtered mercury may be tested as
described  above.    Another  indication  of  the  purity  of  the  mercury
is  the  character  of  the  mark left  on  the  paper  cone  after filtering.
To  be  able  to  judge  by  this,  observers  must  filter  both  pure  arid
impure mercury and compare the marks.

140.  The mercury for the cistern, having been filtered at least once,
may next be filtered into the cistern, directing the little stream so as
to strike against the glass cistern to avoid inclosing small air bubbles
near or upon the barometer tube.    The open end of the tube should,
in the meantime, be completely filled,  and the mercury heaped int.o
a little button on the tip end.    This button will unite with the mer-
cury  of  the  cistern  as  it  rises  around  the  tube,  and 'the  chance,s  of
inclosing air in the tip end of the tube are thus greatly lessened.

In general, the cistern should be filled to the brim of the piece, d.
Before fitting the piece, ?., the leather bag should be pushed out from
the inside and every effort tised to detach and remove all dust, shreds,
little particles of leather, etc.

141.  In securing the clamp rings the screws should be tightened a
little at a time, and the precautions cited in paragraph 136 observed
to insure a closely fitting and uniformly tight joint.

When the screws are all tightened, the leather bag should be thrust
uP into the wooden piece, 7., and held there firmly by the finger while
the barometer is gradually turned right  side up,  watching to  see if
any  leaks  show  themselves  at  any  of  the  joints.    The  mercurial
column should not be lowered under any circumstances at this time.
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If a leak occurs, it is probably due to uno+en tightening of the joints,
and in most cases it is better to loosen the whole joint and shift it
a little before tightening again rather than to strain the screws that
are grlready tight, in the hope of making closer contact.  .

142.  From one to three o.r more hours after the cleaning operat`ions
are completed and the barometer is returned to its support a series of
five comparative readings with its companion or stinndard instrument
should be made.

1q3.  AddindoTbal  8uggechoTb8 for  clean;ing  baromcter8  wth  the  Tuck
c68£er7L.-The  parts  of  the  barometers  with  Tuch  cisterns  can  be
removed only by the aid of a special wrench, which will be furnished
when any observer is authorized to clean such barometers.

The special points to be observed are as follows:
Before fully screwing up and inverting the barometer, close tightly

the air vent, d, figure 9.    Consult also paragraph 17.
When about  to open the cistern, loosen the screw,  W, figure 9, one

or two turns.    Then unscrew the piece, g, being very careful at this
time not to unscrew the part,  Z.    When coinpletely unscrewed, the
piece, g, with attached piston, a, may be wholly withdrawn, exposing
the mercury.    All or nearly all of this may be poured out in the mari-
her described in paragraph  127 without danger of starting the mer-
cury from the end of the barometer tube.    The small portion of mer-
cury that is apt to remain should be poured out afterwards, removing
first the tube or barrel,  jr, then the clamp ring, A, holding the glass
cistern in position by the hand until the last portion of mercury is
emptied.

To remove the barometer tube from the sheath, the cap of the air
vent must be first rein.oved.                                                                  -

It is always best pot to disturb any more than necessary the various
leather washers and fittings.

144.  In  replacing  the   parts   be  8are  the  cap  o/  ±be  a)6r  ue"€ .ds
Scy.eowed wp before introducing the mercury.

After inserting the glass  cistern and washers screw down upon it
the ring clamp,  A.    Then filter in  as much mercury  as practicable,
observing the precautions mentioned in paragraph 140.    Next screw
down snugly the tube or barrel,  Zr, and add the remaining mercury.
Finally, replace th.e piston and cap, g.                           I

If the  piston  does  not  fit  the  barrel  snugly enough,  the washers
should  be  tightened  by  turning  up  the  screw,  7.,  using  the  special
wrench.    The parts of the piston should not be taken apart nor the
washers disturbed,  except  possibly to  tighten  the  screw mentioned
above,

During the  operation  of replacing the  piston it  should  not  Close
down upon the mercury, which would be subjected to, severe pressure
thereby.    At last, tighten the screw, Z.
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Before the instrument is placed erect the piston should be screwed
up close to the mercury, still leaving a small space, as shown by the
air bubble, visible in the cistern when the barometer is held nearly
horizontal.

145.  S%gge8choTb8    cbbout    movirmg    a;nd    packing    baromcter8.~PTe-

paratory to moving invert the barometer as described in paragraph
111.

The most approved methods of packing barometers for transporta-
tion are to be learned by carefully observing the manner followed in
packing instruments sent out by this office.    The instrument should
be  shipped  in  a  horizontal  position.    The  air-bubble  space  in  the
cistern  should  be  small,  but  still  sufficient  to  admit  of  expansion
with temperature changes.

When carried  about by hand,  the cistern should be uppermost.
The barometer should be first wrapped in soft paper, then with a

thick layer of cotton sheeting,and an outer wra|)ping of heavy paper.
Thus prepared, it is then placed in the middle of a strong wooden box
and completely and closely surrounded with good excelsior or cotton
or  similar  elastic  packing  material.    The  lid  of  the  box .must  be
8c7.eqoed down, not nailed, and a strong handle attached to the middle,
so that the box may be carried by one hand in a horizontal position.

146.  Z}ea7{ber  c¢rryingr  c¢8e8.-In  using  the  leather  carrying  case,
supplied when barometers are to be transported by hand, secure the
barometer in the hinged wooden sheath, being careful to observe th.at
the latter closes tightly without straining either the inilled head for
regulating  the  vernier  or  the  attached  thermometer.    The  wood
should be neatly cut away, if necessary, but only sufficiently to receive
these projecting parts.    Insert the barometer, cdsJerm wppe7ormo8±, into
the leather case.

147.  On steamboats or railroads the barometer, if hung up in any
manner,  should  be secured  against striking or pounding  the side of
the room or car.    In wheeled vehicles the barometer should be car-
ried by hand, supported by a strap over the shoulder, or held upright
between the legs.    It should not be allowed to rest on the floor, as a
severe  jolt  may  bre&k  the  tube.    On stage  routes,  when impracti-
cable to carry it by hand, hang the barometer on a hook inside the
stage  and  securely  fasten  the  lower  end,  so  that  it  will  not  swing
when being thus transported.    If carried on horseback, it should be
strapped over the shoulders of the rider, where it is \not likely to be
injured.

148.   OfaarLge a/Zoc¢¢do7b.-It sometimes becomes necessary to change
the location of instruments from one office room to another or to a
different point in the same room and making little or no change of
elevation.    In  such cases  the  barometer box can be moved  bodily
with the instruments in place.    The first step is to prepare the wall
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at the new location by setti.ng up the necessary wood strips and the
screw  at  the  top  on  which  the  hook  of  the  barometer box  can  be
hung.    If nQ change is to be made in the elevation t,his screw must
be at exactly the same height as the corresponding screw at the old
location.    After  the  usual  comparative  readings  have  been  made
and  all is  prepared  the barometer cisterns will be screwed  up  until
/"ZZ of mercury and the box moved bodily in an upright position and
secured  at  the  new  location.    Comparative  readings  should  not  be
made after the removal until an interval of two  or three hours has
elapsed,  unless  the  temperature  is  practically  the  same  in  the  two
locations.

±49.  Shipment  Of  8ervbceabze  barometers.-Every  possible  oa,Te  is
taken at the central office to secure  the highest  attainable  precision
in the pressure observations at stations and to ascertain the amount of
abnormal  errors  that sometimes  develop in the  use  of instruments.
To  this  end  defective instrument,s  are  called in to  the  central office
for recomparison,  and obviously it is of the highest importance that
every precaution be taken in packing such instruments to insure their
safe arrival at destination.

150.  In reporting on defective or unserviceable barometers, observ-
ers should state clearly the condition of the instrument, and whether
or not the mercury can be screwed up to such an extent as to permit
of  forwarding  the  instrument  "mercury  filled."    Such  barometers
are  called  in  by  the  official  in  charge,  division  of  supplies,  central
office,  by  e#pres8,  and  observers  should  keep  on  hand  constantly  a
small supply of the special  "Notice,"  "Glass,"  and  "Very fragile"
labels,  two or three of which should be tacked or pasted on outside
cover of box in a conspicuous manner.

±5±.  Shipment  Of  empty  in8trunend8.~:When  ba,ro"eters   a,re  so
seriously defective  that check comparisons  can not be n|ade or  are
valueless,  observers  will be  authorized to forward  the  barometer to
Washington, first carefully emptying all the mercury, which will be
preserved in a clean bottle and packed in the box with the barometer.

(8)  CARE   AND  USE   OF  BAROGRAPHS.

152.  Expo8tty.e o/ barograpfa8.-The general principles of the expo-
sure of barometers given in paragraph 89  apply to barographs also,
except that the matter of light is not so essential.    Every precaution,
however,  must  be  observed  to  prevent  the  instrument from  being
exposed  to great changes  of  temperature  and  to  direct influence  of
sunshine, etc.

The   instructions -fo.Ilowing   apply   particularly   to   the   Richard
barograph.

153.  4d7.tt8froe7D* ±o 8{dnda7rd pre88are.-When the instrum6nt is first
set up at a place, the pen should be made to mark, as nearly as possi-
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ble, the corrected pressure  (see paragraph  172)  given by a standard
mercurial barometer at the same place.  # This adjustment is made by
raising or lowering the whole series of aneroid shells by. means of a
screw reached through a hole in the base of the instrument just under
the aneroid shells.    This screw is turned by one end of the key sup-
plied for winding the clockwork.    The adjustment of the barograph
to agree with a standard barometer will rarely prove permanent and
will require a little alteration from time to time, there being a slight
tendency  for  an  aneroid  barometer  to  read  too  high with  age.    It
is generally necessary to set the barograph to standard at the time a
new sheet is put on, but if the error is small it is better to allow for
it than to readjust.

154.Spec6¢Za7d7.tt8{77}e7bf/orhdyfaezeua7£do7i,8.-Theadjustmentafforded
by the screw underneath the base of the instrument is not sufficient
to bring the pen to the proper pressure at stations four thousand feet
or more above sea level.    In this case, and also to prevent injury to
the barometer while in transit over lofty mountain passes, it is some-
times necessary at this office to disconnect the system of levers from
the aneroid shells and to provide one or more extra holes in the stem
projecting at the top:    Barographs found disconnected in this mqn-
ner upon arrival at stations need simply that the links be united again,
placing the small pin in whichever hole will bring the pen nearest the
middle of the record sheet.    When shipping barographs, if the instru-
ment has to pass over a grea,ter elevation than 3,000 feet, the systein
of levers should be disconnected,  as above.

155.  When the pressure at any particular station is such as not to
be  included in  the  rulings  6n  the  record  sheets  furnished  with  the
instrument,  observers  will  change  the  numbering  of  the  lines by
some convenient whole number and adjust the pen of the inst,rument
accordingly.

156.  The sheets should be changed at about noon on the  lst,  8th,
15th, 22d, and 29th of each month.

When a barograph is first put in operation `the trace on the sheet
should start at the proper date and hour, even if near the end of the
sheet.    The roman numeral,  XII,  at the top  of the sheet indicates
noon, a,nd the letter "M.," midnight.

If not already done, the lower edge of the she.et should be trimmed
accurately parallel to  the  longitudinal lines  and should  rest  closely
against  the  flange  at  the  bottom  of  the  cylinder  and  the  pen  be
adjusted to the proper pressure,  in  accordance  with instructions in
paragraph 153.

157.  Barograph  cZoc*8.-Every  effort  should  be  made  to  regulate
the barograph clock to keep  correct time,  winding once  a week,  or
oftener if found  to  give  b_etter  results.    The  instrument  should  be
inspect,ed each day by the, observer in charge and properly adjusted
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by him when necessary.    Whenever a clock is  adjusted,  a marginal
note stating the fact should  be connected with  the proper hour.    If
the clockwork goes too fast or slow, it can be regulated in the same
manner  as  the  movement  of  a  wat,ch,  through  an  opening  in  the
cylinder markecl 4 (to ` ` accelerate ") and I? (to ` `retard "), correspond-
ing to the letters "F" and "S" near the ends of the  regulator  itself.

158. . Zlfroe e7'y.o7. a/ bay7oog7oaph.-The clock movements of these baro-
graphs  often keep  but imperfect  time,  and  it is important  that the
record  be  checked in this  res|)ect,  so that  proper correction may be
made  in  compiling  the  records  of  hourly  readings.    This  result  is
secured  by gently touching the lever of the  recording pen,  so  as  to
deflect it  and  cause  a slight lateral mark to  be made  on the  record
sheet, across the barometric trace.    A mark of this character will be
made each day at noon, seventy-fifth meridian time;  the record sheet
will thus always show how lnuch the barogra,ph clock may be in error.

In producing these marks great care must be exercised not to strain
t,he  lever mechanism in  any  way;  the  weight.  of  any  ordinarv lead
pencil is  amply sufficient, to make the mark,  cofadcfi, sfaottzd 7t,oJ a.: 7y2,o7'e
than orbe-ckgrfuth inch in length,.

159.  Pc,7}s.-Pens should be kept clean.    Only the standard register
ink should be used.    Care must be observed in cleaning a pen not to
bend or deform the points and render it unserviceable.     (See circular
A, Instrument Division.)

160.   Clo7.rec±£o7ts.~Owing to  imperfections  in  barographs,  more  or
less frequent comparisons should be made with standard instruments,
and  corrections  applied  according  to  the  scheme  fully  described  in
Circular A, Instrument Division.

VI.~CONCERNING  THE  ELEVATION  OF  STATIONS.

161.  In the system of the Weather Bureau the elevation of a station
is the height  above  mean sea leve,1  of the  zero  point-that,  is,   the
"ivory  point"-of  the  barometer  scale,  and  all measurements  and
levelings for elevations must be made in reference thereto.

±62.  Ezeva;viorb  determined  by-  8pbrd Zevd.-:Wlnenever  au  station  is
established  or  an  office  moved  and  the  elevation  of the  barometers
changed,  observers  will secure  the services  of  a. competent surveyor
or city engineer,who will run a, line of levels to det,ermine   accurately
the elevation of the station above or below the "plane of reference."
In  many  instances  this  survey  can  be  se.cured  without  expense
through  the  courtesy  of  the  Government  or  of  the  city  engineers.
In the remaining cases the cost will be included with other items of
expense  incident   to   the   establishment   or  removal  of  the  office,
authority for the expenditure being procured in the usual manner.

22937-12--6
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All height,s will be given in feet and hundredths or thousandths of
a foot,.

163.   F?.,#ed  pod7bf.-The  engineer  will  establish  a  so-called  "fixed
point"  or bench  mark in  a permanent  manner on .the  outer stone-
work of the building, from which direct measurements of the height
of  the  barometers  can  readily  be  made,  or  a  line  of levels  conven-
iently run to the "plane of reference" at any time.                   .

164.  Pza}7be   a/  y'eJere7Lce.-The   "plane   of   reference"   should,   in
general, be the top of rail at depot.    In case, however, a bench mark
of  a permanent  character  and  of high precision,  such as  erecbed  by
the  United  States  Coast  Survey,  the  Lake  Survey,  the  Mississippi
River Commission, or the Engineer Corps, has been esta,blished, this
will be used as "plane of reference."    The same plane should be used,
as a rule, in all measurements within the same town, ancl will not be
changed except for good reason.

165.  All levelings must be run by a competent person and the line
will be run over a, closed cir.cuit which, in the case of a new station,
will  be  from  the  plane  of  reference  through  the  "fixed  point"  to
the barometer,  and back through the "fixed point" to the plane of
reference.    In the  case  of  the  removal  of  an  office  the  line  will  be
run from the barometer in the old office to the barometer in the new
office,  passing through the  "fixed points"  at  both the  old  and  the
new office, thence through the "fixed point" at the new office to the
"plane of reference," and thence to the point of starting.                  .

A copy. Of the field notes,  certified to by the surveyor running the
levels, will be filed with the report of elevation which will be rendered
on Form No.  1058-Met'1.

The  observer will fully inform  the  surveyor  concerning the  fore-
going provisions for running the levels.

166.  When, for any reason, it is impossible to run the levels pro-
vided for in paragraphs  162 to  165, the observer will, in case of the
change of location of the barometers, or removal of the office, make
a special set of comparative barometer readings;  that is to say,  the
comparative  barometer  readings 'always  required  on  changing  the
locati.on of instruments will in case levels can not be run be made in
three sets,  as follows:

First.  Set before  removal.    Second.  Set  during removal;  that is,
sta,tion barometer in new office,  extra barometer in old office.    This
set of readings will be recorded as usual on Form No. 1027-Met'l, and
will be accompanied by two readings of the exposed thermometer, to
be noted on the margin,  the first taken immediately before and the
second immediately after the set of barometer readings.    Third.  Set
after removal;  that is, both bat.ometers in new location.
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When there is an assistant on station the five readings of the second
set must be synchronous, but in case there is no assistant at station,
eight readings in all will be made alternately in the two offices, in the
following order:  No.1  in new office;  Nos.  2  and 3 in old office;  Nos.
4 and 5 in the new office;  Nos.  6 and 7 in the old office,  after which
the extra barometer will be carried  to  the new office  and the eighth
reading  made  on  the  station  barometer.    Finally,  the  third  set  of
comparative readings will be made.

The interval between readings should be as nearly uniform as pos-
sible,  and is left to the convenience of the observer,  depending upon
the, distance betweeri stations, etc.

167.  When changes in the location of the barometers  that do not
alter the  elevation  are  authorized,  a line  of levels need not be run,
and only the usual comparative barometer readings before and after
removal will be made.

168.  Redwiton Of ob8ervcchon8 to a " 8tahioTb devcndoTb.' ' ~OrL JtmnEITy
1,  1900,  a  specific  elevation  above  sea  level  was  adopted  for  each
Weather Bureau station,  a.nd for purposes of record alnd publication
all  barometric  observations  will  be  correlated  to  this  "adopted  oi.
station  elevation."    In  case,  therefore,  an  office  is  moved  to  new
quarters  and  t.he  elevation  of  the  barometer  is  there'by  changed,  a
proper correction  will be  applied  to  the  barometric. readings  in  the
new location that will reduce  the  observed readings  to  the pressure
appropriate to the " station elevation," notwithstanding c,hanges and'
removals.    The pressure thus ascertained will be designated "station
pressure."

169.  The "station elevation" for a station in operation January 1,
1900,  is  its  elevation  above  sea  level  on  that  date.    For  stations
closed before 1900, or subsequently established, the elevation will be,
in  general,  the  elevation  above  sea  level  of  the  zero  point  of  the
barometer at the date of closing or opening the respective stations.
-  170.  Reduction of current observations to a "statiion elevation" in

accordance with the foregoing plan will,  therefore,  be required only
when changes are made in the elevations of the barometers.    In all
such cases  the Instrument Division of the  central office will furnish
a new copy of the barometer correction card (Form No. 1059-Met'l),
in which a "removal correction,"  based on the change made in the
elevation  of  the  barometers, will  be  combined  with  the  corrections
for local gravity,  scale  errors,  etc.    The  "sum of  corrections"  thus
determined,  together with the " correction for temperature," will be
applied to all recorded readings of barome.trio pressure, and the result
will be regarded as the pressure of the air appropriate to the station
in question.
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171.  The following example will elucidate the complete correction
of observed barometer readings :
Observed barometer reading (attached thermometer, 76.5°) .................     30. 287-0.131

+0. 032
Correction for temperature (Table I)
Sum of corrections, Form No. 1059-Met'1

Total correction

Station pressure

-0. 099

The  "total correction,"  as shown  above,  will be entered on Form
No.   1001~Met'1,  and  applied  to  the  "observed"  reading,  deriving
thereby the pressure of the air appropriate to the adopted elevation
of the station;  this result will be recorded on Form No.  1001-Met'l,
in the columns for " station pressure."

172.  The  barograph will be  adjusted  and  corrected  to  correspond
with  the   "station  pressure"   ascert,&ined   as  shown  in  the   above
example.    See also paragraph 153.

173.  All  pressure  obser.vations  made   at   a  station  and  reduced
according to the foregoing plan a.re therefore strictly comparable with
each other, all being reduced to the adopted elevation.    Furthermore,
a change of elevation or removal of office does not necessitate a new
table of reductions to sea level;  that is, all observations will be reduced
to sea 16vel, when required, by one and the same table of reduction,
namely, thatfbased on the adopted elevation of the station.

174.   IVome7}cZ¢{%y.e.~The. following nomenclature,  embracing baro.-
metric terms, will be used, as far as practicable, in the correspondence,
records, and publications of the Weather Bureau :

4cJ%a}Z eze¢¢£6o7}.-The height of the  zero points  of the barometers
of a station above sea level.  `

S{¢±6o7t eze¢¢J6o7}.~The elevation above sea level adopted for a sta-
tion as the basis to` which all pressure observations at the station are
correlated.

Ob8e'¢ed  y'e¢d67}g.-The  direct  result  of  the  reading  of  an  instru-
ment, uncorrected for any errors.

4c{"¢Z Ppress%7e.-Meaning the actual pressure of the air at a baron-
eter, as obtained from the observed rea,ding after applying the neces-
sary corrections for temperature, gravity, and instrumental errors.

SJciJ{oy} p7e8S"7e.-A pressure corresponding to an " adopted or sta-
tion elevation" which may differ slightly from the actual elevation of
the  barometer.    When  the  "actual"  and  "station"  elevations  are
the same at any particular station, the removal correction will be zero
and the actual pressure and the station pressure are then numerically
equal.                                                                                                                        e

Bed"cod p7e88%7e.-The actual  or  station  pressure  reduced to  sea
level, or to some other specified plane.
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CorrechoTbfor8caleerror8,capfrlharity,eta._-ALrrLparpdifleTeToep`etween
the readings of a given instrument and those of the standard barom-
eter duly corrected.    This quantity embraces  all outstanding errors
in the subdivision of the scale, or its total length;  errors in the adjust-
merit of the sighting edge to the zero line of the vernier;  errors of cap-
illarity, imperfect vacuum, etc.

Oo'recJ6o7} /opr {e7y}pe7a)J"7e.-The correction depending on the tem-
pera,ture of the mercury and the metallic scale.

Correchon f oT Zocal growdy ..
(a)  LcbJdfrodB fe7.77b.-The correction based on the variation of the

force of gravity with latitude.
(a)   AZJ¢±%de Joy.in.--The   correction   based   ;n   the ' variation   of

gravity with altitude above sea level.
Bemo¢¢Z coyly.ecJ{o7}.-The correction necessitated by the removal of

an office, and based on the difference between the actual elevation of
the barometers in the new location and the adopted elevation for the
station  in  question.    Strictly  speaking,  the  "removal  correction"
varies from day to day, or from winter to summer, with large changes
of temperature,  but  this variation,  in most  cases,  can be neglected.
When, however, the change in elevation is large, and especially when
great differences of temperature, as between winter and summer, are
considered, the change in the value of `the "removal correction" may
exceed 0.01 inch or more,  and it then becomes desirable to employ a
"variable"  correction, as more fully explained in paragraph 182  (a))..

Swm o/ coy'y.ec}6o7b8.-A term embracing all the corrections that are
practicallyconstantforagiveninstrumentinagivenlocation,namely,
the correction for scale errors, capillarity and gravity, and the removal
correction.    This sum is given on the certificate of corrections  (Form
No.  1059-Met'1) furnished for each instrument.

rofa}Z co7y.ecJ6o7}.-The correction for temperature, plus the " sum of
corrections"  as defined above.

Bed%cJ6o" {o  Sea} Ze¢ez.-The  quantity which must  be  added  to  the
"actual"  or  "station"  pressure  in  order  to  obtain  the  "reduced"

pressure.
Z3ed%cJ{o7}/o7 eze¢a}{6o7?.-A quantity which must be added to or sub-

tracted  from  the  pressure  at  a  given  elevation  in  order  to  deduce
there from the pressure appropriate to some other specified elevation.

V.II.-SUMMARY   0F   SPECIAI.   IRTSTRUCTI0RTS   FOR   OBSERVERS   0F   THE
WHATHER  BUREAU.

175.  S*¢J{o7t ¢7t,d e#}rci bar.o77}e±ey'8.-It is the intention to keep each
station  supplied  as  far  as  possible with two good barometers.    The
names  8J¢*6o7t  and  e#Jprcb  apply,  respectively,  t.o  the  one  used  in  the
regular  observations  and  the  one   held  in  reserve.    Observers  will
promptly report, by letter, any defect observed in either instrument,
giving I.ull details as to its nature and probable cause.
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176.  Expos"y'e  a/  baro77Le{e7.8.-Observers  will  expose  their  baro-
meters and barographs in acordance with the provisions of paragraphs
89 and  152.

177.   C%sfey.7t,s a/  e#*rcb bar'o77}efe7's.-When  not  in  use t,he cistern.of
the extra brirometer may be screwed up so as to raise the level of the
mercury aborit halfway up the ivory point.     The cd8*er7b 8fao%Zd 7bo* be.
rfzzed nor the mercury forced to the top of the tiibe, except when the
barometer is to be moved.

178.   EzeuayJdo'n a/ ba)ro77}efey's a)boue sea, Zeuez.-At the e;rliest  practi-
cable opportunity after establishing a new stati.on or moving into a
new office the observ.er will ascertain and report, upon Form No.1058-
Met'l, the elevation of the barometer above sea level..    This measure-
ment  should  refer  to  the  elevation  of  the  lower  end  of  the  ivory
point  of the  barometer.    Specific instructions in regard thereto  are
given in paragraphs 161 to 166, and on the back of the form mentioned.

179.  When observations  are  commenced at a new station-and the
appropriate  table  of  reductions  to  sea  level  has  not,  as  yet,  been
received from the central office,  only the corrections given on Form
No.  1059-Met'l  and  for  temperature  will  be  applied  to  barometer
readings,  and the results will be recorded on all forms required and
telegraphed in the usual manner until tables of redriction are received.

180.  Beg"ZcLr  b¢7.o77Lefy'6c  ob8e7®uayJdo7}8.-Settings  and readings  of the
"station"  barometer,  as  required. by the  instructions  providing  for.
the regular  observations  of the  station,  will be made in  accordance
with the provisions of paragraphs 97 to 100, and these readings will be
corrected  for  errors,  as  illustrated  in  the  example  given  in  para-
graph 171.

±8±.  Reduce;orb  Of  baromckric  Teeding8  bo  Sea,  Zeval.-In  redic;mg
barometer readings to sea level the special tables supplied each station
according to its elevation will be used.

The temperature argumen.t will be obtained by taking the mean of
the  current  an`d  the  previous  8  a.  in.  or  8  p.  in.  observation.    For
example:  Dodge  City,  Kans.,  March  1,  1905,  temperature,  8  a.  m„
33.7°;  8 p. in.,  45.4°;  the mean of these., 39.6°, is the temperature to
be used in reducing the 8 p. in. reading to sea level.

182.  P7.oudsdo7La}Z   remoua}Z   coy.recJdo7L.-W.hen   the   elevation   of the
barometer has been changed by removal or otherwise, and the observer
has ascertained with reasonable accuracy the new, that is, the " actual
elevation"  (see paragraph 174), he will immediately report the same
to  the  central  office,  even  if  Form  No.  1058-Met'l  can not  be  sub-
mitted at the same time.    Furthermore, pending the receipt of new
copies  of  Form  No.  1059-Met'1,  he  will reduce his  daily barometric
observations  at  the new location by the use  of  a prou684o"¢Z y'e77Loucbz
co77.ecf6o7} deduced in the manner` illustrated in paragraph 198.     In his
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letter the observer will give the value and algebraic sign of the cor-
rection he proposes`to use.

182a.   Va)7.£a)bze   7.emou¢Z    co7'rec*do7b.-When    extreme   changes    of
temperature, such as occur at. different seasons of the year, taken in
conjunction  with  considerable  changes  of  elevation  due  to  removal
of office, cause variations in the "removal correction"  amounting to,
or  exceeding  0.010  inch,  it  then  becomes  necessary  to  employ  a
"variable removal correction,"  which is taken out for each observa-
tion and which depends upon the temperature of the outside air.    In
such  cases  this  "variable"  correction  for  different  temperatures  is
given in a special table on the back of Form  1059-Met'1, and is used
for reducing the observations in the following manner:

The barometric  observations will be reduced practically the same
as heretofore  (see par.171),  except that the proper "sum of co'rrec-
tions"  to  be used  at each  observceation will be  taken from  the  table
mentioned  above  corresponding  to  the  air temperature observed  at
the same time.    It is important to note that this temperature is the

/

dy'y-b"Zb reading in the instrument shelter,  not that of the  attached
thermometer  of  the  barometer.    The  "Sum  of  corrections"   thus
taken  fr.om  this  supplemental  table  will  be  added  algebraically  to
the  temperature  correction  in  the  usual  manner,  and  the  resulting
total correction  applied  to  the  barometer reading,  and also  entered
in the customary spaces on Form 1001, in the column headed "Total.
correction," on pages 2 and 3.    Finally, in entering the data on Form
1001-Met'l,  a  suppl.ementary  column  will  be  ruled  adjacent  to  the
date  column  on  the  left.    This  column  will  be  headed:  "Removal
cor.,"  and therein will be entered, from observation to observation,
the  particular  value  of  the  "Removal  correction"  from  the  table
given  on  back  of  Form  1059-Met'l,  corresponding  to  the  "Sum  of
corrections " employed in reducing the observations.

Whenever  7z,ew  correction  cards  (For.in  1059-Met'l)  are  furnished
to  a station from the central office,  the cards previotisly in use will
be destroyed.

183.   Oo77bpa77.a7Jdue b¢rothe{er re¢ding8.-The provisions of paragraphs
118  to  121  will  be  observed  in  making  comparative  readings;  the
results will be tabulated and reported on Form No.  1027-Met'l, and
the detailed instructions printed on the back thereof fully apmplied
with.    Form No.  1027-Met'l will either be duplicated for the sta,tion
file, or a letterpress copy retained for the station record.

Five  comparative  readings  at  intervals  of  hours,  half  hours,  or
quarter hours will. be made in accordance with the foregoing provi-
sions and on the occasions specified as follows :

(a))  When new barometers  are received for the establishment of a
station,  or,  in  general,  whenever  any  serviceable  Weather  Bureau
barometer is received at station, by transfer or otherwise.
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(a)  Regular  monthly  readings  will  be  made  on  the  15th  of  each
month.    When the 15th falls on a Sunday or a holiday, the readings
will be deferred until the next regular working day.

(c)  Before and after removal of office or change in the location of
the barometers,  also when a line of levels is not run,  a set with the
station  barometer  in  new  office  and  ext,ra  in  old  office,  see  para-
graph 166.

(d)  Before and after cleaning a barometer.
184.  Hxcept in the case of the regular monthly readings, observers

will forward special comparative barometer readings with a letter of
transmittal,  giving  any  pertinent remarks  relative  to  the  condition
of the instruments,  the  occasion for making the readings  and  other
particulars  that  may  enable  the  central  office  to  understand  more
fully the matter under consideration.

185.  Bc}ro77Lefer8 7to£ ±o be cfac}7tged®.-Barometers will not be changed
in location nor one instrument substituted for another without author-
ity  from  the  central  office,  unless  the  circumstances  are  such  that
immediate   action   is   necessary.    Neither   the   "station"   nor   the
" extra" instrument will be loaned without, authority.

186.  Changes  in  the  location  of  barometers,  especially  when  the
elevation is  changed,  as in the removal of an office, should be made
at  the. end  of  the  month,  if  practicable,  and  the  station  barometei`
will be moved in the interval between the last observation of one da}t
and  the  first  observation  of  the following  day.    The  foregoing  will
also apply, as far as practicable, when a new barometer is substituted
for the station instrument.

187.  4ttJfao76£gr Jo  czea77t  ba77077ue¢e78.-Authority to  clean barometers
will be granted only in special cases, and applications therefor should
be made with due consideration of the provisions  of paragraph  116.
Unless  otherwise  provided  for,  only  one  barometer  will  be  cleaned
within  any  given  month,  and  then  just  after  the  regular  monthly
comparative readings have been made.    The set of readings required,
¢JJe7 czea)7}67}g, may be made the same or the following day, p.referabl}T
the latter.    The specific instrtictions for cleaning  barometers,  para-
graphs  124 to  144, will be carefully observed.

188.  Z3eg"¢$6±¢o7t/o7 77}e7c%7y.-Mercury will be furnished to stations
only on special requisition,  which will be made when the mercury is
needed for immediate use in connection with the authorized cleaning
and repairing of barometers.

189.  Jmp%y.e  77}erc%7gr.-Mercury  of  an  impure  character  that  has
been  removed  from  barometers,  or  otherwise  acquired  on  statiori,
should be carefully preserved, and in quantities of from a half pound
to  a pound or more will be forwarded by mail  to  the  central office,
jn  strong  bottles  or  other  suitable  receptacles,  securely  wrapped  in
proper  packing  material  to  prevent  breakag.e.    The  stopper  of  the
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bottle should fit tightly and be strongly tied and sealed if pra.cticable.
The mercury is easily reduced to great purity at this office by distil-
lation, etc.    The package should be marked:  Instrument Division.

190.   fl4le7.c"y'gr 7Lo£ *o be 7'e77}oued.-When an unserviceable barometer
is returned tQ  this office  the mercury will not be removed except as
provided  for  in  paragiaph  151,  and  if not  returned  to  Washington
with the instrument, will be disposed of as specified in paragraph 189.

191.  Ba77.og7'aphs.-The winding and regulating of barograph clocks,
the changing of sheets, and the adjustment of pens to standard pres-
sures, will be attended to in accordance with the provisions of Section
(8),  pages 80  and 81.

192.   F677Le  e7'7.or cbecfaed.-The  barograph will be  checked for time
error at 12 noon, each day, in the manner explained in paragraph 158.

193.  Ho"7.Zy   rea}d£7tgs.-Detailed   instructions   for   compiling   and
transcribing records from barographs are given in Circular A, Instru-
ment Division.

194.   Clo77}pa}rd8o7b a/p7'dt;¢£e b¢romefers.-Observers will extend every
courtesy to  shipmasters  and others who may apply  at the  office for
information  or submit  barometers  for  comparison,  adjustment,  etc.
The mercurial barometers  at a station can not as a rule`be removed
from the office for comparison and adjustment of barometers on board
vessels,  etc.,  but  in  some  cases  aneroid  barometers  serve  very  con-
veniently for this purpose and rna,y be supplied when required.

A memorandum or tag, showing date of comparison, the correction
to be applied, and other pertinent facts should accompany an instru-
ment that has been compared.

VIII.-TABLES.

EXPLANATION   OF  TABLES.

rTALBhEs  I.  ALRID  IT.-Correction for temperature.

195.  Tables I and 11 give, in I]nglish and metric measures, respec-
tively, the corrections that should be applied to the observed readings
of a mercurial barometer having a brass scale,  in order to eliminate
from  the  barometer reading  th'e  effect of  temperature  in  expanding
the mercury and the scale.    The following example will elucidate the
use  of either  table:
The attached thermometer of a barometer reads
The barometer reads

72. 50
29. 415

In Table I, the pressure nearest 29.415 is 29.5.    Horizontally oppo-
site 72.5°  in the  vertical  column  under  this  pressure we  find  0.117,
which is  the  correction required,  ancl we  not,e  that  it  must  b6  sub-
tracted.
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The reading corrected for temperature is, therefore. 29. 415
-. 117

29. 298

196.   J7t,±expoz¢±do7}    e#pza)t7}ed.-Suppose    the    pressure    had    been
29.281,  which  is  about  midway between  29  and  29.5.    The correc-
tion in  this  case  should  be  about  midway b6tween  0.115  and  0.117,
or  0.116.    The  same  rules  must  be  followed  if  the  temperature  is
intermediate between the values of the table.

rrABTJRs  I:IT  AL"D  TN .-Influence Of growkty on barometric ob8ervati,on8.

197.  Table Ill gives the correction required to reduce readings of
the mercurial barometer to standard gravity at latitude 45°.

There  is,  in  addition  to  the  above,  another  gravity  correction
required  to eliminate the effect of change of gra,vity with elevation.
This is small and is given in Table IV.

The aneroid barometer does not require  any gravity c6rrection.
Example:  For  latitude  38°  and  pressure  29  inches,  the  gravity

correction is 77}d7L"8 0.018 of an inch.    For an altitude of 2,490 feet and
a pressure of 27.3 inches the gravity correction is  -0.004 of an inch.

rr A:Bra V .-Pre88ure in inches coTre8ponding to chamge8 Of 100 feeb in aleva,hon.

198.  Table  V  is  employed  for  computing  "removal  corrections,"
paragraph 182,  and its use is illustrated by the following example:` .

Suppose  the  "adopted or station elevation"  of  a given station is
I,482.7 feet, and that after removal the "actual elevation" is  1,516.4
feet;  hence the change in elevation will be 33.7 feet.

Suppose,  also, that the mean annual temperature at the station is
560.

Table v gives o.103 for 1,500 feet and temperature 56°.    To reduce,
therefore, from the " actual elevation" of 1,516.4 feet to the "station
elevation"  of  1,482.7 feet,  the following correction is necessary,  viz,
3i£;E X 0.103=0.035, which  is  the "removal correction" required  on

Form No. 1059-Met'l.    The correction in this case must be used with
the plus sign.

TA:Bras V±  A:"D VET.-DeteTwimation of hckghis by barometer.

199.  The use of these tables requires that at least two observations
of  the  temperature  and  the  pressure  of  the  air  be  made,  simulta-
neously  if  possible,  at  two  stations.    The  elevation  of  one  of  the
stations must be lmown.

From Table VI we find the first approximate difference of elevation
of the two stations.    TablevII gives the allowance thatmust bemade
on accoulit of the temperature of the air.
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To  be  strictly  accurate,  allowance  should  also  be  made  for  three-
other  effects:  (a))  For  the  amount  of  moisture  in  the  air;   (a)  for
the  effect  of gravity  on  the  weight  of  the  air;  (c)  for  the  effect  of
gravity on the weight of the mercury (not required when the aneroid
is used or when the readings of a mercurial barometer are separately
corl.ected for gravity).    By  neglecting  these  effects  in  computing  a
high  elevatiol},  say  10,000  feet,  other  conditions  being  average,  an
error of fully 100 feet may be made.    Greater inaccuracies than this,
however,-are likely to result if the computations are based upon only
a  few  barometric  and  temperature  readings,  and  especially  if  the
readings  are not strictly simultaneous.    Moreover,  the  air tempera-
ture required is the mean temperature of the whole column between
the two stations, but this is only approximately given by the  mean.
of the observed temperatures.

The  two  tables  following  are,  therefore,  sufficiently  accurate  for
use of tourists who  desire  a knowledge  of the  approximate  altitude
corresponding to the more or less limited and incomplete observations-
they rna,y make.    Example:
Barometer reading at base station
Barometer reading at upper station
Air temperature at base station.
Air telnperature at upper station

...... inches. .   27. 58i
........... do ....   21. 47
........ degrees..          68`
------..-.. do -.--           42

Estilnated mean temperature of air column is~

±§±__4_2=1_1_9=55o±T.
22

Ta,ble Ill, at 21.47, gives
at 27.58, gives

First approximate difference of elevation.

Table IV, for T± 55° and 6,800 feet, gives :

Allowance for temperature of air ...........
Hence difference of elevation is ...........
Suppose the elevation of the base station is

Then the elevation of upper station is.
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rr A:Bin I..-Correcti,on of rmercurwl barorrnet,er for tempera,the., Engttch measures .



20     ||   20.5   I     21      I   21.5   )     22     )   22.5   I     23      (   23.5   I     24
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`TALBm  I.-Correed,om of meron:urkal  barometer  for temperature, Engitch rmea8ures-CJon.

24       I   24.5   I      25      i   25.5   I     26     I   26.5   I      27      ||'27.5   i      28     i   28.5   I      29      I   29.5   )      30      I   30.5   I      31
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TA;Bin I.~Cottech,on  of rneTcurwl barometer for  temperatwTe, ETLgtt8h mea8ure8-Con.

Observed reading of the barometer, in inches.

21      (   21.5  )      22     (   22.5  )17      I   17|     18     j   18.5)     19     i   19.5`(
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TA;BIjB 1.-Ccrmecti,orb  of meranwl barormeter for  temperatwe ,  Engttch mea8ure8-.-- Con:

|   28.5   i     29     I   29.5   I     30     I   30.5   I     31
26     I   26.5  |     2;     ||   27.5  I     2824       i   24.5   (      25     I   25.5   i

Iqwhe8.                                           .    ESNIBT:RACT:.                                                Inehe8.
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I ALBrm Tl .-Correct;hon of rmercurbal barometers for tempera,tare , metrde measures .

700    !1    710    i    720    i    730    I    740

22937-12--7
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TA.BIjE  Tl.-Correct;hen  of mercurwl barometeT8 for  tenpera,toff e, metrie measures---Cori.

#
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I A;Bin Ill.-Imf luenee of groudy on barometrie ck8erva,hon8 , Englkch urwhs.

[Abridged from International Tables.]

REDUCTION  TO  LATITUDE  45°.

Forlatitudes............{%g]°oV;£!:}thevaluesaretobe..-.....{&##terda.cted.

Reading of the barometer, in inches.
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rF ALBm IV .~Influenee of growdy on l]arometH.ic ob8ervathon8 , Englwh urrits.

[From International Tables.]
REDUCTION  FOR  ALTITUDE.

To be subtracted.

TA:BTJB V .~Pre88ure, in i;ndLe8 , corresponding to changes of 100 feet in alevati,on.

[BIGELOW.]

Ei
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I A;Bin VI .~Determina,tion of hckghis by the barorrmeter , Engtich mea8ures~Con .
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T A:Bin VI.-Deterrmina,hon of hckghts by the barometer , Engttch mea8ure8~Con.
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TA:Bra VIT .-Dcterrmin,i;horL of hckghts by the barometer , Engzkch mea8ure8 .

[Abridged from the Smithsonian Tables.]
Term for temperature:  0.002039 (T-5o°) z.

Fortemperatures(?E|oov£58:F:)theva|uesaretobe(gf#rda.cted.



I N I) E X.

Actual elevation defined .
Adjustment of barographs at high elevations

to station pressure
Attached thermometer
Atmospheric pressure .
Authority to clean barometers
Air and moisture in barometer tubes .

can not be perfectly removed from barometer tubes.
how removed from barometer tubes
in ba,rometer tubes
vent in cistern of barometer

Tuch cisterns
Aneroid barographs, Richard's

barometer

Barographs....

` ` creeping of "

effects of temperature
Goldschmidt's .
how adjusted . .
in determining heights
reading, how made
test of condition.

adjusted for high elevations
to standard pressure
to station pressure

aneroid, Richard's
clocks for, regulated and wound
compensated siphon, Marvin system

check observations
cleaning mercury
dismantling
magnifying and recording mechanisms
temperature compensation ............
time checks . . .

marker .
corrections for errors of
exposure of .
Foreman's..
forms for, changed

refigured
trimmed .

hourly reading of
how exposed

143, 144
88

6, 46-58
56

49, 55
48, 51

50
54

105' 106

105



106

Barographs, Marvin's normal
pens for, cleaned. .
time error, checked
weighing

Barometer, air vent of cistern
adjustment of cistern

aneroid

INDEX.

at elevated stations, how handled

old style

care and preservation of
change or substitution of .
changes in location of
cisterns, how to tighten screws of

not to be strained
comparison of, private
corrections, for capillarity

imperfect vacuum
instrumental or. scale error
temperature . .

correct,ion cards, Form No. 1059-Met'l
diagonal

Fortin, Weather Bureau pattern
frequent cleaning of cisterns to be avoided
glass cisterns of , washed

tubes of , to be cleaned
glycerin
Green - -

how carried
disposed on steamboats, etc
inverted
set and observed .
to open cistern of leaky
packed
unpacked

Howson's
instructions for cleaning

box for .
handling of .

magnifying
measurement of height by
moving and packing of

not to be changed without authority
parts of assembled
pumping Of

Paragraph.

16,111, 114
194
41
41
41
41

42, 170
62
63

39, 40
89, 152, 176

7
117
135
128

61
7
6

111
147

110' 111
97

126
145
109

65
123-144, 187



INDEX.

•Barometer, readings completely corrected.

reduction to sea level
standard gravity

report on defective or unserv.iceable .
scale of , cleaned
screwed up for transportation
screws of cistern tightened regularly
shipment of empty

spiral . - .
standard

serviceable .

"station " and "extra" defined

tube, air removed from
tubes, filling of

air-pump method
boiling method
funnel method

cleaning of large ......

Tuch, cisterns cleaned
verticality of

when to make change in location of
Boxes for barometers

old style
Capacity correction, how found
Capillarity, correction for
Cards, barometer correction, Form No.1059-Met'l.
Care and preservation of barometers
Canying cases, leather.
Change in location of barometer

when made. .
or substitution of barometers

Cistern, adjustment of
filtering mercury into .
fixed and adjustable
glass part washed
of barometer.

not to be strained
frequently cleaned

screws of , tightened regularly
straining of
Tuch, instructions for cleaning.

pattern described
Cleaning around ivory point

barometers, instructions for.
pens for barograph

Clocks for barographs, regulated and wound
Comparative barometer readings.

`107

Paragraph.
171
103
102
150
128
145

136,  141

116, 185, 186

123-144, 187

118-122, 183

recorded on Form No.  1027-Met'l ...........       166



108 INDEX.

Comparative barometer readings when levels can not be run.
readings, interval for, after, cleaning.

Paragraph.
166

121, 142
order for making,  on removal of office ..................

Correction of barometer readings, example
for capacity

density of mercury.
error of barograph
imperfect vacuum
scale errors, capillarity, etc
temperature

tables for
provisional removal
variable removal. .

Determination of heights by aneroids
tables for

Diagonal barometers .
Dial barometer.
Elevation determined by competent person

of a station defined

166
171

18, 24
44

160
41, 174
41, 174

41, 43, 174

182, 198
174, 182a

104, 105, 107

162, 165
161, 174

barometer above sea level, determined promptly ...............

to be given in feet and decimals
Empty barometers, shipment of
Engineer to be informed concerning levels .
Error of barograph clocks checked

barometers as shown by comparative readings
Exposure of barographs .

barometers

178
174
174
162
151
165
158
116

89-152, 176
89-152, 176

Extra barometers, cisterns, lowered before comparative readings .............
screwed up

Field notes, copy of, furnished. .
"Fixed point " to be established
Foreman's barograph
Forms for barographs changed

trimmed -
refigured for barographs at elevated stations

Form No. 1001-Met'l ....
1027-Met,I....
1058-Met'l - . -
1059-Met'l-..-

Fortin barometers, Weather Bureau pattern
Glycerine barometer

177
177
165
163
70

156
156
155
171
183
165

42, 170
7

61
Gravity, influence o£, on barometric observations, tables ....................       197

reduction to standard
altitude term
latitude term

Green barometer. . .
Heights determined by aneroids

barometric readings
tables for, determination of , by barometer

Holosteric barometer

102' 197

105, 107
104' 107



INDEX.

Howson's barometer
Impure mercury not to be used
Index point of barometer
Ink for barograph pens
Instructions for cleaning barometers
Interpolation explained
Interval between comparative readings on removal of barometers.
Inverting  barometers  at elevated station

1:=i`  Ivory point, difficulty of cleaning around
of barometer
position not to be changed in cleaning barometer.

Leaks in cistern of barometer
Leaky barometer, how to open cistern of .
Leather carrying cases
Line of levels, how run

need not be run
must be run

Location of barometers changed
Magnifying barometers, comments on
Marine barometer
Marvin's normal barograph
Mercury, how filtered

how purified
impure, disposed of
not to be removed
purity of , indicated

requisition for
"Metallic click " ih barometer tubes
Moving and packing` barometer
Nomenclature
Observations of pressure comparable

reduced to station elevation
regular barometric

Observed reading defined
Packing barometers
Pens for barograph cleaned
Plane of reference to be adopted .
Pressure actual, defined

of one atmosphere .
reduced

tables of, corresponding to change in elevation of 100 feet.
Private barometers, comparison of
Pumping of
Purity of mercury, how indica,ted

Reading of vernier
Readings of barometer corrected
Recording barometers or barographs
Reduction to sea level defined

109

Paragraph.
65

138
9

159
123--144

148, 166

128, 136
141
126
146
165
167
162
148

67
26-31

71
139
138
189
190
139
137
]88

111, 113
109, 145

97, 100, 171, 180

109' 145
159
164
174

4
174
174
198
194
89a
139
137

12, 13, 14, 15

temperature and moisture terms ......................       103



110

Reduction for elevation defined
Removal correction

Scale of barometer

INDEX.

to barometer, provisional
variable .

contracted

errors and capillarity, correction for
of elevat,ions on aneroid, how used
feet on aneroid,  adjustable, how  used

only approximate
Sea level, reduction of barometer to
Serviceable barometers, how shipped
Shipment of empty barometers

serviceable barometers
Siphon barograph, Marvin system

barometer

Spiral barometers
magnifying

Standard gravity, reduction to
Station elevation
Straining cistern of barometer
Sum of corrections defined
Surveyor to be informed concerning levels
Sympjesometer.
Temperature, correction for
Thermometer attached
Time error of barographs checked
Torricelli' s barometer
"Total correction " defined

entered on Form No. 1001-Met'l
Tube of barometer to be cleaned
Unpacking barometers
Unserviceable barometers, how shipped
Vernier of barometer

adjustment of
Verticality of barometers .
Water barometer
Weighing barographs
Winding clocks for barographs
Wrench required for cleaning Tuch cisterns

`0

102, 197
168, 169, 174

111,114

41, 43, 174, 195


